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ABSTRACT
In working with Elder John Killulark, this project aimed at documenting the history of
the Amaruq and Kigjugalik families and his perspective of the Land around xf9o6+X6
cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq (Aberdeen Lake) and cmi6 g[o6+X6 Qamaniq
Tugliqpaaq (Schultz Lake). The study area is on the west side of Hudson Bay, Nunavut,
and has been used by the families for many generations. In sharing his thoughts about
life prior to moving to the permanent settlement of Baker Lake, John Killulark began by
documenting the family history and kinship going back to four generations. He then
described the family’s homeland through stories, songs, and legends and by providing a
detailed map of the area including more than 290 place names. Some of these place
names were ancient names and although the meaning has been lost, the names are still
used today. Other place names described key landscape features, the location of
birthplaces, camp areas or gravesites, ancient creatures that inhabited the area or where
legends originated. John Killulark also talked about Inuit traditions and how shamans
and respected elders guided people through time.

The Land is rich in history, resources, and life. Our parents, grandparents, greatgrandparents, and ancestors were once closely linked to the Land. The Land is important
to Inuit and through this project, we can reflect on how old and new traditions are coming
together to provide a bright future for Inuit.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble
The time spent gathering Inuit knowledge from Inuit elders is critical because the
knowledge that they have about the Land will be lost if it is not communicated to the next
generation. This knowledge was historically passed on to the next generation orally, but
now that families are not living in small family groups on the Land, the knowledge is not
being passed down to all family members as easily (Nakasuk, et al. 1999). Some of the
reasons for these changes are nested in a change of lifestyle; families are now living in
permanent and larger settlements where amenities like televisions and the internet, for
example, are in competition with the traditional oral transmission of knowledge through
story-telling, legends or songs (Bennett & Rowley, 2004; Kappianaq & Nutaraq, 2001).
This has been the case for me.

I do not know much about the history of my mother’s family and how she lived on the
Land before her family moved to the community of cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker
Lake in the late 1950s. Through this project, I worked with John Killulark, my uncle and
Inuk elder from cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake, Nunavut. John Killulark is
unilingual in Inuktitut and since I am not fluent in Inuktitut, I depended on a translator to
help capture his perspective and knowledge of the tundra landscape in the area
surrounding xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake, and cmi6
g[o6+X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake, Nunavut.
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This knowledge of the landscape can be gathered using a number of methods including
the documentation of place names and the recording of stories, legends, and songs shared
by elders. For example, place names are an important source of information about an
area because a name expresses more than just a location, it may describe an event or it
may represent the spirituality of a place (Müller-Wille, 2003). In relation to place names,
this descriptive information is rapidly disappearing as the elders who hold this knowledge
pass away. With the change in Inuit nomadic lifestyle to a more sedentary life in
permanent communities, opportunities to spend time on the Land have greatly
diminished. Many people have a set schedule and are busy with family and school and if
they go hunting, the trips are often over a few days using snow mobiles and modern
technology (Collingnon, 2006).
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Study Area
The Land of our ancestors, our grandparents, our parents and the Land of our birth, our
Homeland xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake, cmi6
g[o6+X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake and byl4Jx6 Tahilukjuaq - Pitz Lake
is a large area of land in the Kivalliq region of Nunavut. xf9o6+X6 cmi4 Akulliqpaaq
Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake is one of many lakes along the Thelon River. It is
approximately 91 km in length and is located 213 km south of the Arctic Circle (Evans,
2005; GN, 2005). xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake has a
shallow and sandy bottom with low sandy shores, but deep water can be found at the
2

northeast end of Aberdeen Lake (McGill-University, 1963). cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq Baker Lake, Nunavut is the nearest inhabited community and is approximately 150 km to
the east of xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake (Pelly, 1996).
cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake’s population is over 1500 and the majority of the
population is Inuit, the indigenous peoples of the area (Soublière, 1998; Statistics
Canada, 2003) (Plate 1).

Plate 1: Map of Thelon River and surrounding water bodies; including xf9o6+X6
cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake.
Credit: Canadian Heritage Rivers System (CHRS) program.

The landscape of the study area is characterized by rolling, undulating hills with lakes
and ponds interspersed on the tundra (Pelly, 1996). The n3?6}g6 Harvaqtuuq – Kazan
3

River and cmi’’’” ]g2 |fz Qamani’tuup Kuunga - lower Thelon River empty into
cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake (Pelly, 1996; Soublière, 1998) and are important to
the Inuit who live in the area as major travel corridors used to hunt caribou during the
major caribou migrations (Arima, 1984) (Photo 1).

Photo 1: Landscape of the cmi’]g2 f
| z Qamani’tuup Kuunga - lower Thelon River
area looking from top of Xszg6 Paungatuq - Blueberry Hill.

1.2.2 Family History
xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake and the surrounding area
was occupied by my family for many generations prior to the government relocation to
cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake in the 1950’s (Canada, 2004). Inuit followed the
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rhythms of the seasons to survive on the tundra landscape. Their main food source in this
area was caribou and fish (Arima, 1984). This area is where Betty Natsialuk Hughson,
my mother, was born and is the inspiration for this project.

John Killulark is an Inuk elder and the oldest surviving brother of Betty Natsialuk
Hughson. They are the children of the late Amaruq (Michael) and late Kigjugalik
(Martha) of which there were thirteen children in the family. Amaruq was originally
from the n3?6}g3us5 – Harvaqtuurmiut - Inuit group, an Inuit group that occupied lands
from the n3?6}g6 Harvaqtuuq – Kazan River area. Kigjugalik was originally from the
cw3i3us5 Qairnirmiut Inuit group. The cw3i3us5 Qairnirmiut Inuit group occupied
an area from vq6Oi6 Kangiqłiniq - Rankin Inlet area to as far north to w[lo]Z3J4
Igluligaarjuk - Chesterfield Inlet and west into cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake area
respectively (Arima, 1984), see Plate 2.

5

Plate 2: Distribution of Caribou Inuit between 19th and 20th Century
Credit: Arima, Eugene, Y., 1984: Caribou Eskimo. In Damas, D (ed.), Handbook of the
North American Indians: Vol 5, Arctic: Smithsonian Institute, page 448.

John Killulark is approximately 10 years older than Betty Natsialuk Hughson and this
makes him about 74 years of age. John Killulark has extensive knowledge of Inuit
legends and learned them from his father, Amaruq. John participates actively at venues
where opportunities exist to entertain an audience; usually at the community hall in
cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake, the local museum, or local hotels when organized
tourist groups come to town. As well, he is invited to the local elementary and high
schools to share stories and legends.

6

John Killulark has agreed to participate in this project because he feels it is important to
document the history of his family as well as the lands they originally occupied; a way of
life that is no longer practiced. Traditional Inuit knowledge is slowly being lost because
it is not being passed down to the younger generation in the same manner as in the past
(Kappianaq & Nutaraq, 2001; Nakasuk et al., 1999). Inuit now live in modern homes
with all the modern amenities, which have spread family groups over greater distances,
and new technologies have modified the modes of knowledge transmission between
elders and youth and this may be limiting communication between elders and youth
(Collignon, 2006).

The major part of this research project took place in cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker
Lake and included a flight by single otter over the family’s homeland (Photo 2). During
the flight, John Killulark described features and explained events that happened in the
area both during the interviews and as we traveled by plane through the cmi’’’” ]g2 |fz
Qamani’tuup Kuunga - lower Thelon River area. The flight was a very enlightening trip
as it brought to life how populated the area once was. As we flew over different areas,
John described the locations of various family groups, and where their tents or iglus and
food caches were. He also remarked that he was saddened by the current absence of
human life on the land. This trip took a very emotional toll on John and his siblings and
it made me realize how quickly they had transitioned from living on the Land to living in
a permanent settlement.

7

Photo 2: Family trip by airplane back to their homeland – xf9o6+X6 cmi6
Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake & cmi6 g[o6|X6 Qamaniq
Tugliqpaaq – Schultz Lake area.
Left to Right: John Michael Hughson, (husband of Betty Natsialuk Hughson), Joan
Qilluaq Killulark (wife of Victor Ujumngat Killulark), Victor Ujumngat Killulark
(brother and son of John and Hannah, brother and nephew to Betty Natsialuk Hughson),
Erik Amaruq Hughson (son of Michael and Betty Hughson), Hannah Taliruq
Killulark (wife of John Killulark), John Killulark, Betty Natsialuk Hughson, Moses
Aliqtiksaq Killulark (son of John and Hannah Killulark) and Paula Kigjugalik
Hughson (daughter of Michael and Betty Natsialuk Hughson).

1.2.3 Cultural Landscape
The topic “cultural landscape” will be discussed in greater depth in chapter two but here I
will give a brief introduction to this subject as it pertains to this project. The Canadian
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Oxford Dictionary defines the term “cultural” as “ pertaining to culture in a society or
civilization” and “landscape” as “natural or imaginary scenery, as seen in broad view”
(Barber, 2001). In this project, John described events of the past and how this landscape
was utilized during that time period. During the interviews, John named a particular
place and at time, talked about an event that happened there or sang a song that pertained
to that particular place, or recited a legend that had been passed onto him by his father or
grandfather. The interviews helped me better understand my culture and the area where
my maternal family came from.

1.3 Issue Statement
Many research projects have taken place in the cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake
area and have ranged from interviews with artists of the community to interviews with
hunters whose knowledge of the area around cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake is
vast (Mannik, 1989; Pelly, 1996; Stewart et al., 2004). Very few research projects have
focused on one individual person for the gathering of greater details about a given area, a
given time period. Time is a key factor; it allows for the interview process to mature and
a relationship to develop between the interviewee, translator, and interviewer. I have
considerable advantages over a researcher who has never been to the community or who
is not familiar with the culture. First, I have a personal relationship with the informant
and he feels the project is really important. Second, I have a personal relationship with
the translators.
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1.4 Research Goals and Objectives
The main goal of this project is to capture Elder John Killulark’s understanding of the
tundra landscape surrounding the xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen
Lake area prior to moving to cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake, through kinship,
place names, stories, and legends. Different technologies such as geographical
information systems (GIS) and various recording devices were used to help document
Elder John Killulark’s knowledge of the area.

The three objectives of this project are:
1. To document the history and kinship of the Amaruq and Kigjugalik families,
2. To document John Killulark’s perspective of the landscape during the time
period that his family occupied the xf9o6+X6 cmi4 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq
- Aberdeen Lake & cmi6 g[o6+X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake
areas prior to moving to cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake (pre 1960’s),
and;
3. To reflect on how John Killularks’s perspective of the landscape compares to
the newly defined concepts of cultural landscape.
1.5 Limitations
The main limitation for this research project was my limited knowledge of Inuktitut, the
language spoken by Inuit. An interpreter was present during all the interviews. The
interviews were also recorded, transcribed, and translated from Inuktitut to English.
Another limitation was with the interpreters, as they were both women and their
10

knowledge of technical terms associated with hunting activities traditionally known by
men was at times limited. My uncle mentioned this during one of the interviews when a
question about clothing was asked; he answered that he was not sure, as he was not
familiar with this topic; a topic traditionally better known by women.
1.6 Significance
The significance of this research lies in its capacity to help the younger generation of
cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake Inuit learn about life on the Land prior to Inuit
moving and living permanently in the community of cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker
Lake. Different media including audio and video recordings, mapping and note taking
were used in collecting, representing, and sharing project results with members of the
community of cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake, other communities in northern
Canada and beyond.

This research project will hopefully complement other research that has been done in the
cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake area (Mannik, 1989; Müller-Wille, 2003; Pelly,
1996; Stewart et al., 2004). This research project will add the perspective of one
community member about a specific time period. It is a piece of history that is recounted
or told by an Inuk elder who lived the time period which likely contrasts from the
viewpoint of a person or persons who moved and lived in the area for a short time period,
like government workers such as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (Brody,
1975,1991). The project covers different aspects of life away from the community and
prior to the late 1950’s.
11

1.7 Organization of thesis
This project starts in cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake, Nunavut, where the initial
interviews took place to get both John and myself familiar with the maps and the history
of the area. Some interviews took place outside the community, which is in a more
natural setting away from motorized vehicles, telephones and the busy life of the town.
Due to health restrictions, John Killulark was not able to go on a canoe trip to the
xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake area as originally planned;
the bulk of the work was therefore done around the community using maps to trigger
memories of days gone by. A trip by airplane to the homeland area was organized where,
along with family members, John sang and spoke of the Land. This trip proved to be
very beneficial to me because prior to this, we were working inside with maps and his
narration during the trip brought the maps and interviews to life. The one-hour plane trip
was emotionally draining to the siblings and to us who had not been to the area before. It
reconnected us to our distant, but tangible past. When we looked out of the window of
the plane, us who are not familiar with the landscape, we could see the rolling tundra in
the colours of fall but as John spoke in the microphone, we learned how our family
occupied and thrived on this landscape. It brought the landscape alive and it was not just
rolling empty tundra as we flew by, it had a history, and we were a part of it. This
project, through John’s memories, brought the family history alive through place names,
stories, songs, and legends.

The organization of this thesis is as follows. The first chapter is a brief introduction to
the project. In chapter two, I attempt to summarize the literature pertaining to oral
12

histories, place names, Inuit land use and cultural landscapes. In chapter three, I discuss
the methods used in this project. In chapter four, I present the results of the interviews by
first understanding the family of John Killulark, from his ancestors to his siblings. In
chapter five, titled “The Land”, it is difficult to separate out the interviews and so I
divided this chapter into four sub sections consisting of the Land of a different time when
kavavak’s were more commonplace, the shamans as healers and helpers, John’s family
living in different areas depending on the caribou and place names of the area were
known by all who lived and used the area. In chapter six, I present the songs and legends
that have been passed on to John by his father, Amaruq, and who in turn had learned
them from his grandfather who had raised him. In chapter seven, I attempt to tie the
results from the interviews to the literature discussed in chapter two. In the final chapter,
I conclude the thesis.

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter will attempt to summarize the literature pertaining to the topics of cultural
landscapes; Inuit land use, oral histories, stories, legends, songs, and place names.
2.1 Cultural Landscapes
The term landscape has been used in many different fields of study, such as geography,
landscape design, ecology, and history and each field has defined landscape accordingly,
to meet their needs (Jones, 2003). For example, geographers use the term landscape to
include the physical components of the earth whereas landscape architects are more
interested in the visual aspects of the landscape and aesthetics (Naveh & Lieberman,
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1994). Getting an appreciation of the transdisciplinary nature of landscape studies
involves understanding the meanings and definitions of landscapes across many fields of
study (Naveh, 2005). Different disciplines define landscape in different ways.

Landscapes are described by different individuals and cultures and can be represented in
many ways because people think and feel differently (Meinig, 1979). A single scene
viewed by different people can be seen as a landscape, as nature, habitat, artifact, system,
problem, wealth, ideology, history, place and aesthetic (Meinig, 1979). The study of
landscape can be a complex topic and an interdisciplinary approach can help improve our
understanding of the topic. Landscape has been defined “as a way of seeing” by
Cosgrove in Terkenli (Terkenli, 2001). This takes into account how landscapes are both
materially and perceptually constructed.

Cultural landscape has been defined as “elements of the landscape created by people”
(Wallach, 2005). This definition is sufficient when describing the landscape when people
have transformed the land, but this definition does not capture the spiritual nature or
connections that people have to a landscape or physical landform. The term ‘cultural
landscape’ has evolved over the years and more recently Buggey (1999a) has introduced
the definition of cultural landscape.
The term cultural landscape has been embraced by many international organizations such
as UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee. The Committee has used this term as a
conservation category to protect areas that are culturally significant (Jones, 2003).
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Studying how cultures define or see a landscape can help a researcher understand the
worldview of that culture (Strang, 1997). Looking at the same area, two different
cultures can have very different representations of the landscape, as described by Strang
(1997). When an Australian aborigine described a lagoon, the main focus of the
description was on the spirituality of the place and the need to respect the area while
visiting. When ranchers of the area described the same lagoon, the focus was on the
importance of the place as a watering hole for their cattle. It is the same landscape, but
seen and used in different manners by different peoples. Different values are placed on
the same area (Strang, 1997). Another example of worldviews imposed on a landscape
has happened in Canada’s north. For many years, discourse was dominated by the
government or non-aboriginal perspective and gradually evolved through the recognition
of aboriginal rights; gradually the perspective of those who have a long relationship with
the Land has been heard (Lee, 2004). The government view is from a European centric
perspective whereas the aboriginal perspective takes into account the intangibles such as
spirituality, songs, life lived in this landscape (Buggey, 1999a, 1999b; Lee, 2004). In
Canada, the aboriginal perspective is becoming better acknowledged and appreciated
with respect to protected areas. Since the 1990’s, with the advancement of aboriginal
land claims and with aboriginal people acquiring decision making power over their
natural resources, they have been able to better express their perspectives, their way of
understanding and respecting the natural world (Buggey, 1999a, 1999b; Lee, 2004).
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Buggey (2010) has been at the forefront of incorporating the aboriginal perspective and
has been credited with a new definition. This definition, albeit long, captures the
complexity of how landscapes are “viewed” by aboriginal peoples.
An Aboriginal cultural landscape is a living landscape that an
Aboriginal group values because of their enduring relationship with
that place and its continuing importance to their cultural identity.
Reflecting the mobility of traditional life, many Aboriginal cultural
landscapes are characterized by a network of routes and places
important to the life of a family or group. Intimate knowledge of the
area - its landforms, waters, species and spirits - derives from
traditional wisdom and sustained observation of weather patterns,
water quality, animal behaviour and plant growth while journeying in
the seasonal round: following animal movements for hunting and
trapping, seeking the best fishing grounds, collecting plants and saps
for food and medicine, camping, gathering with kin, and holding
ceremonies. Reciprocal relationships with animals, plants and spirits
of the area, constructed through long and close association, are
reflected in traditional practices. Continuous observation and complex
understanding of the area shape evolving land-care practices in
response to changing circumstances and technologies (Buggey, 2010).

After researching the topic of landscapes, I became interested in learning how Inuit
Owned Lands (IOL) identified in the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement (NLCA) had been
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selected (Canada., 1993). In Article 17 – Purposes of Inuit Owned Lands, of the NLCA it mentions a list of categories from which Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated (NTI) on
behalf of Inuit would be interested in those particular parcels of land (Tungavik and
Indian Affiars and Northern Development, 1993). Here is article 17.1.2 of the NLCA.
17.1.2
Inuit Owned Lands are expected to include areas with the following
characteristics, not in order of priority:
(a) areas of value principally for renewable resource reasons, including
(i) principal or other wildlife harvesting areas,
(ii) areas of significant biological productivity or of value for
conservation purposes,
(iii) areas of high potential for propagation, cultivation or
husbandry,
(iv) areas of current or potential occupation by outpost camps,
(v) areas of value for sport camps or other tourist opportunities;
(b) areas of value principally for reasons related to the development of
non-renewable resources, including
(i) areas of known or potential mineral deposits,
(ii) areas of value for various operations and facilities associated
with the development of non-renewable resources;
(c) areas of commercial value; and
(d) areas of archaeological, historical or cultural importance.
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I have attempted to contact various Inuit organizations; Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated
and Kivalliq Inuit Association, Institute of Public Government the Nunavut Planning
Commission and the Federal Government to understand the land selection process. I am
particularly interested in knowing why each community selected particular land parcels.
I think it is important to learn about our history and how Inuit used and organized
themselves on the landscape, the principles, and values that guided their decisions and
this, for the present and future. Some of the areas are documented in the Nunavut Atlas
as caribou crossing areas, important fishing areas (Riewe, 1992), caribou calving
grounds, and important heritage sites as documented in the Keewatin Regional Land Use
Plan 2000 (NPC, 2000). The Land in the study area is also managed either by the
Kivalliq Inuit Association or the Canadian government under the Indian and Northern
Affairs Department whereby permits are issued for mineral exploration. During the
negotiations for the Nunavut Settlement Area, land ownership and title was a very
sensitive subject for Inuit and the federal government (McPherson, 2003). This is
important information since Inuit organizations now have the responsibility to ensure that
the Land is held in high regard as it once was before mineral exploration or other
industrial activities began. Understanding the land ownership or titles and the land
selection process is critical to future use of the Land. The Inuit organizations must work
openly and transparently to ensure they do not start to act like the federal government did
in the early days, making decisions without meaningful and transparent consultation to all
groups who use the Land or are interested in the health of the Land (McPherson, 2003).
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In the context of this project, John Killulark will share his own perspective of the
landscape and I will try to understand how he views the landscape. Indirectly, all Inuit
are responsible for land management in Nunavut, through the election of political leaders
at the municipal, territorial, federal and Inuit organization levels. It will be interesting to
examine John’s perception of the landscape in light of the existing literature and whether
the IOLs that are in the study area were selected for resource protection or exploitation, if
the documents can be found.

2.2 Inuit Land Use
Today, the term ‘Inuit’ meaning “the people” is the term Inuit use to refer to themselves
in Inuktitut (Schneider, 1985). The older term ‘Eskimo” is not used to represent the first
peoples that inhabited the Arctic regions of northern Canada; the term ‘Inuit’ will be used
throughout this thesis. Inuit from the cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake area have
been referred to as the ‘Caribou Eskimo’ (Boaz, 1974). The Inuit occupied lands across
northern Canada and the Caribou Inuit occupied the western coast of Hudson Bay and
inland towards the tree line in the Kivalliq region of Nunavut (Plate 2). Inuit have
identified themselves by their –miut groups, meaning “the people of” and Inuit are
familiar with these groupings. Until recent contact, the Fifth Thule Expedition grouped
these -miut groups together in a bigger region, which is now the Kivalliq region of the
territory of Nunavut (Correl, 1976).

There are six main –miut groups of Caribou Inuit: the cw3i3us5 Qairnirmiut,
Bxsi6’|g3us5 Hauniqtuurmiut, Bx3?6}g3us5 Harvaqtuurmiut, |X9o3us5 Paallirmiut,
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xBwx3us5 Ahiarmiut and the xroi3us5 Akilinirmiut see Plate 2 for their distribution
within the Kivalliq region (Arima, 1984; Bennett & Rowley, 2004; Correl, 1976). The
Caribou Inuit historically and currently have relied on caribou and fish for their main
dietary needs whereas along the coasts, Inuit rely primarily on marine mammals for the
majority of their nutritional needs (Arima, 1984). The Caribou Inuit used kayaks to hunt
and travel in this area (Arima, 1984) see Photo 3.

Photo 3: Inuit in kayaks along Thelon River circa 1900
Credit: University of Toronto Libraries
(Credit: University of Toronto Libraries – Tyrell Digital collection)
The areas used by the different groups are described as follows in Arima (1984) (Plate 2).
The Qairnirmiut lived along the cmi’’’” ]g2 |fz Qamani’tuup Kuunga - lower Thelon
River, north and west of cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake and east towards
w[lo]Z3J4 Igluligaarjuk - Chesterfield Inlet. The Hauniqtuurmiut lived near the
Hudson Bay coast, south of the Qairnirmiut and near the Wilson and Ferguson Rivers.
The Harvaqtuurmiut lived along the lower n3?6}g6 Harvaqtuuq – Kazan River, below
yfo4Jx6 Sikulikjuaq - Yathkyed Lake and extending inland toward t2/o4 cmi6
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Tipjalik Qamaniq - Beverly Lake and the s6hQx3J2 |fz Uqsugiarjup Kuunga - lower
Dubawnt River. The Paallirmiut lived south of the Hauniqtuurmiut and Harvaqtuurmiut.
They occupied the lower Maguse River and lived west towards Yathkyed and Dubawnt
Lakes. The Ahiarmiut lived in the southwest of the region between the upper Maguse
and n3?6}g6 Harvaqtuuq – Kazan Rivers. John Killulark describes the Akilinirmiut as a
separate group. The Akilinirmiut were once part of the Harvaqtuurmiut but a group went
hunting game near the t2/o4 cmi6 Tipjalik Qamaniq - Beverly Lake area and stayed
there because the hunting of game was better. From then on they were referred to as the
Akilinirmiut.

In February 1973, the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada (ITC), now known as Inuit Tapiriit
Kanatami (ITK) proposed to the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs that the Inuit
Land Use and Occupancy Project be undertaken as part of a global effort to document the
Inuit perspective of the Land and the cultural and ecological importance of the area. This
study was led by Milton Freeman and completed in 1976 (Freeman, 1976). The Inuit
Land Use and Occupancy Project aimed to produce a comprehensive and verifiable
record of Inuit land use and occupancy in what was the Northwest Territories (Freeman,
1976). This project tried to document the way Inuit view the Land and the role the Land
played in defining cultural and ecological perceptions of the area (Freeman, 1976). The
ITK is a national Inuit organization that represents Inuit from four regions of Canada:
Labrador, Northern Quebec, Nunavut and the Inuvialuit region of the Northwest
Territories and its main goal is to represent Inuit in issues that are of a national nature
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(ITK, 2005). On paper, information of this nature did not exist and proved valuable in
determining land claims settlements.

The information gathered in the Inuit Land Use and Occupancy Project was gathered by
interviewing a range of Inuit including elders, hunters and the youth; who had used the
Land extensively or were still using the Land (Arima, 1976). This work showed that the
knowledge of younger people was accurate and the transmission of this knowledge from
the older to the younger generation was ongoing and accurate (Collignon, 2006).

Following this work, Tunngavik Federation of Nunavut (TFN), today known as Nunavut
Tunngavik Incorporated (NTI), spearheaded a land use and occupancy project. The
Nunavut Atlas was produced in 1992 based on this work, and recorded Inuit land use in
what is now the Nunavut territory. This atlas describes and illustrates Inuit land use in
the Nunavut settlement area based on data gathered from hunters and elders in Nunavut
communities (Riewe, 1992).

The literature identified in this section shows how Inuit knowledge has been documented
to represent abundance and distribution of wildlife species, the migration patterns of
animals and Inuit occupancy of lands in current and historic times in the Nunavut region.
These are hard copy records of Inuit land use of the area. For my study area, these
documents point to a number of caribou crossing areas and fishing areas, and sites
occupied by Inuit. A number of wildlife species can be found in the areas including
caribou, fish, grizzly bears and wolves to name a few (Riewe, 1992).
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2.3 Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit and Oral Histories
Traditional ecological knowledge has been defined simply as a knowledge-practicebelief-complex system (Berkes, 1999). This definition was further clarified in Berkes et
al. (2000) with the additional mention of the incorporation of the accumulation and
transmission of traditional ecological knowledge through generations about human
surroundings and animal and ecological processes related to their cultural landscape.
Work in the field of traditional ecological knowledge has grown immensely since the
1980’s and has been used in resource management decisions affecting lands that
indigenous peoples occupy and continue to use (Berkes et al., 2000). Traditional
ecological knowledge may be captured during interviews with elders knowledgeable in
those areas.

Inuit have a term in Inuktitut for traditional ecological knowledge and it is “Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit”. This term as described in Wenzel 2004, “encompasses all aspects of
traditional Inuit culture including values, world-view, language, social organization,
knowledge, life skills, perceptions and expectations” and has been incorporated in the
Government of Nunavut’s Wildlife Act, Bill 35, and policies (Tester & Irniq, 2008;
Wenzel, 2004).

Mannik (1989) did extensive oral history documentation with people who lived around
Baker Lake. She asked elders what their earliest memories were and where they lived.
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Some elders spoke of a range of topics including the times of starvation, shamanism, and
marriage.

Cruikshank (1990) brought another observation in that the elder may be presenting the
information to the interviewer as a simple story because this person may not be fluent in
the language. Overall, the researcher must be aware of the ways an elder may answer the
questions because the elder will be forming answers depending on who their audience is.
This will have implications in my research because John Killulark will tell me stories as
if he is speaking to his mother because I am named after his mother. In Inuit culture, a
namesake is the naming of a baby and the name given is usually of a person who is a
relative who has passed away and from then on the baby is to be addressed as whomever
they are named after (Bennett & Rowley, 2004; ICI, 1982). John may also tell me stories
knowing that I am not familiar with the language or he may be telling the story in a
simplified way. He may also be telling the story in more details to ensure that the
meaning is properly captured. All these scenarios must be considered when John is
interviewed.

Oral histories are biographies of people and traditional stories that have been passed on
from generation to generation (Cruikshank, 1981; Van Deusen, 2004). Oral histories are
important in aboriginal communities because historically, information, values, and beliefs
were passed on to the next generation orally through stories and legends (Calliou, 2004;
Cruikshank, 1998; Van Deusen, 2004).
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2.3.1 Stories, Legends and Songs
Stories, legends and songs relate to events in history and can be relied upon to accurately
document an event (Cruikshank, 1981, 1998). These stories, legends, and songs have
been passed down through oral traditions. Studies have been done to document the
accuracy of the story-teller and whether the information provided is correct in detail
(Cruikshank, 1981). For example, Cruikshank describes a story of a young woman who
was interviewed about the history of the local area. The information she reported was
compared to information from an interviewee who actually lived in the historical time
period from a time before the young woman was born and the information the young
woman repeated was correct in all details (Arima, 1976; Cruikshank, 1981). Historically,
oral history has not been written; it has been passed down verbally through time, to the
next generation to forewarn or teach about important areas of knowledge necessary for
survival, including migration routes or places where materials for tools can be found
(Cruikshank, 1981; Stewart et al., 2004).

These oral narratives are complex and may describe a place, event or moral teachings and
recording these at the actual sites helps the researcher understand the landscape in which
the story or legend is being told (Cruikshank, 1990). John Killulark mentions during the
interviews, some stories, legends, and songs have moral teachings for the listener and tell
us something about human nature and the consequences of taking a good or bad path in
life. Stories, legends, and songs may explain why certain features like giant stone
markers are present on the landscape and these stories and legends have been passed
down orally through time (Stewart et al., 2004; Van Deusen, 2004).
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Stories, legends, and songs help orient the people who are familiar and have lived on the
Land. These stories, legends, and songs have a reference point and the listener who is
familiar with the landscape knows where they are and immediately understands the storyteller (Cruikshank, 1990; Stewart et al., 2004). These are like mental maps of the area
told through stories, legends, or songs (Nuttall, 1992). A mental map is what the listener
develops as he/she listens to the story, song or legend.
2.4 Place names
Place names are a very important part of a culture (Muller-Willie, 1987). Place names
are very descriptive and provide key information to navigate and locate crossing points
and meeting sites, hunting areas, and land features which include archaeological and
topographical features (Brice - Bennett, 1977; Geomatics Canada, 1992; Freeman, 1976;
Müller-Wille, 2003; Pelly, 1996; Stewart et al., 2004; Welland, 1976). Place names are
important to document because they represent the cultural viewpoint of that particular
area and eventually these place names become official topographic names through a
process led by territorial and federal governments (Aporta, 2004; Geomatics Canada,
1992; Freeman, 1976; MacDonald, 1998). Place names can be descriptive in nature or
rely on some historical events (Stewart et al., 2004). The Inuit Heritage Trust (IHT)
receives its mandate from the NLCA and is defined in Article 33, Part 4 – Inuit Heritage
Trust and in Part 5 – Place Names of this same article (Tungavik and Indian Affairs and
Northern Development, 1993). These articles outline the importance of place names and
the need to gather and promote the use of these traditional Inuit names by IHT. IHT has
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been actively trying to gather names since its inception and continues to find ways to get
the information out to the public in new and innovative ways (IHT, 2008).

Place names as outlined by Cruikshank (1990) are triggers to historical events of the past.
These place names can persist in settings where the dominant language is not the original
language. They are also a unique way of describing a particular land use, for example, a
caribou crossing. Place names may describe a mythscape where origins of landmarks are
portrayed (Cruikshank, 1990). They are indicators of land use, such as a soapstone
quarry. Finally, there is immense complexity in language whereby a name is a viewpoint
from which a person is standing (Stewart et al., 2004). For example, a place name may
exist in relation to a river and a set of rapids and how a herd of caribou crossed the river.
Such place name may tell the hunter where to go to catch a caribou along that river.

Place names have been important for people who live and travel on the Land because
when trouble hits, the traveler can call for help using a VHF radio or satellite telephone
and describe the land features and eventually be rescued (Aporta, 2004; MacDonald,
1998). It has been documented in Iglulik, Nunavut that some young people who have not
traveled by dog team and only traveled by snowmobile, generally do not gain an
awareness of their surroundings and have gotten into trouble when they cannot describe
their surroundings. But with extensive questioning by knowledgeable people, rescuers
can eventually figure out where the stranded traveler is located and initiate a rescue
(Aporta, 2004).
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Places described along the lower n3?6}g6 Harvaqtuuq – Kazan River have names that
are ancient and this is revealed when elders who are from that area do not know the
origin of the names or the stories have faded from current understanding (Stewart et al.,
2004). Other names have direct meaning to the landscape. For example, one name is
directly translated as ‘portage’ and this can be seen on the n3?6}g6 Harvaqtuuq – Kazan
River landscape; the area is not navigable by qajaq because of the rapids (Stewart et al.,
2004).

My research with John Killulark touches on all aspects of this literature; cultural
landscape, Inuit land use, oral histories, stories, songs and legends and place names.
These different areas often overlap and complement each other, bringing deeper meaning
to the landscape. Throughout the interviews, I wished I could have experienced the time
period that was researched just like looking at a hologram. The important task for the
moment is to ensure the data are gathered as correctly as possible so that these stories
remain strong and alive within the community.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
3.1 Learning and documenting the tundra landscape
My research project took an interdisciplinary approach and aimed to incorporate a variety
of disciplines including, but not limited to, geography, anthropology, sociology, and
ecology (Brice - Bennett, 1977).

The bulk of my research took place in a home setting as the original plan to take a trip to
xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake area was cancelled due to
poor health of John Killulark (Creswell, 2003). Multiple methods of data collection were
employed to understand the xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq - Aberdeen Lake
area while interviewing John Killulark. These include, but are not limited to, note taking,
videotaping, audio-recordings, and interactive map documentation using GIS (see
Appendix 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5).

The interviews were conducted in Inuktitut. A translator was chosen based on their
ability to understand intimately the descriptions of places, songs, or words not commonly
used in a modern society as John Killulark speaks. A family member helped determine
the best candidate for this critical position. Interviews took place where John Killulark
felt the most comfortable and interview time frames varied in length to accommodate him
(Berg, 2004; Creswell, 1998, 2003; Dunn, 2000).
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3.2 Interviews
3.2.1 Semi-Structured Interviews
The semi-structured interview method was used. This method employed basic flexible
questions (see Appendix 1) formulated before the interview, but I was not limited to these
questions and used these questions as jumping-off points for the interviews (Creswell,
1998; Dunn, 2000; Fox, 2002). With semi-structured interviews the informant was
allowed to follow his or her train of thought and to allow the interview to flow without
being interrupted (Fox, 2002).

3.2.2 Oral History
An oral history method was incorporated in this research project. The purpose of an oral
history method is to record the perspective of the individual on past events (Dunn, 2000).
With this approach, the researcher attempts to gather information of personal events, their
causes and their effects from the individual (Creswell, 1998). The information gathered,
was recorded on video, mini disk recorders and on paper including maps and notes.
3.3 Maps
National Topographic System (NTS) maps of Canada produced by Natural Resources
Canada will be used in this research project (Natural Resources, 2001). Both 1/50 000
and 1/250 000 scale maps will be used. NTS maps 56D, 56M, 66A, 66B, and 66C have
been acquired digitally from the GIS Librarian – Dafoe Library, University of Manitoba.
Paper maps were purchased to aid the interviews.
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3.4 On the Land Documentation
The interviews conducted with John Killulark were recorded on minidisks, video, photos,
and paper (Appendix 2). An interpreter was present during the interviews and ensured
that the concepts were clearly understood and place names were properly spelled and
defined (Creswell, 1998; Emerson et al.,1995).

A one-hour airplane flight over the study area proved to be beneficial to the family
members as John sang and told stories pertaining to the family and gave the area more
meaning. Trips to areas accessible by truck were done to change the interview
environment and give me a greater understanding of the maps and area John spoke of in
the home interview environments.

3.5 Verification
Once all the interviews were transcribed and translated, the material summarized and
presented in text, map, and video format was further discussed with John and the
interpreters until agreement was reached. A trip back to cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker
Lake from Winnipeg occurred to ensure the information was correct and has not been
misconstrued in any way. As an example, the place names were projected on a screen
using mapping software and each place name was verified and or corrected, see Photo 4.
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Photo 4: John Killulark verifying place names data.
3.6 Outcomes - Video
A video was produced to ensure that the information that was gathered during the
interviews complemented the thesis (see Appendix 6). The video was a way to capture
the essence of storytelling and for one to visually see John tell the songs and legends
aspect of the project. John wanted this video portion done outdoors and himself dressed
in traditional Inuit clothing to give the songs and legends more meaning and more
context.
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CHAPTER 4: FAMILY ROOTS
Researching my Inuit family background has given me a sense of awe for my uncle John
e9l`M6 Qillulaaq (Killulark), my mom Betty N5yxl4 Natsialuk Hughson and those
who moved from living on the Land to the permanent settlement. The cultural shift from
living on the Land to the internet age within fifty years is an immense lifestyle change for
this generation. People have chosen different paths in life and are dealing with the
decisions they made rightly or wrongly. This generation has seen the arrival of “new”
things to help make their lives better and other “new” things that make their lives more
challenging. The consequences of those decisions have not only affected their own
selves but also their immediate families and those generations of the future. Examples of
these “new” things range from tools for hunting such as high powered rifles,
snowmobiles, to lifestyle choices such as addictive substances, alcohol, drugs or
embracing the educational tools available to help build a stronger healthy cultural sense
of well being. The federal government is now embracing change to accommodate the
“first” peoples who inhabited this continent before their arrival. The aboriginal
population is progressing towards self-government and trying to limit their reliance on
the systems that have been imposed on them, but adapting the system to suit their needs.
Federal government, missions and other programs and systems imposed from the outside
were not always for the good of the Inuit people (Tester & McNicoll, 2008). Inuit today
are working to shape a better system that will suit the needs of today (Brody, 1975,1991).
Different interactions with different waves of contact groups have brought change to the
Inuit way of life some positive and some destructive. The different interactions start with
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the first contact with different groups such as the whalers, explorers looking for short cuts
to the Orient, fur traders; HBC, missionaries, RCMP, federal government departments,
geological survey and mapping, weather station, sovereignty control, and social
assistance programs to name a few. With their arrival, not only came new things but
diseases that the Inuit population had not encountered before. Many Inuit died from
influenza, polio, tuberculosis that was brought from foreign lands (Tester & McNicoll,
2008). There was a great starvation for some Inuit groups when the caribou migration
did not come and this was the point in Canadian history that brought the federal
government into the arena of acknowledging that they had a responsibility to help if they
were to assert that the lands the Inuit occupied were part of Canada. All these players
were making decisions rightly or wrongly on behalf of the Inuit people. Inuit have now
come into the arena of a type of self-government with the creation of the thirteenth
territory in Canada called Nunavut. This allows for more control of their destiny on the
world stage. Only time will tell how Inuit will change history.

The time period that is the focus of this project is prior to the family moving permanently
to the community of cmi’gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker Lake, which is pre-1958. The
information gathered is from my uncle John Killulark who was born on September 28,
1935. This time period fascinates me because I was not a part of it and it will help me
better understand the hardships and strengths of my Inuit heritage. The information
gathered is from John’s personal experiences and from oral history accounts from family
members who passed this information orally to him. John Killulark explained at the
beginning of the first interview that there would be information that may not be pleasing
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to hear, and some that would be. I will be using the Inuit names of people but provide the
Christian names given by missionaries in brackets except for John Killulark and Betty
Natsialuk Hughson. As well with some names, I will be using older roman orthography
spelling of some names as this is what people are accustomed to. I will use the syllabic
spelling when the person is first introduced and from them on use roman orthography
spelling of the person’s name. With the Baker Lake dialect of Inuktitut the y si, h su,
n sa’s are pronounced with an ‘h” like this, y hi, h hu, n ha’s. For example the word
“what” in Inuktitut is “huva” is the same as “suva”.

John Killulark reminisces about times gone by when he would go out hunting with his
older brothers and father or of times of hardship or family life out on the Land. The
stories John retells, give a taste of what life was like in the days when they lived out on
the Land and gave me a sense of seeing the way of life through his eyes. Part way
through the interviews, which took place inside Natsialuk’s house, we took a trip by
plane and flew over the family’s homeland and John described their campsites and what
he could see; where everyone once had lived and now was so empty and desolate. This
clearly showed how much life had changed in his lifetime. In modern terms, flying over
their homeland looked empty especially when John described family groups that camped
along the way.

This chapter will give a broad introduction to John Killulark’s family by first introducing
John’s ancestors, then his parents and his siblings. A few stories will be shared to give an
idea of the family dynamics. When I introduce a couple, I will start with the husband and
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then the wife. Names in the Inuit culture can be given to both males and females. Where
space is limited, I will use (m) to denote a male and (f) for a female. In the pedigree
charts, blue is used for male and pink for female.
4.1 John Killulark’s Ancestors
The following is a description of John’s ancestors from what he knows and remembers,
see Figure 1. I will start with John’s paternal side of the family and then describe his
maternal side.

Figure 1: John Killulark’s family to his great-grandparents; four generations

4.1.1 Paternal side
Amaruq’s parents were wMw5g4 Ilaittuk and xrM4 Akilak and they had two children,
Amaruq, and a younger sister named Bw7z Himga, see Figure 2. Amaruq and Himga
had the same mother but different fathers. Himga was married to wt2oJ6 Itiblijuq and
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he was from the s4fy4no1us5 Ukkusiksalik - Back River area. They had eight
children; ]sQx4 Oogiak (m), Xsz5 Paungat (m), wk4+Xl4 Inukpaaluk, Betty (f),
xrM4 Akilak, Moses (m), k[l4 Nugluk (f), g4g|CM6Tukturaalaq (m), g8zN6
Tunnganaq (m), and cmN5yx6 Qamanatsiaq (f).

Figure 2: Amaruq’s parents and family

Amaruq’s paternal grandfather was c6ns6gx4 Qaqsauqtuak, and he had two wives,
x+XX4 Apaapak, and wdQ8N6Iquginnaq, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Amaruq’s paternal grandfather family, with two wives

Qaqsauqtuak and Apaapak had five children, five boys; wMwg4 Ilaittuk, xo6t4n6
Aliqtiksaq, w3v5 Irkat, g4g|CM6 Tukturaalaq, and x[l?6 Agluvaq. Apaapak was
Amaruq’s biological grandmother.

Qaqsauqtuak and Iquginnaq had three children including one girl, sx’x Wa’a, and two
boys, +xAx6 Aaguaq and Bw7z Himga (w5nax6 Itsanguaq was his other name).

John Killulark recalls an incident with Himga when John was a teenager. Himga was
John’s great-uncle and his grandfather, Ilaittuk’s half brother. The following story was
important because it was a story of a murder and murder was not commonplace because
it went against Inuit beliefs; not to harm your fellow human beings as John’s father had
taught him.
Himga and his wife uxf Miaku were murdered later in life by a man
named wdQ8N6 Iquginnaq at a place named x3F6bo4
Arviqtalik, located on the north western shore of cmi6 g[o6+X6
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Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake. It was speculated that
Iquginnaq had gone crazy after coming in contact with a wolf that
had rabies and that pelt may have been used as a fur ruff for his
parka. But no one knows why he went berserk. Approximately six
months to a year prior, Himga was visiting Amaruq’s camp and
everyone in the family had gathered to eat a large pot of caribou
tongues as they had a relative visiting. Himga broke down crying
and apologized for his outburst. No one understood why he had done
this but maybe Himga knew this would be the last time he would see
his nephew Amaruq and his family.

When John finished this story he explained that when this event occurred even the white
people in the community did not know why Iquginnaq had done this terrible act.
4.1.2 Maternal Side
Kigjugalik’s parents were sJ7z5 Ujumngat and c2l5yx6 Qablutsiaq and they had
three children, of which Kigjugalik was the youngest, see Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Kigjugalik’s parents and family

The oldest sibling was her sister m8i4 Mannik who was married to boD6 Taliruq and
they had eight children, fBx’`N6 Kuha’naaq (f), x`N3J6 Anaarjuq (f), s5b’`N6 Utta’naaq
(m), x8N9l’`N6 Annallu’naaq (f), c2l5yx6 Qablutsiaq (f), s4Xtf Ukpatiku (m),
xl6 Alooq (m) who was mauled and killed by a dog as a young boy, and another child
named xl6 Alooq (m).
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Her brother N5yxl4 Natsialuk was married to x3F6bo4 Arviqtalik and they adopted
two children because Arviqtalik could not have children, v=Fy6 Kavvisiq (f) and
c2l5yx6 Qablutsiaq, Hattie (f), who was actually Natsialuk’s niece.
4.2 John Killulark’s Parents and Siblings:
Amaruq, (Michael) and Kigjugalik (Martha) are husband and wife. They had 13
biological children, 9 boys, and 4 girls, see Figure 5. Amaruq and Kigjugalik are the
parents of John Killulark who is the eighth child and Betty Natsialuk Hughson is the
twelfth. These are the two last surviving biological siblings of the family. Amaruq and
Kigjugalik were each married once and Amaruq asked Kigjugalik not to remarry when he
passes away and she respected his wish. Once Kigjugalik was living in the settlement of
Baker Lake, she adopted two more children: one girl (Lucy w3v`M6 Iqalaaq Evo) and one
boy (Victor sJ7z5 Ujumngat Killulark).

Figure 5: Amaruq and Kigjugalik’s family
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4.2.1 Amaruq
The name Amaruq means ‘wolf’, in Inuktitut. Amaruq was a shaman for most of his
adult life and towards the end of his life he converted to Christianity. He was born
around 1895 and died in 1952. John Killulark says he has only heard of these things
regarding shamans. He said that he did not fully understand the old ways; the only one
he understands is Jesus Christ. Jesus was in the wilderness for 40 days before He was
crucified. John commented that when looking at both types of spirituality, it is as though
the shamans followed the same type of process where they died and came back to life.
He commented on the similarity of rebirth in Christianity and Inuit shamanism and
remarked that it was possibly not like that. Below is a description of the shaman process
Amaruq followed as told to John by wWx6 - Ipiaq. This detailed description gives an
explanation of the rules that were followed, those being on the cusp of shamanism and
Christianity. Amaruq was a very strict father and this possibly came from his tutelage to
become a shaman or the hard work needed to survive on the tundra landscape.
4.2.1.1 Amaruq’s training and development to become a shaman
The following are terms for describing different states of shamanism and different
situations a shaman can be in while practicing as a shaman. A description of how
Amaruq became a shaman is described.

x4o3i6 Aklirniq is the term used for an individual who is in the
process of becoming a shaman.

Wgdt5 Pituqutit is a belief that a person would use any type of a
object from an animal, for instance the tail of a fox or a tail of
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something either on their clothing or the back of their hood, or
anywhere on their clothing to help to be protected by the spirit of that
animal.

wENosg4

Irinaliutuk is a state where a shaman makes a chant

to either heal an individual who is sick or to meet the needs of an
individual who was in need of something.

Amaruq’s ceremony to become a shaman lasted for five days.

eJx3J4 - Qijuarjuk was the man who was preparing and training
Amaruq to become a shaman. John cannot say whom Qijuarjuk was
related to, because he is not sure. Ipiaq told this story to John and
Ipiaq was Amaruq's nephew, the son of his sister, Himga. Ipiaq
witnessed first hand the tutelage Amaruq received when he was
preparing to become a shaman.

The rules for Amaruq’s five-day shaman ceremony were as follows:
o At sunrise he would leave the iglu and be out on the
Land were he could not see the iglu campsite of his
fellow family and friends and remain there all day,
o He fasted all day and could only have a drink of water
before leaving in the morning,
o He had to be alone all day,
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o He was to be in an area during the day where there
would not be any human footprints,
o He was to return to the iglu by sunset
o When he returned he was only allowed to have a drink
of water, he was not allowed to eat any meal with the
people in the iglu.

Sometime during Amaruq’s five days of shaman ritual of fasting,
Amaruq started to become weak and while out on the Land he
shouted, “Nothing will stop me and I will keep going on. All I want
is for the people to live better and to help my people”. The reason
Amaruq sought to become a shaman was because he wanted to be
able to feed people or people in need.

During his fasting out on the Land, a rabid fox approached him. He
gave his mitt to the animal and Amaruq lost consciousness. Amaruq
apparently caught the rabid fox and in those days the prices for fox
pelts were high, so he started walking back towards the iglus and
when he could see the iglus he raised the skin. John Killulark’s
namesake; Qillulaaq saw Amaruq and started to approach Amaruq.
Amaruq was careful to be in an area where there were no human
footprints and since he saw that Qillulaaq was approaching, he left
the fox pelt on top of a rock for Qillulaaq to pick up.
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When Qijuarjuk learned that Amaruq had come into contact with
Qillulaaq’s footprints, he was very disappointed and said that
Amaruq could not continue with the fasting and the preparations that
go with becoming a shaman. Qijuarjuk said he would now have to
shoot Amaruq when he returned to the camp that evening because the
ceremony was now invalid. Qijuarjuk explained that Amaruq
approached an area where there were going to be human footprints
made by Qillulaaq and so Amaruq’s ceremony was deemed
incomplete. For this reason, the only way Amaruq could now
become a shaman was if he was shot or speared. Nobody was
supposed to come into contact with Amaruq’s own footprints while
he was still in the process of becoming a shaman. When Qillulaaq
went and approached Amaruq’s footprints, this terminated the
ceremony. Qijuarjuk had to shoot Amaruq to complete the process
quickly.

Qijuarjuk explained some rules that needed to be followed since a
new course of action was needed for Amaruq to continue to the
process of becoming a shaman. No one was to set foot on the floor of
the iglu; they must all remain on the raised bedding area of the iglu.
Qillulaaq was selected to assist Qijuarjuk and so was able to touch
the floor but no one including Qillulaaq was allowed to exit the iglu
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when the shaman ceremony was in session. Qijuarjuk also explained
that no one was to speak, utter a sound or anything like that and that
no one was supposed to cry when he shoots Amaruq. He explained
to them that being silent would greatly help with the process.

Qijuarjuk apparently had hidden a 30/30 rifle under the bedding
skins prior to Amaruq’s arrival that evening because he was getting
preparations ready to make Amaruq a shaman. At that time, Amaruq
had no knowledge that Qijuarjuk had hidden a rifle.

When Amaruq returned to the iglu at sunset, he and Qijuarjuk kept
going in and out of the iglu. The rest of the people in the iglu
remained on the raised bedding area as they were instructed earlier.
While Amaruq and Qijuarjuk kept entering and exiting the iglu their
appearance and actions changed. They looked and acted like they
were drunk, they were very active, light on their feet and very
talkative. When the two men were outside the people in the iglu
could hear the two men running around the iglu periodically. It
came to the point where Amaruq appeared to look very, very drunk
and he didn't quite know what he was doing.
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Qijuarjuk was described as a very small man. His body was a bit
deformed, his back was shaped in a bent position, and when he was
walking they had to put antlers on the sled to help him stay up.

As soon as Qijuarjuk came back into the iglu, he leaped from the
doorway of the iglu to behind where the people were sitting around
the raised bedding area. This was the point when he was going to
shoot Amaruq. When Amaruq came in the doorway, the doorways
used to be small where they had to bend their heads to get into the
iglu. Amaruq bent his head and started entering the iglu. As soon as
he entered and straightened his back, Qillulaaq covered his head
with a caribou skin.

Once Amaruq’s head was covered with a caribou skin, Qijuarjuk
who was hidden amongst the people, shot Amaruq. In preparation
for this event, they had already placed a bull caribou skin on the
floor in the kitchen area where Amaruq would be shot. When
Qijuarjuk shot Amaruq, he fell backwards onto the pre-positioned
bull caribou skin.

Qillulaaq assisted Qijuarjuk to roll and bind the body with the
caribou skin, and then take him outside but Qillulaaq made sure that
he did not step his foot outside the iglu. Qijuarjuk was going to drag
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Amaruq the rest of the way from outside the iglu to the ice, where
there were no tracks. They were gone for a long period of time, it felt
like possibly half an hour or more, but they could not go out and
check because Amaruq’s ceremony of becoming a shaman was still
happening.

Again Qijuarjuk, in the same manner as he had entered the iglu the
previous time, leaped from the doorway to the bedding area.
The reason why Qijuarjuk was running in the first place was because
he was running away from Amaruq. Amaruq when he came back to
life, he remembered that Qijuarjuk shot him and he wanted revenge.
Qijuarjuk leaped and hid behind Aliqtiksaq, Amaruq’s uncle, and
tried to make sure that Amaruq did not see him. Aliqtiksaq adopted
Amaruq when Amaruq’s father, Ilaittuk died. Amaruq always felt
like he was more of a son to Qaqsauqtuak who was actually his
grandfather and was the father of Ilaittuk and Aliqtiksaq.
Amaruq later came in the iglu and started asking “where's Qijuarjuk,
where's Qijuarjuk, I'm going to pay him back”. He started looking
behind the people. Qillulaaq gave Amaruq a drum and said, “He's
not here, play the drum”.

It was as though Amaruq was still drunk so as soon as he was told to
play the drum and dance, he did that immediately. And Kigjugalik
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was expected to sing all of Amaruq's songs when her husband started
dancing. Apparently, Amaruq had a lot of songs that he made up but
Killulark only remembers one song. He remembers part of other
songs but he doesn't remember all of the song.

Amaruq was apparently very good with the drum and he had lots of
very good songs and because his leg was already crooked, he took
advantage of this to swing his body around. And the one thing Ipiaq
remembers is Kigjugalik kept trying to go on singing but her voice
was all used up.

Qijuarjuk said if the people completed the whole process of
becoming a shaman, there was no need to be shot or hit with a spear.
Qijuarjuk also said the ones who did not die, the ones who were shot
or who were hit with a spear, had a weaker spirit than the ones who
died and came back to life. Those who died and came back to life
had stronger spirits.
This story of Amaruq’s tutelage to become a shaman intrigued me because in the story,
he described a lifestyle that is no longer lived, living in an iglu during the winter season,
the importance of the rules and the consequences when those rules were not followed.
Shamanism was an important part of Inuit cultural past and potentially the present
because the rules that Inuit followed were embodied in this practice (Laugrand, 2010). I
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have included this account to give an insight into a time and practices that neither John
nor myself have experienced.
4.2.2 Kigjugalik
Kigjugalik was a devout Christian throughout her whole adult life. She was born in 1905
and died in 1969. The name Kigjugalik has a longer story of how the name came to be.
The meaning of Kigjugalik is, ‘tattoos on the face”. In Inuit culture, tattoo beautification
was reserved to women only. The following is a story of how a person named Qiblakut,
was given the name ‘Kigjugalik” as told by John. This story helps understand the
dynamics between two different cultures, the Inuit and the Indians, where they usually
did not trust each other and how a person can be given a new name in life.

The story goes that the Kigjugalik’s namesake was a man named
Qiblakut who was confronted by an Indian man either Dene or
Cree with war paint on his face, as he was going back to his camp
with a caribou on his back. The Indian had a spear and it was
aimed at Qiblakut’s armpit area and the Indian attempted to stab
Qiblakut with the spear. Qiblakut then grabbed the spear and
broke it in half and stabbed the Indian back with it and ended up
killing the Indian. They were fighting to the death; if Qiblakut did
not fight back, the Indian would have killed him. It was said that
when Qiblakut killed the Indian, you could hear the Indian’s wife
crying and the crying came from somewhere in the distance. When
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Qiblakut returned to camp, there were marks on his face. He told
the group at the camp what had happened on his way home from
hunting. It was decided that since he had killed a man that he
would be punished. His punishment was to have tattoos applied to
his face for having killed another human being. Tattoos in Inuit
culture were usually reserved for women and it was regarded as a
sign of beauty. The tattoos are applied with a needle and thread
with ash on the thread. This is a very painful process as the ash is
left behind and is visible under the skin. The next day it was
decided that the Inuit group would bury the Indian but when they
arrived at the site, the body was gone. It was speculated that there
were more Indians in the area and they took the body away.

John further explains that the root of the name “Kigjugalik” means tattoos; hence
Qiblakut was given a literal descriptive name. Tattoos were usually reserved for women
and so this would have been another form of punishment for Qiblakut for killing his
fellow man as John reflects after telling this story.

4.2.3 Siblings
The following is a description of John’s siblings starting from the oldest to the youngest
and a brief life history of all siblings.
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Aliqtiksaq
xo6t4n6 Aliqtiksaq, Moses was the first child of thirteen. He was married twice. His
first wife was named x+XX4 Apaapak and they had one child named xmD6 Amaruq,
Michael. Aliqtiksaq’s son was named after his father and he was also called sw?ChQx6
Uivaruhigiaq by the family. John continues the story as follows:

Apaapak passed away when young Amaruq was still a baby.
Kigjugalik nursed young Amaruq and he stayed with her until he was
comfortable with Aliqtiksaq’s new wife, wmwm Imaima. Amaruq
and Aliqtiksaq, John’s father and oldest brother had traveled from
their camp at gkh4 Tunuhuk – “Back of the head”, which is located
south of cmi6 g[o6|X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake and
west of cmi'}g2 |fz Qamani’tuup Kuunga - Thelon River, to

j3J1i’gx6 Murjungni’tuaq – “the mouth of a river - where the
water starts to empty from a lake”, which is located up in the t2/o4
Tipjalik - Beverly Lake area to get Imaima as Aliqtiksaq’s future
wife. This is a great distance to travel. During the fall of that same
year they moved to w[l3Jxo4 Iglurjualik where Betty Natsialuk
was born, located between the western end of cmi6 g[o6
Qamaniq tugliq - Schultz Lake and xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq
Qamaniq – lower Aberdeen Lake. The year was 1945. In the spring
of 1946 the family moved to BsWsuF4 Hupiumivik – “trying to
light a fire, took a very a long time - old way with a drill” which is
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located on the eastern north shore of xf9o6+X6 cmi6
Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq – lower Aberdeen Lake.

Aliqtiksaq and Imaima had five children, two boys, and three girls. gl4g4 Tuluktuk
(x/Wx’J4 Ajapia’juk, was his nickname) died as a young boy, e2Mf5 Qiblakut Basil,
cem5 Qaqimat Sadie, gW`M6 Tupilaaq Ruby, and x8N9l’`N6 Annallu’naaq Joan.
Aliqtiksaq died suddenly around 1957 when he had just returned from Baker Lake, he
had a really bad sore throat. He passed away at cma/6 rz`i Qamanjujaq kinganii
which is located between cmi6 g[o6+X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake and
xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq – lower Aberdeen Lake, on the north side.

Pirjuaq
W3Jx6 Pirjuaq, Barnabas was their second child and was adopted out to N|tM6
Nateelaq and JC Jora. Pirjuaq was married once, to wk4+Xl4 Inukpaaluk, Betty and
they had eleven biological children and one adopted child, N|tM6 Nateelaq Michael,
JC Jorah Samson (adopted out), Bsw8NZ]/6 Huinnagajaaq Sarah, xfox6 Akuliaq
Thomas, St6|g6 Putiqtooq William, g4g’”}C`M6 Tukturaalaaq David, boD6 xo6t4n6
Taliruq Aliqtiksaq Jimmy (adopted out), r[JZo4 Kigjugalik Martha, ~kBs4bZ4
Noohooktagak Margaret, r+fo4 Kikoolik Daniel and Xsz5 Paungat Leah. Their
youngest child was adopted as their own and was actually the grandchild Michael
Amaruq, Pirjuaq’s nephew and his name is r[JZo4 Kigjugalik Matthew. Pirjuaq
passed away in October of 2004 and was buried in Baker Lake.
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Qaqsauq
c6ns6 Qaqsauq, Rhoda was the third child and was married twice. Her first husband
was sJ7z5 Ujumngat, Andrew. They had four children, e7us’`N6 Qimmiu’naaq,
Sally, axax6 Nguanguaq, Janet, w|c`M6 Iqaalaaq, Lucy and a boy named xms/6
Amaujaq who passed away as a baby when Qaqsauq was at Clearwater Lake with
tuberculosis, Amaujaq had had a seizure. Ujumngat passed away while on duty as a
special constable for the RCMP. He was out fishing for dog food in the summer time for
the RCMP dog team and drowned while out on duty. When Ujumngat passed away,
Qaqsauq and her family went to live with Kigjugalik. John describes the events that took
place.
When Ujumngat passed away, Aliqtiksaq traveled to the town of
Baker Lake to bring back Qaqsauq and her family of four children to
our home. I remember we were camping in tents in the fall time and
one day Qaqsauq came with him to go caribou hunting. They caught
sixty-seven caribou using four packages of bullets. This was lots of
work to prepare the meat, skinning and to carry it back to our
campsite. I remember Kigjugalik told Qaqsauq, “don’t try to know
more than your brother”, as they were skinning the caribou. There
were so many caribou to work on that some were freezing.
(Kigjugalik favored Killulark) Qaqsauq was getting tired from
carrying the meat and I remember Qaqsauq went into the tent crying
even though she was older than me. She was carrying pouches of
meat while I was carrying whole caribou on my back. This was lot of
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work to prepare the meat for the winter. Qaqsauq later that day said
to Kigjugalik, “In my whole lifetime I will never go hunting with
Killulark!” The next day she followed. It used to be fun living out on
the Land when the food was plentiful but when there are no foxes or
caribou, hard times come. In 1958, the Back River and Garry Lake
people experienced a starvation. Forty-eight people were found
dead and some were never found.

Qaqsauq remarried w[lw8N6 Igluinnaq, Johnny Parker and they had five boys, v]m’`N6
Kumaa’naaq, Andy, NNsN Nanauna, Paul, w4y?sbo4 Iksivautalik, Robert, g9o4
Tullik, David, and |Xv Paaka, Moses who was adopted from Lucy Evo. Qaqsauq
passed away in 1999 and was buried in Baker Lake.

Ilaittuk
wMw5g4 Ilaittuk, Joseph was the fourth child and he married fr/s5 Kukijaut, Myra.
They had two children, two girls. bFi6 Taviniq died as a baby and xatCb6
Angutiritaq, Ruby Arnga’naaq was born in the spring of 1946 at a place called
x[QEx5gx6 Agguriattuaq, it’s a hill called ‘When the caribou are going to the water,
this is the area where the caribou enter the water to cross’. Ilaittuk passed away in 1949
and was buried at xsM5y3Fx3J4 Aulatsirviarjuk “Jigging Point” at the north western end
of cmi6 g[o6+X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake. Ilaittuk was the second
person of John’s siblings to pass away.
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Naanaaunaq
N`NsN6 Naanaaunaq, was the fifth child. He died as a young boy.

Nanauna (Itikuq)
NNsN, Nanauna, Paul (wtf6 Itikuq was his nickname, he use to tease his cousin
Akilak, Moses), was the sixth child and he married x8N9l’`N6 Annallu’naaq, s4Xtf
Ukpatiku’s sister. They had two children. The first child was a boy named wox5g4,
Ilaittuk, but died accidentally by suffocation. John recalls the story;

Xsz5 Paungat and wtf6 Itikuq, two cousins were going to go to
m8i4 Mannik’s (Annallu’naaq’s mother) camp by canoe.
Annallu’naaq wanted to follow as well to be with her parents, when
the baby was to be born. Kigjugalik was against her traveling at
such a late stage in her pregnancy. All three left, but on the way to
the other camp Annallu’naaq went into labor across from w[l3Jxo4
Iglurjualik. Apparently Annallu’naaq fell asleep with the baby right
against her and the baby suffocated to death.
Their other child, died when Annallu’naaq passed away.

We were living in this area xsM5y3Fx3J4 Aulatsirviarjuk, located at

cmi6 g[o6+X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake when Amaruq
passed away and we started moving to the w[l3Jxo4 Iglurjualik
area because there were still caribou meat caches to live on. In our
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camp there were six of us, Kigjugalik, Itikuq, Annallu’naaq, myself –
Killulark, Qatrgulaq (Ujumngat) and Natsialuk.

wzzw5g4 Ingangaittuk came to our camp to bring us to his camp
at cmi6 g[o6+X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake, because
we were running out of food. As well wzzw5g4 Ingangaittuk’s
brother, sl4|X Ulukpaa wanted Kigjugalik for a wife. Apparently
Amaruq asked my mother not to remarry when he dies. She
respected his wishes.

y4y4`N6 Siksiknaaq wanted us to follow to their homeland area at
xwmsv5b5gx6 Iamaukattattuaq down near by byl4Jx6
Tahilukjuaq -Pitz Lake. wy4b3A5N6 Isiktagutnaq was going back in
the direction of our homeland and so we followed him.

From x3N5dx4]n5kx6 Arnatqaksaatnuaq we followed a river
called xiA4 Aniguk and waited for Aliqtiksaq. We were all ice
fishing as there was little to no food. I decided to sleep while the
others were fishing; when they were sleeping I was the only one
awake. This is when I spotted two caribou, a female, and calf. We
were in need of food then and Itikuq and I shot them.
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While we were in this area, other people were in the area camping
and ice fishing. w|fb6 Ikuutaq and Bw4yZ4 Hiksigak came to our
camp and we thought they were coming to have some fish as
Annallu’naaq was preparing a fire with mosses to cook some fish.
Both men were shamans but Hiksigak had helping spirits that
accurately foretold future events and they came true. Hiksigak came
to Kigjugalik fishing shelter and when she offered him tea, he started
weeping and said “Do not believe me for what I am about to say, in
his vision he saw Annallu’naaq’s spirit walking away from our camp
and she was quite a distance already and then he saw either
Qatrgulaq’s spirit or his spirit (Killulark) following her’ and that is
when he decided that he should come and tell the family what his
helping spirits foretold. He mentioned to Kigjugalik that if she gives
him a token he maybe able to prevent this. He knew we were as poor
as him and suggested a match stick or a piece of nipku (caribou dried
meat) but Kigjugalik did not want to participate because she
explained she was a Christian and she didn’t want to go through his
shaman spirit for help.

Annallu’naaq, Qatrgulaq, and he were all healthy and no one was
sick even though we have little food. We were catching fish while
living in this area. It was now springtime, the ground was starting to
thaw, and the sleds had no mud for the runners so we were going
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slowly and Itikuq only had two dogs. We walked all the way back
and Qatrgulaq and Natsialuk were quite young and they walked all
that way, they were just children. We fished along the way. The
dogs were very thin and we used our traps to catch ground squirrels
to feed our dogs.

On our way back Annallu’naaq got very sick but she made it back
even though she was very sick. We walked all the way from

xwmsv5b5gx6 Iamaukattattuaq through to cmi6 g[o6+X6
Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq - Schultz Lake and back to w[l3Jxo4
Iglurjualik. At our homeland, my mother found an old campsite and
she gathered all the old caribou hooves, pounded them down, and
cooked them up, at the time it seemed like plenty to eat. We were
living on flour and making it into porridge like mixture and this
prevented us from starving. There were hardly any caribou that
summer so it was a hard winter. Anytime we caught a caribou, we
kept the skins for Annallu’naaq because she could not move anymore
and so the caribou skins were cut into strips for diapers for her and
the rest of the skin was used for sleeping mats. She was suffering for
a really long time but she was really clinging onto life. She passed
away in this area w[l3Jxo4 Iglurjualik. She was pregnant and the
unborn baby died too.
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Irkat
w3v5 Irkat was the seventh child, a boy, but was adopted out to e7us’`N6
Qimmiu’naaq and xfmo4 Akumalik. He died as a toddler.

Killulark
e9l`M6 Qillulaaq, John (Killulark) was named after Amaruq’s stepbrother, Qillulaaq.
Killulark is the eighth child and was born at, ]s7m8N6 - Uummannaq – an island shaped
like a heart near xiA4 – Aniguk “a crossing lake because it is narrow”. He is married to
boD6 Taliruq, Hannah after moving permanently to the community of Baker Lake.
John and Hannah had four biological children but only one survived, a girl named x5c5
Atqut, Sally. Hannah had nearly passed away with her last child and was told not to bear
any more children or else she may not survive. They adopted s”J7z5 Ujumngat Victor
after Kigjugalik had passed away and Victor’s biological parents were Titus Neigo and
Alak. John and Hannah have adopted three more children, two girls and a boy from their
biological daughter Sally over the years; +XM4 Paalak Kathy who recently passed away
in November 2009 from a brain hemorrhage, x8N9l`’’”`N6 Annallu’naaq Mary and
xo6t4n6 Aliqtiksaq, Moses.

Haunirtuq
Bxsig6 Haunirtuq was the ninth child born. He was adopted out to Bx? Hava and
cs]m6 Qaumaaq. They were Bx3?6}g3us5 Harvaqtuurmiut, people from the n3?6}g6
Harvaqtuuq – Kazan River area.
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Irkalaaq
w3v`M6 Irkalaaq was the tenth child and she was born at xiA4 – Aniguk “a crossing
lake because it is narrow” just past x2D/6 – Aprujaq – “hill - porch/doorway for an iglu
use to be called "paabgoyak".” She passed away in 1948 and was the first in our family
to die. She passed away from tuberculosis; she was eleven or twelve years old. Her
grave is at x
+ Ex6 Aariaq – “anything where a river begins”, located at cmi6 g4o6
Schultz Lake.

Ujumngat
sJ7z5 Ujumngat, Jacob (c5C`M6 Qatrulaaq was his other name that was commonly
used) was the eleventh child born and was born in Baker Lake at e6|g4 Qiqtuuk – “the
smooth rock”. He died in 1958. He had gone out hunting and was caught in a blizzard
just outside of Baker Lake. He was about thirteen or fourteen years old.

Natsialuk
N5yxl4 Natsialuk, Betty Hughson was the twelfth child and was born at w[l3Jxo4
Iglurjualik. She is married to John Michael Hughson and they have two children, Paula
r[JZo4 Kigjugalik Hughson and Erik xmD6 Amaruq Hughson.

Akilak
xrM4 Akilak, Rhoda was the thirteenth child and adopted out to Mannik, Kigjugalik’s
sister. She was also born at w[l3Jxo4 Iglurjualik. She was never married and had no
children. She died in Winnipeg, Manitoba from drowning around 1971.
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4.3 Family Dynamics
John explained that when the family lived out on the Land, the whole family was not
always living together. He described how the family was divided into family groups,
Aliqtiksaq and his family would be in one area, Ilaittuk and his family would be in
another area and Amaruq and his family would be yet in another area. The older sons
and their families would gather back at Amaruq’s camp in the fall.

We'll move on from w[l3Jxo4, Iglurjualik now and move further
down to where we usually camp in the springtime v1Q~~Lx3J2

Xz – Kangihluuarjup panga - Mouth of the lake. This is a good
place to dry caribou meat because a lot of caribou in that
surrounding area are fatty caribou and the ground has coarse
gravel, which is good to dry caribou meat on.

In the fall time, we would do caribou caching. We used to go into
separate family groups, for example, my parents were with the
smaller children and Ilaittuk and Myra and myself were a group
and Aliqtiksaq and his family was another group to do caribou
caching.

During the fall season in September; my father Amaruq and
Kigjugalik would move a little ways; while myself, Ilaittuk,
Kukijaut, baby Ruby moved to tzCs/6 Tinguraujaq.
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Aliqtiksaq, Imaima, Itikuq, and Annalu'naaq remained behind.
We'd do that when it was time to cache caribou meat.

By October we were all together. It's easier this way because the
surrounding areas had caribou caches and we could have meat for
the winter. We all cached meat, Ilaittuk, Alirtiksaq and Amaruq.
We also often set traps around that area for foxes to trade for dry
goods.

In the winter, their iglu structure was such that Aliqtiksaq had an iglu for his family and
one for Amaruq’s family. If Ilaittuk were with the family group, there would be an iglu
attached to the main structure for him as well. An example is drawn below; see Plate 4.
The first three compartments; +X paa - the entrance, g4h tuksu – the porch area and
xN3F4 anarvik – toilet area were empty. Next came the wZ4 igavik – kitchen/cooking
area, then the w[l- iglu area where they slept then there could be another w[l- iglu
attached plus a small y3lx sirlua used for storage.
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Plate 3: A drawing of John’s family iglu style, when he was growing up on the Land.
(+X paa - the entrance, g4h tuksu – the porch area, xN3F4 anarvik – toilet area, wZ4
igavik – kitchen/cooking area, the w[l- iglu area where they slept then there could be
another w[l- iglu attached plus a small y3lx sirlua used for storage)
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4.4 The Queen Elizabeth II Coronation Medal presentation to Kigjugalik.

Photo 4: Coronation medal presentation to Kigjugalik by RCMP Corporal Clare J. Dent.
Credit: Clare J. Dent/NWT Archives/N-1992-136-0001
Title: Coronation Medal presentation to Kigjugalik by RCMP Corporal Clare J. Dent.
Date: approximately May or June 1954.
Location: Kigjugalik’s camp at xbi3l4gN6 kK'`N6 Atanirluktunaq nuvu’naaq, near
w[l3Jxo4 Iglurjualik Narrows, between xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Lower Aberdeen Lake and
cmi6 g[o6+X6 Schultz Lake.
LEFT TO RIGHT
Special Constable Ujumngat, Andrew, (blue parka, husband to Qaqsauq, Rhoda, Kigjugalik’s daughter,
third oldest child), Kiblakoot, Basil (boy with dark pants, Aliqtiksaq’s second oldest son and is the first
child with Aliqtiksaq’s second wife Imiama, [Emima], Suzanna [Susan]), Amaruq, Michael (Tall boy,
with one eye squinting, Aliqtiksaq’s oldest child and only child from his first marriage to Apaapak),
Aliqtiksaq, Moses (hood down, Kigjugalik’s son, oldest child), Natsialuk, Betty Hughson (Light boots,
Kigjugalik’s daughter, second youngest child), Ujumngat, Jacob (Rubber boots, Kigjugalik’s son, third
youngest child), Kigjugalik, Martha (Receiving medal, red beret), Imaima (Emima), Suzanna (Susan),
(green beret, Aliqtiksaq’s second wife), RCMP officer Cpl. Clare J. Dent, (Red Serge RCMP uniform),
Nateelaq, Michael, Pirjuaq (Peryouar) (boy with both eyes closed, hood up, Pirjuaq, Barnabas and
Inukpaaluk, Betty’s son, their oldest child; Pirjuaq is Kigjugalik’s son, second oldest child and was adopted
out to Natelak (male) and Jorah (female)), Inukpaaluk, Betty, Pirjuaq (Peryouar) (green beret, with
rubber boots, Pirjuaq’s wife).
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John Killulark identified all people present in the photo from left to right as well as how
they were related to the family. Those present are in bold in the figure caption and those
mentioned in relation to the family but not photographed are underlined.

The Queen Elizabeth II Coronation Medal was presented to distinguished people within
the British Commonwealth. A total of 138,214 have been presented since 1953, of which
12,500 were presented to Canadians. It was at the discretion of the various
commonwealth governments to decide how these medals were to be distributed amongst
the Queen’s subjects within their own country. The medals were presented after Queen
Elizabeth II’s coronation ceremony held June 2, 1953 (Vetrans Affairs Canada, 2001).

Kigjugalik, Martha accepted the Queen Elizabeth II Coronation Medal on behalf of her
late husband Amaruq, Michael. The RCMP officer Corporal Clare J. Dent and Special
Constable (S/Con.) Ujumngat, Andrew came from Baker Lake by single otter plane to
Kigjugalik’s camp at xbi3l4gN6 kK'`N6 Atanirluktunaq nuvu’naaq, near
w[l3Jxo4 Iglurjualik Narrows, between xf9o6+X6 cmi6 Lower Aberdeen Lake and
cmi6 g[o6+X6 Schultz Lake in May or June 1954, to present Kigjugalik with the
Queen Elizabeth II Coronation medal.

The following is an account recorded and published in the RCMP Quarterly, which is out
of print (Dent, 1981). Permission was granted from retired RCMP officer Corporal Clare
J. Dent, who allowed me to use the accounts as published earlier to use in this thesis.
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RCMP officer Corporal Clare J. Dent had been assigned to the
Baker Lake detachment in September 1953 and while familiarizing
himself with his new post, he came across in the safe, a sealed,
registered, official OHMS envelope and inside this envelope was
the Coronation medal and a piece of paper explaining who the
medal belonged to; “E2-109 Ooyoumut” who was Amaruq. The
paper described Amaruq as “An outstanding hunter and provider
amongst the native people”, Corporal Dent asked his S/Con.
Ujumngat if he knew of this person and Ujumngat explained he did
but that E2-109 had passed away a few years ago. He explained
that Amaruq’s wife E2-110 Kingualik (Kigjugalik) was still alive
and was living out on the Land. Corporal Dent then waited for
permission to have the medal presented to Amaruq’s wife instead.
Permission was granted but Corporal Dent was to make sure
photographs were taken with him in his Red Serge uniform for this
historic event. Then came, the task of finding Kigjugalik because it
would take at least three weeks to find her by dog team, as this was
the only means of travel to the Inuit camps that were scattered in
all directions from Baker Lake. During the spring of 1954, a single
otter RCAF plane landed at Baker Lake and was on a training
mission. They asked Corporal Dent if he would like to see his
district by plane and he agreed. He put on his Red Serge uniform
as instructed by Ottawa, as this was an official ceremony. He wore
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his caribou skin clothes over top of his uniform and once
Kigjugalik’s camp was found and the details of the medal
explained, the final parts of the instructions were to have this
moment in history documented on photograph. Off came the
caribou skins and all present laughed at this spectacle. Once the
medal was presented, all gathered for tea and an in-depth
discussion regarding the medal and its significance were
underway, with S/Con. Ujumngat as interpreter (Pers Comm. Clare
J. Dent, Feb. 2010, with permission to reprint).

The above account ties with the information John told me about the medal. It was said
that The Queen ordered that the people from the north also be recognized because they
are Canadians too. Amaruq was recognized because he was a provider for a large family
even though he limped. Amaruq and Kigjugalik had thirteen biological children, nine
boys, and four girls. When Amaruq was born, his parents had placed a taboo on him; no
metal was to touch the bone of a caribou he consumed. The taboo was placed on him
because his parents wanted him to become a fast runner. When he was a young boy
someone who was at their camp smashed a caribou bone with a metal axe and was not
aware of this taboo placed on Amaruq. Amaruq then lost the flesh on his leg, his feet
pointed in either direction; his leg was crooked and from then on walked with a limp.
Instead of becoming the fastest runner, he became the slowest. From a distance, Amaruq
was easily recognizable because of his limp. Amaruq was also a great drum dancer and
used his crooked leg to his advantage by spinning around on his one leg and drumming
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away (See page 50, 4.2.1.1 Amaruq’s training and development to become a shaman).
Amaruq had many songs and his wife Kigjugalik was expected to sing them whenever
he played the drum. John Killulark mentioned that he was not present when the
photograph was taken because he was out hunting for the family.

4.5 Conclusion
The interviews conducted with my uncle John Killulark gave me a brief glimpse of how
the family members interacted with each other and what life was like out on the Land at
their various camps, in different seasons. During one of the interviews, my uncle
reflected that he did not live life as his parents or older siblings had done before him but
had kept traditions that reflected the new lifestyle of living in a settlement. He would go
out hunting to feed his family and teach his children how to live out on the Land as best
he could. For me, this glimpse into the past helped me understand how connected Inuit
families once were before living in the settlement. Today, John and the family still have
strong connections to the Land. In the next chapter, John will continue to share his
insights of the family homeland through detailed place names work and stories of life
during the times prior to moving to the settlement of cmi’ gx6 Qamani’tuaq - Baker
Lake.

CHAPTER 5 – THE LAND
Today, going on the Land is a source of rejuvenation for those fortunate enough to have
the time, the knowledge, or the means to travel, even if it is just for a day, a weekend or if
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you are lucky a little longer. It replenishes your soul and clears your mind and then you
are ready to return to your occupations in the community. This chapter will provide
stories to go along with some of the place names included in (Table 1). By including
these intimate stories, it gives life to the places named and a sense of how the family
lived prior to the creation of the permanent settlements. All is interconnected. During
the first interview with John, he told me that some stories would not be pleasing to hear
and some would be. The stories ranged from encounters with irijaqs – evil creatures that
can change into different beings to stories of hunting and hardships when living on the
Land. Through these place names, stories relating to his personal relationships with his
parents and siblings are expressed.
5.1 Legendary Creatures and Taboos - Kavvavak’s:
During the interviews, John described an incident where his two oldest siblings,
Aliqtiksaq and Ilaittuk, and their families camped in an area where camping was
forbidden, unless one could not go further. His father, Amaruq, learned that his two
eldest sons did not respect ancient Inuit customs. Amaruq warned that one should not
disrespect these customs, as they are very powerful.
This event takes place when Aliqtiksaq was married to Imaima and
they have a child named Ajapia’juk, his real name was Tuluktuk,
Ajapia’juk was his nickname. Ajapia’juk was a little boy when this
incident happened.
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Aliqtiksaq, Ilaittuk, Imaima, Kukijaut, and Ajapia’juk were on their
way to x5Z4bo4 Atgaktalik but stopped at a place where it is forbidden
to camp overnight, you can only camp there if you are in dire need
and there is no other alternative.

They had stopped there because they caught a caribou and so
decided to camp there. The area where it is forbidden to camp is not
all that big, maybe half a square kilometer. If something is holding
you back and you have to camp in this area you can, but if everything
is fine then you must move on because there are v=??4 kavvavak’s;
trolls - evil spirits [this the closest I can come in English for this
term] in this area. There are four different types of kavvavaks;

xmsbo4 Amautalik, gWM4 Tupilak, wkCDo4 Inurarulik, and
wpC4 Ijirak.

While camping there, Aliqtiksaq and Ilaittuk went out caribou
hunting and Imaima, Kukijaut and Ajapia’juk were left at the
campsite. It was in the springtime and Ajapia’juk was playing in
front of the tent and the entrance part of the tent was open. When
you are in the tent you can see outside and Ajapia’juk was playing
just outside and was visible to Imaima and Kukijaut. Imaima and
Kukijaut were busy mending caribou skin kamiks/boots because the
kamiks had holes in the soles. Kamik mending was a chore that was
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always done because these boots are prone to wearing out.
Ajapia’juk was right near the tent playing and they could see him, as
they were sewing. When Ajapia’juk started crying as if he was in
terror, they, Imaima and Kukijaut both at the same time started going
out of the tent, but there was a pole right in front of them and they
got stuck there because they were really trying to go out at the same
time. By the time they got out of the tent, the child was already way
up there and when they saw him, he was covered with mud and moss
all over him and was just crying his head off. Ajapia’juk said: "A
white man took me, a big white man!” Ilaittuk saw what happened
and ran as fast as he could to Ajapia’juk. When they reached him,
Ajapia’juk could not stop crying.

My father’s camp was at x3F6bo4 Arviqtalik, in front of x3F6bo4
Arviqtalik that time. When they (Aliqtiksaq, Ilaittuk, Imaima, Kukijaut

and Ajapia’juk) came to our camp, my father started scolding
Aliqtiksaq and Ilaittuk right away. My father knew what they had
done without them telling him.

My father said: "The beliefs of the Inuit are not to be played around
with. It's just like Christianity. You believe something; Inuit beliefs
are exactly like what they say they will do. They come to pass. You
have to respect them. Do not even think or say that you do not
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believe in these because before white man came, these actually did
happen.”

Ajapia’juk, passed away around that area, x3F6bo4 w7NJw5
Arviqtalik imnajuit. Maybe I was… around 8 years old at the time

when the incident happened. Because Aliqtiksaq and Imaima
camped in the forbidden area, their oldest son died. They were not in
dire need so they should not have camped there.

The following story John told is of his encounter with a creature when he was about 17
years old. This is a story of creatures that change from one animal to another. His
father, Amaruq, did not believe his story but his mother did. His father Amaruq did not
cherish John but his mother very much loved him. John’s father always tested John and
his mother was always after his father not to be so hard on John. Here is a story of the
creature that John encountered.

My father, Amaruq was scanning the landscape near our camp with
his telescope, looking for wildlife and I was having a nap. I was
about seventeen years old at this time. My mother, Kigjugalik was
drying out all the caribou skins by laying them out to dry on top of
the ground and Annallu’naaq was preparing all the firewood.
Natsialuk and Qatrgulaq were little children and were playing
outside in front of the tent.
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When I first got up from my nap, I was stretching and while
stretching I was scanning the Land for wildlife and saw three
caribou. The caribou were coming towards our camp and they were
near the only little hill around our camp. The caribou were
disappearing behind the little hill and I ran for my 25/30 rifle, as
they were about one kilometer or more away. It was too far to take a
shot so I had to go in the direction that the three caribou had
disappeared, behind the little hill. When I reached the top of the hill
there were no caribou, but what I found were ptarmigan, a flock of
ptarmigan, and all making noises in a circle. There were no stones
to throw at them and my rifle was too big to get a ptarmigan, so I put
the rifle down and went back to our camp to get a less powerful rifle.
Our family was tired of eating fish and white man's food like flour
used to make bannock, fried flat type bread.

As I passed my mother, Kigjugalik, I said, “There's no caribou but
there's lots of ptarmigan” and I started rushing around and grabbed
the 22 rifle as fast as I could. My father, Amaruq, was still scanning
the Land with his telescope and said, "Where are the caribou that
you said you were going to hunt?"
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When I returned to the hill where the ptarmigans were, they were still
there. I went right to them so I wouldn't miss my shot. When I aimed
at the ptarmigan with my gun, the ptarmigan became a jaeger, and
all of the ptarmigans transformed into jaegers, every single one of
them.

When I first saw them, they were caribou. Then the second time, they
were ptarmigan, and the third time I saw them, they became jaegers.
I don't know what happened. I was thinking to myself, “What is
happening here? They were caribou when I first saw them and it was
broad daylight, the sun was quite high.” I was trying not to be
scared but fear started entering into me… I am a man, I shouldn't be
scared. I could feel something coming towards me. I could feel it
and I started shivering and shaking because I could sense it, getting
closer to me. All those jaegers were still there and I was facing the
jaegers and our tent was behind me. There were no human beings
visible.

Now the fear became more intense and as the fear intensified I
turned towards camp and ran as fast as I could. I was a fast runner
when I was a young man. My father was still scanning the landscape
and was scolding me since I came back to camp empty handed,
“Where are the caribou that you were hunting? Where are the
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ptarmigans you were after?” I know my mother is going to back me
and will not let my father scold me for too long. I told him, “I don't
know what happened”. My father was just scolding me, and saying,
“Where are the caribou you're hunting? Where are the ptarmigans
you were after?” He kept saying this.

It was in the evening now and we were having supper, bannock and
fish. At supper I said to my mother, “I wonder what happened today,
I saw caribou and ….” But my father started scolding me, “Don't
tell a lie, don't talk, and don’t say anything”. I just stopped talking
and I got annoyed because I was telling the truth. My mother said,
“He's telling the truth, don't scold him too much”. I never spoke
about it again.

Now, three years have passed, my father has passed away, and this is
when I remembered this incident with the caribou, ptarmigan and
jaegers. When you are in xos4g4 Aliuktuk's spirit state, you forget
the incident until a certain time comes.

Some taboos or rules that were adhered to because it was felt that this would make a
person stronger in personality, for example a taboo would be placed to make a child run
faster. Or taboos would be used as punishment, for example if a person murdered
another human being. John shared a few stories about taboos.
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My brother Itikuq had a taboo placed on him. He was not allowed to
eat caribou tongues because his parents wanted him not to brag
about himself. My parents did not want him to say he was going to
do something and in the end not do it. They wanted him to become a
good hunter and they believed this would help him do so.

John and his brother Ilaittuk had a taboo placed on them as well,
they were not allowed to sit on hard surfaces because Amaruq
wanted them to become fast runners.

Some taboos were placed because an individual killed another
human being. Some of these people had taboos placed on them, for
example they may not be allowed to speak for a length of time or had
to sleep alone in their own iglu or tent.

5.2 Shaman/Angakkuq
John recalled an incident where his father, Amaruq, foretold of a family member’s future
and John nearly witnessed a shaman ritual, which he had never seen practiced. Amaruq
was a shaman and wanted to help is grandson become healthy but was stopped by his
wife, Kigjugalik.
This year was a really bad year for our family. Michael Amaruq,
who is Aliqtiksaq’s first and only child with his first wife Apaapak,
was sick for a really long time. My father was a shaman and he
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didn't throw away his shamanism belt and still believed in the old
ways. My father was going to spear Michael in the stomach and use
his shaman powers to try and heal him but my mother forbade that.
The reason why my father wanted to spear Michael was to get rid of
Michael’s sickness. My father said that if he doesn't spear Michael,
during Michael’s lifetime he is going to have a really poor health.
My father prophesized that Michael will have a really poor health
and this came true; Michael had a really poor health.

John recalled an incident when his father, Amaruq, and his shaman helping spirit entered
the iglu and went to Amaruq’s grandson Michael Amaruq who had the same name; his
grandson’s other name referred by the family as Uivaruhigiaq.
When I entered the iglu, my father was putting a handle onto a pana
(a knife with a long metal blade about a foot in length, men generally
use this knife to make iglus, it is apart of their toolkit). My father
was on the bed with his boots off, making up a pana handle. Myself,
Uivaruhigiaq and Irkalaq were children and playing by running
around to the different sections of the iglu.

As we were playing, Uivaruhigiaq, went in front of Amaruq and
Amaruq told him " Uivaruhigiaq, take this pana … and put it on the
other side."
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Uivaruhigiaq took it and said, "Wow! My, my, this is going to be my
(pana) now.” Uivaruhigiaq was saying this and it was very out of
the ordinary for him to do that.

When Uivaruhigiaq was saying this, he was in a trance. He was
swaying back and forth looking at the pana and he nearly poked
Amaruq with the pana. Amaruq jumped back a bit and the pana flew
behind Kigjugalik. The pana went behind her and she said: "There
is the pana... grab the pana … right away!"

Ilaittuk came right away and took away Amaruq (Uivaruhigiaq). He
looked as if he was really light when he grabbed him. He took the
pana away and placed it where Uivaruhigiaq was told to place it in
the first place.

Amaruq came out from behind Kigjugalik and said: " I didn't expect
my spirit to actually come inside the iglu.”
It wasn't Michael actually saying it - it was Amaruq’s helping spirit
that was speaking and swaying back and forth…
I was scared and we all ran to the bed because we were scared at
what we saw. At that time, I thought Uivaruhigiaq (Michael
Amaruq) would become a shaman too…
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Amaruq was careful to ensure his shaman spirit did not hurt his family when he passed
away. John explained the events that took place prior to his father’s death and the
instructions Amaruq left prior to his death. The following is what John remembered
when his father passed away.
In the springtime, my father passed away right there, xmD2 wlFx

vq6Lx3|J2 ]Xzi r?}bi amarup iluvia kangiqłuarjuup
paangani kivataani. My father was telling my mother, and he
mentioned this a couple of times to her; Amaruq was a shaman and
he said that my time is coming near. I'm going to turn my back to
shamanism and turn to Christianity. I will try my best not to turn
towards shamanism again but lean on a Christian life.

Amaruq had a shaman's belt that had numerous things hanging from
it; fox ears, arctic hare feet, bright red pieces of cloth as well as
white pieces, caribou hoofs, and wolf feet that were divided in half.
They had been placed first by people who had requested help. That
was the way people would request help from a shaman, so the belt
itself had become quite thick with things hanging down from it. So
when he had decided to turn away from practicing shamanism, he
threw it away. Shortly after that, he passed away.

In the month of June, it was in the springtime, everybody was
sleeping inside the tent. Amaruq was the only one awake, and
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everybody else was in bed. Amaruq was outside making noises,
banging away, he was fixing a pana (snowknife), a chisel, a wooden
shovel; he was fixing these tools. John shouted to him and told him
to be quiet but he didn't even hear him because he and Amaruq are
not a favorite to each other.

After Amaruq finished fixing all those tools, he went in and asked his
wife Kigjugalik, "Is there tea? I'm thirsty", as if nothing happened.
After he drank his tea, he was taking his clothes off and getting ready
to go to bed.

In the sleeping quarters, everybody sleeps together on the sleeping
platform except for myself I had my own bed. The reason why I had
my own bed is because I get irritated easily, I get mad at everything
and anything so that's probably the reason why I had a bed of my
own.

When Amaruq was taking his (atigi) outer garment off, his arms were
still in the sleeve part of his garment. When he looked at John, John
saw him, and he was the ugliest person that he'd ever seen. Amaruq
was making faces at him. He thought he's going to be scolded again
by him so he didn't say anything but turned his back on him.
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John heard him starting to cough. He was coughing so much that
John quickly got out of his blanket and saw that was the time;
Amaruq took his last breath.

Apparently Amaruq had said several times that if he should die
during the summer time, we were to move our tent nearby; and if he
were to die during the winter time, to make sure that we move away
from his death place, but to spend a night there. My mother made
sure that his instructions were honored. So as soon as we laid his
body to rest, we moved away. Amaruq had said that he didn't want
us to stay around where he had been buried; he wanted us to move
our camp right away. If we didn't do that, his spirit would be bound
to stay in one place. That's why they moved on right away when he
passed away.

John explained that he didn't fully understand or know very much, he only knew the
things that he had heard about how Inuit or why Inuit used to have certain traditions;
how they lived. He did not try to imitate them or he did not try to live the life that they
lived. John referred to the shamanism rituals and laws that were practiced prior to
Christianity arriving in the north. He explained that these beliefs are strong and ought to
be respected.
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5.3 Trading for goods and traveling on the Land
John recalled how his older brothers and father would go to the settlement of Baker Lake
to trade their fox pelts, caribou skins or sinews for goods that were at the Hudson Bay
Company store. This story describes a time period in the early 1940’s when Inuit were
in contact with “white” people from either the Hudson Bay Company store, the Anglican
or Roman Catholic missions or the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and did not
customarily stay in the community longer than required.

My older brothers, Aliqtiksaq and Ilaittuk, because they used to
travel faster and were older, they used to travel greater distances to
trap foxes. Fox trapping was the early way of getting what you
needed. We would trade fox pelts for items from the Hudson’s Bay
Company trading post such as tea, bullet. This was the only way to
get these items for survival. I think all across the North, everybody
was doing the same (trapping foxes for food or provisions).

Long time ago they use to go to the settlement to buy provisions
that they needed from the settlement. It was usually in April was
the last time that they would go to the settlement because the
weather would warm up and colder weather was needed to travel
on the Land; frozen mud was needed for the runners of the sled.
Mud was mixed with water and put on the bottom of the runners of
the sled; the mud froze and made travel over land much easier.
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Today plastic replaces the need for mud on the runners of the sled.
Ujumngat, Aliqtiksaq, Amaruq, and Ilaittuk went to Baker Lake to
purchase whatever they needed and it is that same year that
Aliqtiksaq bought the outboard motor.

John recalled a story about dogs and traveling on the Land in the summer (Photo 6).
Dogs were valuable because they helped you hunt and carry your possessions across the
land. John explained how a person who had dogs was able to travel great distances and
hunt for food or go farther to trap foxes and therefore potentially acquire more provisions
for the family.
When I was a young boy I remember an incident with dogs. We, my
brothers Aliqtiksaq and Ilaittuk and I, were traveling around

rzJw5 Kingajuit - Halfway Hills area, and I guess I must have
gotten tired and one of my brothers put me on top of the load of the
dogs, tied me down on top with the load of whatever the dogs were
carrying probably because they were thinking I’m too slow to keep
up with them. When my mother found out what my brothers did,
she started scolding her oldest sons and said: "Do not put him on
top of the dogs. He might get lost. A dog might start wandering off
and he might be lost." And they took all the ties off him. She
explains that once the dogs spot a caribou the dogs just take off and
if John was on top he might be hurt or lost.
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Photo 6: Inuit starting on a caribou hunting trip, Baker Lake; N.W.T., ca. 1926
Credit: Library & Archives Canada Credit: L.T Burwash/Richard Sterling Finnie
fonds/e002342647
5.4 Place Names
Place names are important to document because some names tell a story or recount an
event that took place, or can be a description of a land feature. I have collected 290 place
names during the interviews with John and those mainly pertain to an area where he and
his family lived prior to moving to Baker Lake. John mentioned during the interviews
that he would not provide all the names because they are too many; those names shared
and recorded should give an idea of the main places they occupied. During one of these
interviews, he indicated that he wished his health was better so that he could show me in
person the places he talked about. This would have allowed him to explain and share in
more intimate details the meaning of these places; he was still happy to do what he could.
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Since the arrival of explorers to this northern landscape, some of the original indigenous
place names have been replaced with new names given by explorers. Some indigenous
names have made it on the national topographic maps but not all the place names have
been added to these maps. When looking at the topographic maps, one can see a vast
landscape dotted with many unnamed lakes, rivers, streams, and hills. These maps are
bare, leaving room for new explorers to give new names even if the first inhabitants have
already named most of these places and the naming protocol is extremely important to
their society and culture.

Currently the mining exploration companies are trying to use Inuktitut words for their
camps but they are not the original names of the area. This further disconnects people
who use those areas, who grew up there and the growing population of Inuit who do not
know the original Inuit names for these places. The people who are most familiar with
these areas are passing away and the knowledge they have of the area is extremely rich.
My project just skims the surface as much has already been lost. The Inuit population of
Baker Lake is becoming more disconnected from the Land and it is important to
reconnect this generation back to the Land.

With many undocumented names used by the Inuit that lived out on the Land and used
the Land for the majority of their lives, these names were common to them. Now that
people have been living in permanent settlements, some names have been forgotten, lost
or have changed. The mining exploration companies have come in search for new wealth
in or on the ground and are either temporary camps or become permanent depending on
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what is found. The mineral exploration maps of the local area, have new names on these
maps and in most cases do not reflect the local permanent users knowledge of the area
but are names given by the geologists or the camp managers. These new English or
Inuktitut names are used when the company submits the paperwork for their permits
because on the national topographic maps, there often are no official names. But these
places are well known to Inuit families and have been “mapped” in great details.

To Inuit, the Land usually encompasses more than just the physical features as is seen by
government, industry, or now our Inuit organizations. It includes what is on, in, and
under the ground plus the sky, streams, rivers, lakes, seas, and the spirituality of an area
from ancient times. The place names data collected for this project is all in Inuktitut and
some depth is lost in translation into English. The place names data has been categorized
conceptually and are tabulated below (Correl, 1976). This project is comparable to the
traditional knowledge and archeological work of the Kazan River area done by Stewart et
al. (2004). The categories used are comparable to (Stewart et al., 2004) because their
study area was in the same area as this project. I have added another category,
“unknown” when John did not know the meaning of the place name. There are eight
categories and are defined as follows with examples from this project I did with John:
1) Literal descriptive – are names that describe places in geographic terms or
orientation to the landscape; for example Qikiqtarjuaq – big island or
Tasijuaq Akulliqpaaq – lake in the middle.
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2) Natural Resources – are names that deal with plants, animals, or mineral;
resources; for example aniguk nalluq – a caribou crossing area the caribou
swim through.
3) Cultural / human activities – are names used in human activities; for example
Hupiumivik kingaq – the place where it is hard to start a fire the old way
using a bow drill.
4) Metaphorical – are names used in reference to metaphors; for example
imullutuit kingait – the hills look wrinkled.
5) Historical events – are names used for events that took place at different
times, for example iqiliktat – a place where Dene Indians were killed by Inuit,
or gravesites or birthplaces.
6) Spiritual names – are names that are spiritual in nature for example;
akilasarjuk – place where you seek revenge right away.
7) Mythological – are names referred in myths or legends for example;
amaruqturvip nuvua – the point of the place where the pack of wolves with no
eyes that were worms underground.
8) Unknown – are names which John Killulark does not know the meaning of,
for example piqqik.
The place names gathered are tabulated below in Table 1 and shown graphically on
Figure 6. The data show that fifty five percent of the place names are descriptive in
nature and describe the landscape for which the name is given. The next four categories,
Natural resources, Cultural/ human activities, Metaphorical, and Historical events make
up forty-two percent of the place names gathered. The last three categories, Spiritual
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names, Mythological, and unknown make up the last three percent of the place names
collected. This breakdown of the place names data closely follows Stewart et al. (2005),
data. The full list of place names is also presented in Table 2.

Category
Literal descriptive
Natural resources
Cultural/Human activities
Metaphorical
Historical Events
Spiritual names
Mythological
Unknown
Total

Number
159
41
34
22
24
1
6
3
290

Percentage
54.8%
14.1%
11.7%
7.6%
8.3%
0.3%
2.1%
1.0%
100.0%

Table 1: Place names provided by John Killulark and classified into eight categories.
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Figure 6: Place names provided by John Killulark and tabulated into eight different
categories.
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
1

rZFxboN4

Kigaviatalinak

2

x`NNw5g5

Anaanaittut

3

Peregrine falcon. Lots of
them there, nesting there
Because they gathered lots of
eggs there, and they found
lots of eggs without mothers
(eggs of birds) you never see
the mother birds so you don't
know the bird
Waterfowl breeding ground

4

]s7m8N6
er6b'~N6
e9l~M2 w~kFx

Uummannaq qikiqta'naaq
qillulaap inuuvia

5

DW x3`N`N2
w~kFx
xQEx'gx3u
e7us`N2
w~kFx

Rupi arnaanaap inuuvia
agiria'tuarmi

John Killulark’s birthplace,
there was a rock that was
shaped like a heart and this is
why the island is called this.
Ruby Arngnaknaaq
birthplace

Qimmiunaap inuuvia

Sally Webster's birth place

7

gCEx6 |f1u
Gw[l3Jxo4H
N5yx~l2
w~kFx

Turariaq kuungmi
Gw[l3Jxo4 Iglurjualik)
natsialuup inuuvia

8
9

xiA4 N9l6
w3vM2 w~kFx
esC}F5

Aniguk nalluq irtkalaap
inuuvia
Qiuraviit

Betty Natsialuk Hughson's
birthplace -it’s the direction
of a crossing area for the
caribou, where the caribou
are heading.
Irtkalaq's birthplace

10

Nlgx4

Nalutuak

11

xiA4 N9l6

Aniguk nalluq

12

xQEx4gx4

Agiriaktuak

13

xQQx6 |f1u

Agigiaq kuungmi

14

er6b5}g2 |f}Z

Qikiqtattuup kuugaa

6

Where the caribou die, from
hypothermia from crossing
the lake or river, some
caribou do not survive the
crossing. Caribou today are
going anywhere not like they
use to, like us they have
changed.
Caribou crossing area either
lake or river
Crossing area - caribou swim
through.
The place where caribou trot
faster before going to cross
the river or lake
A caribou crossing area, it’s
the area where the caribou
look to see where they’re
going to cross.
The creek is shallow enough
for people to cross over on
foot

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
63.98 N
94.32 W
64.72 N
97.97 W

64.52 N
100.11 W
64.23 N
96.79 W

64.61 N
98.38 W
64.68 N
97.80 W
64.65 N
98.19 W

64.33 N
96.88 W
64.74 N
97.22 W

63.75 N
95.74 W
64.33 N
96.88 W
63.72 N
95.74 W
64.66 N
98.19 W

64.68 N
96.54 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.71 N
96.70 W
64.38 N
96.08 W

Qikiqtaujaaqtup kuugaa

16

er6bs]/6g2
|f]Z
N5lxJ2 |fz

17

xf8i'`N6

Akunni’naaq

18

N5yx~l2
wlFx
s6hEx4|J2
}fzb
j3J1izi
NNsN2
wlFx ]c'gx3u

Natsialuup iluvia
uqsuriakjuup kuungata
murjungningani

20

w3v`M2 wlFx

Irkalaap iluvia

Nanau'naaq grave (John's
brother married to
Annallu’naaq)
Irkalaak's grave site

21

wMw5g2
wlFx
xsM5y3Fx3J1u
cmi3u
x/Wx'J2
wlFx
x3F6bos2
B|xzi

Ilaittup iluvia
aulatsirviarjungmi
qamanirmi

Ilaittuk's gravesite across
from Amaruq’s, near the
jigging area, Shultz Lake area

Ajapia’juk iluvia
arviqtaliup Haangani

64.76 N
97.78 W

23

x|XX4 wlFx
x5Z4b1u
er6bu xfxi

24

x8Nl'N2
wlFx c'gx3u

Apaapak iluvia
atgaktangmi qikiqtami
akuani
Annalu’nap iluvia
qa'tuarmi

25

xm}D2 wlFx
vq6Lx3|J2
|Xzi r?|bi

Ajapia’juk passed away there
around 1948 near whalebone
hill, Aliqtiksaq and Imaima's
first child
Apaapak's grave (Iglurjualik
narrows) John father's
grandmother.
Annallu’naaq - Nanaunaaq's
wife buried near each
other+E229
Amaruq's gravesite, Shultz
Lake area

26

xo6t6]n 2
wlFx r|zD6
b1m6g3F4

Aliqtiksaq’s gravesite

64.71 N
98.35 W
64.52 N
96.08 W

15

19

22

27

Natluajup kuunga

Nanaunap iluvia
qaa'tuarmi

Amaruup iluvia
kangiqłuarjuup paangani
kivataani
Aliqtiqsaap iluvia
kingaaruq
Tangmaqturvik

Looks like an island, with a
creek
A little creek or river that
flows into the
Kabloonaakkuluk lake.
Creek - part of the Thelon
River system- long island rapid area
Natsialuk's gravesite
(Kigjugalik's brother) he has
never seen it only heard it

Large hill where a lot of
hunters would spend the
night, because of lack of
number of dogs to travel
farther. A good camping
area. Utkuhisaalikmuit
named the area. Because
there were lots of iglu there,
and if they were clean and
suitable to spend the night
there they would.

64.60 N
97.05 W
64.23 N
99.42 W

64.72 N
98.11 W
64.77 N
97.07 W
64.66 N
97.11 W

64.70 N
98.15 W
64.71 N
98.10 W
64.65 N
97.11 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
28

b7mw8N6g6

Tammainnaqtuq

29

BsWsuF4
rz6

Hupiumivik kingaq

30

by'}g2 rzgxz

Tasi’tuup kingatuanga

31

c'gx6

Qa’tuaq

32

eauF4gx4

Qingumiviktuak

33

g8kw/3F4
kK4

Tunnuijarvik nuvuk

34

gM5gw5

Tulattuit

35

hl4hAt5
rzw5

Suluksugutit kingait

36

N6nl4Jx6
rz'gx6

Naqhalukjuaq kinga'tuaq

37

Ns]n 6

Nauhaaq

38

r4/4g5 rz6

Kikjaktut kingaq

39

rq4g4

Kingiktuk

It's a hill located on the west
side Tahiludjuk, where it is
said you can lose your
belongings. If your stop over
there for a long time, they say
you can lose your belongings.
The place where it is hard to
start a fire the old way, with a
bow drill.
Top of land - the hill near the
lake.
Hill -lots of hills that have
pointed hills but some hills
have a smooth top like this
hill.
Areas for sight seeing for
hunting, high points of land
to see animals by binoculars.
During the fall, the point
where there is a hill, when
the caribou are mating, you
can see them, you can see
their antlers and there is no
velvet and there is lots of fat
on the animal, hence the
name.
Beaching area.
It’s a hill. Its means "You
can hear the wind", when
going by dog team down the
hill, the hill is very smooth.
You must ride in the front to
ensure the sled doesn't turn or
crash. It’s scary to go down
the hill because the ride is
fast especially when you have
healthy dogs.
The whole hill - with 3 holes
on it or depressions.
A new birth, a new existence.
That hill, there are lots of
pointed rocks and no gravel
and hence it is called the
rough area.
Hills that are close together
and very steep, when it is
high it is kingngitook.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.58 N
96.17 W

64.62 N
98.62 W
64.38 N
96.69 W
64.68 N
98.19 W

64.36 N
96.20 W
64.64 N
98.01 W

64.70 N
97.06 W
64.09 N
96.92 W

64.16 N
96.61 W
64.00 N
95.87 W
64.59 N
98.28 W

64.05 N
94.51 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
40

rU3Jw5 whx

Kinngarjuit isua

41

rzJw5

Kingajuit

42

rzJw5

Kingajuit

43

s/CbF4

Ujaratavik

44

s9l5gx4

Ulluttuak

A new name because of the
mining, soapstone.
It looks like an ulu.

45

sdbo4 rz6

Uqutalik kingaq

Shelter of a hill.

46

tzs/6gJ6

Tingaujaqtujuq

47

v2Fo4Jw5
rz'gw5

Kapvilikjuit kinga'tuit

48

vJxfl4

Kajuakuluk

49

vq3Lx+3+J2
r?`o rzw5

50

w5nosF4

Kangirłuarjuup kivalii
kingait
Itsaliuvik

51

w7`N3Jw5

Imnaarjuit

It’s a hill, the east side of
Agjaktaalik, where it is all
moss, where Itibliyok threw
his cigarette and the moss
burnt and he started a tundra
fire.
Hill - on the east side of
Kavavaliit - lots of
wolverines there. One cannot
cache food there because the
wolverines will destroy the
cache and take the food.
It’s a hill that looks golden or
yellow from the sun.
The hills of Kangluo on the
west side.
Place to make caribou skin
tent.
It is hills that have cliffs.

52

wh4OxDy6

Isukłiarusiq

53

Imullutuit kingait

54

wj9lgw5
rzw5
x[Q3Qxgx6

55

x[QEx5gx6

Aggiriattuaq

Aggirgiatuaq

A bunch of hills, the area
where the hills end. From the
point on the ground is more
flat.
All the hills are high and
there are many high hills.
Large hills.

Part of the natsalukjuaq hill
named above.
Hills - "looks wrinkled" name
of the hills.
Hill - the place where the
caribou are going to cross the
river.
Hill is called = When the
caribou are going to be going
to the water, this is the area
where the caribou enter the
water to cross.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.66 N
96.16 W

64.05 N
98.18 W
64.56 N
96.34 W
64.24 N
94.91 W
63.98 N
98.30 W
64.74 N
98.18 W
64.73 N
97.89 W

64.81 N
98.20 W

64.55 N
98.33 W
64.64 N
97.16 W
63.71 N
95.81 W
64.78 N
97.75 W
64.18 N
96.53 W
64.84 N
98.08 W
64.60 N
98.37 W
64.63 N
98.36 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
56

x2D/6

Aprujaq

57

x3F6bo4

Arviqtalik

58

xbJ4yx6

Atajuksiaq

59

xmD6g3F4

Amaruqturvik

60

xrMn3J4

Akilasarjuk

61

xrt5

Akitit

62

Xszg6

Paungatuq

63

Xt6bEx3F4
rz6

Patiqtariarvik kingaq

64

b4rJ4

Takkijuk

65

Bx4o

Hakli

66

eebl4Jx6

Qiqitalukjuaq

67

er6b3Jx6

Qikiqtarjuaq

Hill - porch/doorway for an
iglu use to be called
"paabgoyak".
A place where the remains of
a whale. (Dead whale)
It’s a hill named after an
individual "Atajutsiaq" where
he put an inukshuk at the top.
Hill - a kabloonak who was
traveling who was not
working, he awoke from the
sounds of the dogs; they
came to him for safety. He
saw a whole pack of wolves,
he shot one and the pack ate
it, then he shot another and
the wolves ate it and so on.
Ka'tat a pack of wolves that
cover the whole land area.
The ancestors thought they
were worms coming from the
ground and when they
surfaced, they turned into
wolves
Top of land - you pay back
easily - the place you seek
revenge right away.
Akumalik found this name to
be scary.
When you look at it from the
east to the west, it is shaped
like pillow and hence the
name "pillows", more than
one and hence plural.
Blueberry Hill
The area where they gathered
caribou legs, the marrow,
Patqutit.
The island is long or a long
lake, the description is of
something long.
A place where it is shallow,
the land is low.
Big tall island, it is very steep
on the sides of the island.
Very large island in Schultz
Lake.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.23 N
96.36 W
64.77 N
97.84 W
64.69 N
97.03 W
64.69 N
98.14 W

64.30 N
95.71 W

64.64 N
97.30 W

64.31 N
96.12 W
64.63 N
99.17 W
64.10 N
95.80 W
64.19 N
96.03 W
63.97 N
97.75 W
64.71 N
97.56 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
68

er6b5

Qikiqtat

69

er6b'gx6

Qikiqta’tuaq

70

erbCs/4

Qikitaraujak

Lots of islands close together
in a lake.
It’s an island but also high
from the water/shoreline.
Long island.

71

erbJx6

Qikitajuaq

Big island.

72

erbs/4

Qikitaujak

73

gzbo4
r?5o6

Tungatalik kivatliq

Island, nice island, pretty
beautiful island.
Two islands on the west side.

74

gzbo4
vN1No6

Tungatalik kanangnaliq

Two islands on the east side.

75

i6l'gx6

Niqlu’tuaq

76

ixd1+A5

Niaqungguut

77

Nalluarjup qikiqta

78

N9lx3J2
er6b
s/Cw8N6

Its an area of an island that is
not a hill but the highest point
of land on that island.
Its an island "that is the shape
of a head".
Island in a lake

Ujarainnaq

It's an island that is all rock.
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s6WgJ4 reb4

Uqpitujuk kiqitak

80

tE4ysbF5

Tiriksiutavit

81

tzs/4gJ4

Tingaujaktujuk

An island where there are
willows.
It’s like a belt, a woven belt.
A person lost his belt and that
is why it is called this and the
person's pants fell down.
That island has a big tall hill.
Lots of mosses there.

82

vqf9yx4

Kangikulsiak

83

wk4h'gx6

Inuksu’tuaq

84

wnDgx4
erbJlx2
wnDgxz
Wrsn3F4
er6b'~N6
x3rxD1N'gx6

Isarutuak qikitajuluap
isarutuanga

85
86

Pikiusarvik qikiqta'naaq
Aqiarungna’tuaq

When you come to this place
you can only travel on one
side because it is shallow
everywhere else.
It's a large inukshuk on an
island.
The island that has a shape of
a wing, one side of a goose.
Island is called - the area
where they gather eggs.
When the ice is breaking up,
it gathers in the mouth of that
area.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.59 N
99.38 W
64.67 N
96.57 W
64.27 N
96.01 W
64.08 N
94.55 W
64.18 N
96.12 W
64.12 N
95.40 W
64.13 N
95.34 W
64.57 N
97.03 W
64.60 N
96.14 W
64.40 N
96.23 W
64.60 N
97.01 W
63.81 N
95.66 W
64.06 N
97.77 W

64.18 N
94.83 W
64.10 N
94.45 W

64.60 N
97.03 W
63.95 N
97.63 W
64.62 N
98.38 W
64.66 N
97.79 W
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87

x6W3N3ftb3F4

Aqpirnaqutitarvik

88

xbi3l4gN6
kK'`N6

Atanirluktunaq nuvu'naaq

89

xexD6}g6
kK4
xiAu
er6b'`N6

Aqiaruqtuuq nuvuk

91

|xml6g6

Aamaluqtuq

92

+Xo3us5 w]m5

Paalirmiut imaat

93

3rr6bs/3g2
cmNsZ

Qikiqtaujartup qamanauga

94

by3Jx6

Tahirjuaq

95

Tahirjuaq kanaqnaqłiqpaaq

98

by3Jx6
vN6N6O6|X 6
by3ys3F5
r?9o3X6
by3ys3F5
xf5o3X
by3Zl5nsq5g6

99

by6

Tahiq

100

by6 x2no4

Tahiq apsalik

90

96
97

Anigumi qikiqta'naaq

Tahirhiurvit kivallirpaq
Tahirhiurvit akutlirpa
Tahirgalutsaungittuq

This is island is called = The
leaves of Cloudberry, boil
those leaves, dump it, and
add new water and boil it
again and it tastes like tea.
Last year’s leaves that have
fallen on the ground that they
gather.
Medal photo (Iglurjualik
narrows east end) it is a little
point- narrow connection to
the mainland.
You can catch lots of fish
there in the fall.
Because there is more than
one island, he was born on
one particular island on the
lake.
A completely round lake.
Around 1935, a lake where
the Padlakmiut people
settled, they arrived by
peterhead boat.
Small lake became a lake
because of the two rivers
meeting.
Very large lake - no rivers
going in and out just small
creeks.
Lake - east side.
Where people used to be, to
fish - west side.
Where people used to be, to
fish – middle.
Lake - Mapaap named that
lake. Because it is not a very
good lake, not round or any
good docking area nothing
really good about it at all.
Not shaped like one.
Lake with no rivers.
Lake-the area where there is
fire inside of the earth where
you can hear it and can feel
it. East side of a lake.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.59 N
98.38 W

64.72 N
98.09 W

64.59 N
98.41 W
64.26 N
96.83 W

64.72 N
96.93 W
64.95 N
97.23 W

64.74 N
96.60 W
64.59 N
96.07 W
64.86 N
98.88 W
63.88 N
94.66 W
63.88 N
94.58 W
64.42 N
95.85 W

64.18 N
97.06 W
64.68 N
95.78 W
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101

byC'gx6

Tahira’tuaq

102

by'gx6

Tahi’tuaq

103

byJx6 g4o3|X3

Tahijuaq tuklirpaar

104

byJx6 r?o+X

Tahijuaq kivalipaa

105

byJx6
xf3o3X6

Tahijuaq akurlirpaq

106

byJx6 xf5o6

Tahijuaq akutliq

107

Tahijuatuar ungalirpar

108

byJxgx3
szo3X3
byJxl4Jx4

109

byl4J2 eax

Tahilukjup qingua

110

byl4Jx6

Tahilukjuaq

111

bys/4

Tahiujak

112

byys3F5
vNN3O3X6

Tahihiurvit kananarłirpaq

113

c2lNfl4 by6

Qaplunakuluk tasiq

114

c5bs/3bo4
by6

Qattaujartalik tasiq

Part of a lake but not really,
and part of it but it is round.
Where people used to be to
fish - east side - there are
three of these lakes it is the
eastern one.
Kabloonaakkuluk lake - 2
miners walking to Baker,
during the fall and one froze
to death.
Lake that has a barrel.

115

cmi3 g4o|X6

Qamanir tuklipaaq

Schultz Lake.

116

cmi6 g4o6

Qamaniq tukliq

Schultz Lake.

117
118

cmNsZg2 rz
eaxi
cmNsZ'gx6

Qamanaugatup kinga
qinguani
Qamanauga’tuaq

119

cmNsZN6

Qamanauganaq

120

cmNsZN6
g[o6

Qamanauganaq tugliq

Hill that is on the north side
of the lake.
Lake - there are rivers on
both ends of the lake.
Lake - small lake near the
crossing lake/river.
Lake - smaller lake.

Tahijualukjuak

Lake - no rivers no nothing
just a lake.
Lake - no river or creek just a
lake.
Princess Mary Lake - Big
lake - first of 3.
Lake - west side of the lake in the middle.
Lake - in the middle.
Mallery Lake - Big lake middle lake of 3 Haqpiqnaaq, had a winter
camp there.
Tebesjuak Lake - Big Lake furthest out of the 3.
Big lake with many islands in
it.
Lake -north side of
Tahilukjupaq - name of a
person
Pitz Lake.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.37 N
95.71 W
64.33 N
96.62 W
64.02 N
97.81 W
64.71 N
98.68 W
64.76 N
98.77 W
64.06 N
98.44 W

63.74 N
99.01 W
64.92 N
95.54 W
64.09 N
96.73 W
64.02 N
96.69 W
64.18 N
94.50 W
63.93 N
94.57 W

64.39 N
96.06 W

64.49 N
96.01 W
64.76 N
97.47 W
64.71 N
97.24 W
64.47 N
96.04 W
64.40 N
95.98 W
64.38 N
95.82 W
64.46 N
96.06 W
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No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
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cmNsZN6
szo3
do2y8kx3F4

Qamanauganaq ungalir

123

e9lC`M6
bBw6

Qilluralaaq taHiq

124

e9lM6

Qillulaq

125

eauF'gx4
byx4
er4bJxo4
bBw6

Qingumivi’tuak tasiak

127

er6b3Jxo4

Qikiqtarjualik

128

er6b6]g6
bBw6

Qikiqtaqtuuq taHiq

129

er6bCJo4
by6
er6bo4
cmi6
er6bos2 xfx

Qikiqtarajulik tasiq

erbJxo4
Gby6H
ezsZo4
bBw6

Qikitajualik (tahiq)

134

f3lio by6

Kurlunili tasiq

135

f6l4g2
vmNsZ

Kuqluktup kamanauga

121
122

126

130
131
132
133

Qulipsinnuarvik

Qikiktajualik taHiq

Qikiqtalik qamaniq
Qikiqtaliup akua

Qingaugalik taHiq

Lake - small lake that is
furthest out.
Qulipsi means a temporary
campfire not for major
cooking like a single coleman
stove.
It’s a lake, there is an
inukshuk on the top, and his
namesake built an inukshuk
there and the
Ukkusiksalikmiut named that
area because his namesake
built an inukshuk there.
Killulark Lake, because he
held a dog team race there, in
celebration of the birth of
Mary Annallu’naaq.
Lake - good place to use
binoculars to scope around.
Lake - that has a large island
in it (from Hattie Mannik's
maps).
It’s a lake that has a large
island in the middle.
Ukkusiksalikmiut dialect means "a large island in a
lake".
It’s a lake that has an island near Aberdeen.
Water body with lots of
islands in it.
The cove of "lots of islands
close together in a lake".
The lake that has big islands.
Bottom of map (from Hattie
Mannik's maps) it’s near a
bunch of hills not connected
but shaped like a nose, all
sand.
A lake called because it has
pressure ridges.
"Big drop in the river"
belongs to this lake.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.49 N
96.08 W
64.67 N
96.18 W

64.76 N
96.20 W

64.36 N
96.12 W

64.36 N
96.19 W
65.05 N
97.47 W
64.91 N
97.49 W
64.93 N
97.07 W
64.59 N
98.37 W
64.63 N
100.12 W
64.61 N
99.78 W
64.30 N
97.57 W
65.04 N
97.81 W

63.76 N
95.34 W
63.74 N
95.84 W
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136

fN1N5

Kunangnat

137

gkh4

Tunuhuk

138

ixfAto4 by6

Niakugutilik tasiq

139

n8izJfl4

Sanningajukuluk

140

Sanningajukuluk tasiq

141

n8izJfl4
by6
N9lx3J4

142

Nsn2 byx

Nausap tasia

143

rzN2 bBwx

Kinganap taHia

144

S/b6 bBw6

Pujataq taHiq

145

s3|fbos2 byx

Uquutaliup tasia

146

s6hEx4Jx6

Uqsuriakjuaq

147

s6hQx3Jx6

Uqsugiarjuaq

148

sl'gx6

Ulu’tuaq

149

szo3X3 cmi4

Ungalirpar qamanik

It's a lake, shaped like an ulu
where the entrance is quite
narrow.
Upper Aberdeen Lake.

150

t2/o4 cmi6

Tipjalik qamaniq

Beverly Lake.

151

v1Q~~Lx3J2 Xz

Kanggiłuuarjup panga

152

vNNy3Jx4

Kananasirjuak

Entrance of a cove, part of a
lake.
Because it is on the north
side.

Nalluarjuk

Lake Kunangnat - because
(matthew's name sake,
kunangnat) he used to spend
a lots of summers there the
lake closest to that hill.
Back of the head - lake.
A lake called the place looks
like human heads.
Name of the lake that is
horizontal - west/east and not
north/south.
Located east to west.
Lake, a caribou crossing lake.
Usually called nadluuq
referring to crossing.
Lake of "new birth" Nauhaaq.
Lake - "the lake that is
behind a little hill".
John spent a winter there.
It’s a lake named after an
individual.
It's the lake of the area, side
of the hill that give shelter.
Marjorie Lake -Inuktitut
name "there are a lot of fat
fish with thin skin".
Marjorie Lake.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.34 N
96.14 W

64.37 N
96.49 W
63.88 N
95.37 W
64.70 N
96.24 W
64.62 N
98.11 W
64.38 N
96.12 W
64.03 N
95.93 W
64.12 N
96.11 W
64.51 N
96.57 W
64.73 N
98.21 W
64.19 N
99.33 W
64.28 N
99.12 W
64.54 N
96.06 W
64.55 N
99.31 W
64.62 N
100.42 W
64.65 N
97.10 W
64.07 N
94.31 W
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153

vq6Lx3J4

Kangiqłuarjuk

154

vQbo4

Kagitalik

155

W5bo4

Pittalik

156

W5bos]/6g6
bBw6

Pittaliujaaqtuq taHiq

157

W5ns}n 6 bBw6

Pitsausaaq taHiq

158

Wbo4 bBw6

Pitalik taHiq

159

Wbos]/6g6
bBw6

Pitaliujaaqtuq taHiq

160

wclo`N6
bBwC'~N6

Iqalulinaaq taHira'naaq

161

wFbDo4

Ivitarulik

162

wj9lgw5
bBwx

Imullutuit taHia

163

wkw5 N9lx5

Inuit nalluat

164

Wt4yb6 bBw6

Pitiksitaq taHiq

165

wtAos2 byx

Itiguliup tasia

166

x4f n?g2
x4fx

Akku savatup akkua

Lake - Arngnagnaak, where
he started walking to another
lake, he was passing by that
cave, there were rocks being
thrown by people you could
not see. Brown water with
large worms that come out of
their shell.
Gathering area near a lake to
dance, eat and feast.
An area where the ice never
thickens due to the current of
the river.
Pitaaq means - the area that
doesn't thicken. It’s an area
of the lake, near the two hills
that does not thicken.
It’s a little lake, named after
an individual.
(From Hattie Mannik's maps)
it is a lake.
There is a lake called Piitaq,
means the lake that looks like
piitaq (from Hattie Mannik's
maps).
It is a little lake that has a lot
of fish - naaq means small.
Rainbow trout lake.
Lake - imulluttuit - "looks
wrinkled" - because there are
so many hills making it look
like it is wrinkled, Kigjugalik
named the hills.
Lake - means "the shallow
area of the lake" because you
are able to cross the through
the lake, up to the waist.
The reason for the name
because it is the definition of
the large area of the caribou
intestine (from Hattie
Mannik's maps).
Lake -a urination area from
the foxes.
The end of the river that
empties into a lake.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.63 N
97.08 W

64.43 N
96.67 W
64.94 N
97.98 W
64.95 N
98.12 W

64.36 N
96.03 W
64.96 N
97.99 W
64.97 N
98.12 W

64.54 N
96.24 W
64.39 N
95.37 W
64.83 N
98.08 W

64.84 N
98.11 W

64.97 N
98.23 W

64.54 N
96.81 W
64.05 N
95.47 W
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Akurlirpaaq qamaniq

Lower Aberdeen Lake.

168

xf3o3|X 6
cmi6
xiA4 by6

aniguk tasiq

169

xJ4b3F4

Ajuktarvik

170

xJ4b3FxDy6

Ajuktarviarusiq

171

xmDo4 bBw6

Amarulik taHiq

172

xMiE4g6
by6

Alaniriktuq tasiq

173

xN3fxn5kx6
vqo6

Anaquasatnuaq kangiliq

174

xsMyFgx
by6
xsXl4gfl4
by6

Aulasivitua tasiq

176

x't}Q5 b5+y 5

A'tigiit tatsiit

177

x't}Q5 b5+y 5
vN1NO6X6

178

x't}Q5 b5+y 5
xf9o6X6

A'tigiit tatsiit
kanangnałiqpaq
A'tigiit tatsiit akulliqpaq

179

x't}Q5 b5y5
r?9`o6+X

A'tigiit tatsit kivalliiqpaa

180

xwmsv5b`N6
bBw6

Aimaukattanaaq taHiq

Lake - crossing lake because
it is narrow. John Killulark
was born at Anigook.
Lake - Kigjugalik, said a
woman is bedridden for a
period time after giving birth,
once she is ready to leave the
iglu or tent she must run in
any of the directions in hopes
of the newborn child
becoming a good hunter or
seamstress so the child would
be good at what they do.
It is a little lake similar the
bigger lake number 112.
Lake - named this because it
is the denning area for the
wolves.
Lake - shaped like the sole of
the foot, when the sun shines
behind the hill.
Two lakes south of Baker
Lake, name of a person;
Arngnakquaksaaqnuaq.
Jigging (ice fishing) place
lake.
The sand and the bottom of
the lake is all red so therefore
the lake looks red. Even
when it is cloudy and they are
close to the ground, the
clouds look red because of
the reflection of the red from
the ground.
3 lakes that are exactly the
same. These are located near
each other and shaped almost
the same.
"All the lakes that look alike"
east side.
"All the lakes that look alike"
middle.
"All the lakes that look alike"
west side.
Lake - "Completely round
lake" but smaller.

167

175

Aupaluktukuluk tasiq

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.47 N
98.78 W
64.33 N
96.90 W
64.58 N
96.94 W

64.57 N
96.88 W
64.73 N
96.12 W
64.44 N
96.17 W
63.78 N
96.33 W
64.26 N
94.68 W
64.64 N
98.05 W

64.74 N
96.47 W

64.74 N
96.47 W
64.72 N
96.52 W
64.71 N
96.56 W
64.01 N
96.23 W
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Aimaukattattuaq taHiq

182

xwmsv5b5gx6
bBw6
yZMsyF4

183

er6bs]/6g6

Qikiqtaujaaqtuq

184

gkh2 fZ3lx

Tunusup kugarlua

185

iMo4

Nilalik

186

kNEx4

Nunariak

187

s6WgJ4

Uqpitujuk

188

unl4

Misaluk

189

k=Fmi6

Nuvvimaniq

190

wk4ho4
We'gx3u
NcMNA4

Inuksulik piqi'tuarmi

192

xmD6g3F2
kKx

Amaruqturvip nuvua

193

srxnys6F4

Ukiasasiuqvik

181

191

Sigalausivik

Naqalanaguk

Lake - "Completely round
lake", it’s a large lake.
It is a lake where someone
left a biscuit box, the north
side of Anigook, Oovajuk's
father; Iitulukanaaq.
"Looks like an island".
Land near Qinguq creek, near
island.
Use to be called this because
there were icebergs there,
glacier, but it is no longer
there. It is not as cold as it
used to be so there is no ice
there anymore.
It looks like an island but
when you get to it you find
out that is part of the
mainland. It is not an island.
When the water level is high
it is an island when the water
level is low then it is part of
the mainland.
Place where there are lots of
willows.
Mushy area, land is spongy
and wet.
Landmark - its not really a
point, but is like a point.
Where the inukshuk is.
There is an inukshuk at this
place and when the ice goes
out it never falls down. The
inukshuk is one rock. A
person said, do not knock this
rock down. It still stands
even when under water.
The point of the place where
the pack of wolves first
emerged from underground
as worms with no eyes and
then turned into wolves.
During the fall, the area
where there is a good wind
break, to wait for the proper
snow to build a snow house.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.02 N
96.42 W
64.58 N
97.28 W

64.70 N
96.71 W
64.32 N
96.41 W
64.77 N
96.89 W

64.22 N
95.87 W

64.12 N
95.66 W
64.15 N
96.30 W
64.62 N
98.41 W
64.61 N
98.45 W
64.00 N
94.31 W

64.69 N
98.13 W

64.72 N
98.10 W
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194

wtAgx6

Itigutuaq

195

Tasilukjup qingngua

196

byl4J2
e1ax
cExnl4

197

cmNsZfl4

Qamanaugakuluk

198

cwg5`N6

Qaitutnaaq

199

da6

Qunguq

200

dMwg/F
x4fx

Qulaitujavi akkua

201

eAgx3 kN

Qigutuar nuna

202

er6bs]/6g2
|f]Zb cmNs]Z
gM'gw5 kKx5

Qikiqtaujaaqtup kuugaata
qamanaugaa
Tula’tuit nuvuat

gM'gw5
r9oNs]Z
gMw5

Tula’tuit killinaugaa

j3J1i'gx2
r?|bi
j3J1i'gx2
vN1`Ni5
mimiq5

Murjungni’tuap kivataani

203
204
205
206
207
208

Qariasaluk

Tulait

Murjungni’tuap
kanangnaanit
Manimaningit

It’s the cliff or steep area (too
steep to climb) of the
urination area for the foxes.
Cove - northern tip of the
lake.
It looks like part of the inside
of the fish, near 30-mile lake.
It is curved.
Shallow area where your
motor can touch the bottom,
in the winter there is no water
because there the ice and the
land are touching. No water.
West side of clear water river
- good place to dry your meat
with birch, it’s the only area
that is not sandy.
An area of the lake where it
narrows.
Qulitook is the person’s
name. Because of the wind
the strong wind broke up his
boat. The ice was breaking
up at the same time and
damaging the boat. He
managed to get the boat to
the island and not sink.
Land area with lakes - lots of
boulders in that lake. No real
place to land. During fall or
winter, you could break your
leg because of the boulders.
It's a creek that enters a lake
and exits.
Beaching area, the point of it.
Beaching area, south side of a
lake.
Beaching area of the
shoreline.
West side - where the water
starts to empty from a lake.
East side - where the water
starts to empty from a lake.
When the ice breaks up in the
spring, the ice goes there and
stops.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.53 N
96.84 W
64.05 N
96.91 W
63.66 N
96.84 W
64.18 N
96.20 W

64.06 N
95.26 W

64.56 N
99.08 W
64.09 N
95.15 W

64.40 N
95.93 W

64.73 N
96.65 W
64.72 N
97.07 W
64.72 N
97.00 W
64.65 N
98.16 W
64.56 N
100.31 W
64.57 N
100.30 W
64.12 N
94.89 W
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N9lx3J2
r?ox
r[JZos2
WBwx

Nalluarjup kivalia

Lake -western side.

Kigjugaliup piHia

211

r8a'`N6

Kinngu’naaq

212

ra4

Kinguk

213

roNsZ
jJi5gx2
roNsZ

Kilinauga mujunittuap
kilinauga

214

s/C5n5

Ujaratsat

215

SxE5N4

Puaritnak

216

t2/os2 xfx

Tipjaliup akua

The northern part of the lake,
it is identifying lots of fish in
the month of June in a song
she wrote. There are usually
3 creeks in the spring but dry
up during the summer. They
were starving at the time and
were able to catch enough
fish to last until there were
enough caribou.
From the north side of a lake
- Schultz Lake at the end
closest to Aberdeen.
The north side of the lake or
hill or landmark.
Like the round end of a lake,
the south side or away from
the wind.
Lots of rocks no real place to
land. Rocky.
Looks like a wooden Inuit
shovel.
The tip of Beverly Lake.

217

t3Q3fgx6

Tirgiqutuaq

Corner of a large lake.

218

t3rCfl r9o4

Tiqirakulu killik

219

tE5d'gx6

Tiritqu’tuaq

Looks like an index finger of
a human hand.
The corner of a lake.

220

tEd6

Tiriquq

Corners of a lake.

221

tmq6gx3F4
k]K4

Timangiqtuarvik nuvuuk

222

tr3Zfl4
x2no4
v1Q~~6~LxJ4

Tikirgakuluk apsalik

vq3Lx3+J2
+Xz
vq3LxDy6

Kangirłuarjuup paanga

The pointed tip, someone
must have been running back
and forth hence the name Timargniktuavik.
Area where there is fire
inside of the earth.
Where the lake empties into a
river - to a cove varies with
each lake.
Entrance of a cove, part of a
lake.
It’s a cove of a larger lake.

209
210

223

224
225

Kanggiqłuuajuk

Kangirłuarusiq

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.39 N
96.31 W
64.03 N
96.85 W

64.73 N
98.08 W
64.24 N
96.25 W
63.94 N
94.28 W
64.16 N
94.58 W
64.03 N
97.61 W
64.59 N
100.72 W
64.41 N
99.02 W
64.09 N
95.83 W
64.41 N
99.02 W
63.99 N
97.23 W
64.03 N
96.83 W

64.70 N
97.67 W
64.60 N
97.04 W
64.65 N
97.11 W
64.74 N
97.96 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
226

vq6L4

Kangiqłuk

It’s a cove of a lake.

227

vqJx6

Kangijuaq

228

w[~l/5

Igluujat

The end of a lake, the large
end of the lake.
They look like many iglus.

229

w[l3Jxos2
xfx
w[lbo4
wpC1u4

Iglurjualiup akua

Cove of Iglurjualik.

Iglutalik ijirangmik

231

W5g3r4

Pittuqik

232

wfmbo4
We'gx3u

Ikumatalik piqi'tuarmi

233

wmCs/6

Imaraujaq

234

Arnatquaksaanuaq killiq

235

x3N5dx4}]nkx6
r9o6
x3rx3ANgx6

236

x5Z4bo4

Atgaktalik

237

xi5|A2 e8ax

Anitguup qinngua

238

xsMyF5gx4

Aulasivittuak

It is a cave of an Ijiraaq little people that disappear.
Because it is the only way in
or out. There are many hills
surrounding it.
The people from Paaliq, left
and engine there, the engine
was seized.
It’s a large cove and
connected to the lake or a
river.
The southern lake of
Arngnakquaknuaq.
Has two meanings, a cove,
when the ice is leaving Schultz lake area, like a
stomach where all the ice
gathers or a great fishing
spot, you always get a fish
there. Sally Webster’s
birthplace.
Because someone saw a
human hand, palm up, in that
area because it is really
shallow, a fox probably
dropped it.
The heel or back side of a
lake, the heel of Anigook.
Ice fishing, jigging place.

239

f6l4g

Kuqluktu

Big drop in the river.

240

f8kx2 j4Jiz

Kunnuap mukjuninga

It’s the start of the river.

241

j3J1i'gx6

Murjungni’tuaq

242

j3Jigx6

Murjunituaq

The mouth of a river - where
the water starts to empty
from a lake.
Mouth of the river (at
Beverly Lake and another at
the end of Baker Lake).

230

Aqiargunatuaq

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.45 N
98.23 W
64.27 N
96.19 W
64.24 N
96.08 W
64.70 N
98.11 W
64.64 N
97.14 W
64.11 N
94.22 W
64.61 N
98.42 W
64.70 N
98.09 W
63.82 N
96.14 W
64.68 N
97.80 W

64.71 N
97.87 W

64.51 N
97.13 W
64.21 N
94.81 W
63.72 N
95.85 W
63.78 N
97.35 W
64.57 N
100.32 W
64.58 N
100.37 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
243

n?g2 cmNJx

Savatup qamanajua

244

n5ysmi5gx4

Satsiumanittuak

245

N9lx3J2
dax
N9lx3J2
eax
nizJfl2
xfx

Nalluarjup qungua

248

tmiq6gx3F4

Timaningiqtuarvik

249

W3igx4
GnazixM4H

Pirnituak (sangunganialak)

250

w[l3Jxo4

Iglurjualik

251

W5bN2 fz

Pittanap kunga

252

W5bos2 |f}Zb
xfx

Pittaliup kuugaata akua

253

Pittaliup kuugarlua

254

W5bos2
|fZ3lx
W6r4

255

W6r4g4

Piqqiktuk

256

weo4b5

Iqiliktat

246
247

Nalluarjup qingua
Saningajukulup akua

Piqqik

There is a current and your
boat can drift. And when
there is ice, the ice drifts
down because of the current.
Like a point but it is a
rounded point. Not a real
point.
Crossing - narrow area of
waterbody.
River/crossing.
It's a creek of a river. It's a
lake that is sheltered from the
northwest wind.
Timaniguakvik - an area
preventing the animals from
getting to the mainland,
water-crossing area for
animals.
The river looks like there is a
dead end but there is a sharp
turn either right or left (like a
sharp turn).
River - the area where the
river when frozen beaches up
on the shore, looks like a
large iglu, usually when the
lake freezes over it is usually
flat but this area the ice
freezes like many igluit.
the river flows any which
way on the lake, the ice does
not thicken.
the cove of "the ice where the
ice never thickens due to the
current of the river".
it’s the creek of the island
with no mother birds.
John doesn't know the
meaning of this name.
John doesn't know the
meaning of this name.
Inuit killed Dene Indians
there and this is why it is
called this.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
63.88 N
95.65 W

64.24 N
95.14 W
64.39 N
96.18 W
64.44 N
96.32 W
64.66 N
96.15 W
64.03 N
96.85 W

63.97 N
95.48 W

64.66 N
98.20 W

64.22 N
96.20 W
64.75 N
97.87 W
64.82 N
97.91 W
63.64 N
95.79 W
63.89 N
95.63 W
64.00 N
98.05 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
257

wt2i6

Itipniq

258

wvDx3F4 ]fZ6

Ikaruarvik kuugaq

259

xEx2
nazix
esC}F5 kKx

Ariap sangungania

261

g8kw/3Fs2
kKx

Tunnuijarviup nuvua

262

j3Jigx4

Murjunituak

263

s/C5n5 kKx5

Ujaratsat nuvuat

264

shJx4

Usujuak

265

tr3C'gx6
vqo6

Tikirra’tuaq kangiliq

266

trC3Jx2 kKx

Tikirarjuap nuvua

267

trC3Jx2
xbix

Tikirarjuap atania

268

trC3Jx6

Tikirarjuaq

269

trCf~l2 xbix

Tikirakuluup atania

270

trCfl4

Tikirakuluk

271

vJ6 kK4

Kajuq nuvuk

260

Qiuraviit nuvua

You have to portage because
the rapids are too much. You
have to walk or you'll ruin
you boat.
Amaruq said, A wolf was
chasing a caribou; it’s a creek
where a wolf chasing the
caribou and it was a place
where the wolf was pacing
back and forth to try and get
the caribou but could not
cross the creek.
It’s the turning point of
aariak.
the point of "where the
caribou die from crossing,
hypothermia".
the point of , Tunnuq - is fat.
There is no more fat on the
caribou.
The start of the river.
Rocky place but the point of
it.
Big penis.
Means point, both points
facing each other and the
northern point.
The tip of the point of land.
The location of land that
connects the points of land to
the mainland.
It’s a large point of land,
located at Schultz Lake
It’s a point of land shaped
like the pointer finger, it is
the area of land that connects
it to the mainland.
Beaching area, it’s a point of
land shaped like the pointer
finger of a human hand.
The area is all yellow in
colour - definition of the
colour of the point- land area.

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
63.64 N
96.09 W

64.71 N
98.47 W

64.79 N
97.04 W
64.70 N
97.16 W
64.67 N
98.03 W
64.00 N
94.31 W
64.18 N
94.69 W
64.11 N
94.65 W
63.91 N
96.57 W
64.73 N
97.48 W
64.66 N
97.17 W
64.68 N
97.27 W
64.69 N
97.71 W

64.71 N
97.71W
64.46 N
98.48 W
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Table 2: Place names collected during John Killulark’s interviews
No. Inuktitut
Roman Orthography
English Name
272

w1i3Q5 kKx

Ingnirgit nuvua

273

xbi'`N6

Atani’naaq

274

xQExgx2
roNsZ

Agiriatuap kilinauga

275

xsM5y=Fx3J4
kK4

Aulatsivviarjuk nuvuk

276

xsM5y3Fx3J4

Aulatsirviarjuk

277

Xtb3ExF4

Patitarriavik

278

|xEx6

Aariaq

279

byl4Jx2 }fz

Tasilukjuap kuunga

280

cmi'}g2 |fz

Qamani’tuup kuunga

281

f8kx4

Kunnuak

282

mJ3gy3sF4
xrMn3J2 fzi

Majurtusiruvik akilasarjup
kungani

283

r8aCs]/2 |fz

Kinnguraujaap kuunga

284

s6hQx3J2 |fz

Uqsugiarjup kuunga

285

x?o3f |f4

Avaliqu kuuk

286

x4fgx6

Akkutuaq

287

x4ni4 |f4

Aksanik kuuk

288

xo6y6g2
cmNs]Zb
r9oNs]Z

Aliqsiqtup qamanaugaata
killinaugaa

289

xrM}n3J2 |fz

Akilasaarjup kuunga

290

rtZgx4

Kitigatuak

Jigging Point – where they
used to use rocks to light fire,
ingniq means to light.
It’s the point, the joining area
of the land.
If it is a point, there should be
an end part of the point. The
water parts are called points.
It is the point where they jig
for fish.
Jigging Point, Shultz Lake
area.
The area where they use to
collect caribou leg bone
marrow.
Aagiaq - mouth of the river,
where the river begins.
River - of Pitz Lake.
Any rivers the are going into
or out of Baker Lake.
It's not a creek or river but in
between. But you can still go
up by boat.
River/crossing - Anguhalluq
named this place. The area
where he caught a lot of fish
with a kakivak.
It’s a river that flows from
the lake called Paadlak.
Dubwant River.
There are two rivers and they
split into two.
End of a big river.
Floating ice, river, there is a
current at high and low tide.
Like a tug of war.
The rapids, the tip of the
small lake of the rapids
(kilinik south side).
Prince River.
(John doesn't know the
meaning of this name)

Latitude (N)
Longitude (W)
64.27 N
95.53 W
64.61 N
97.03 W
63.70 N
95.62 W
64.59 N
98.43 W
64.66 N
97.11 W
64.62 N
99.16 W
64.76 N
97.07 W
64.07 N
96.26 W
64.63 N
96.52 W
63.95 N
98.05 W
64.36 N
95.83 W

64.85 N
97.25 W
64.34 N
99.78 W
64.07 N
94.18 W
64.30 N
95.32 W
63.99 N
94.18 W
64.73 N
96.81 W
64.36 N
95.84 W
64.24 N
94.79 W
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The following maps contain the place names points overlaid on ©2009 Google Earth
program to give a visual presentation of the place names data. Additionally, KMZ files
generated from this project are included as part of this thesis.
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BLANK FOR (11x17 – ledger paper)
Plate 4: Study area with seven subdivided areas (A1 to A7) for greater detail ©2009
Google Earth
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BLANK FOR (11x17 – ledger paper)
Plate 5: A1 – Tipjalik Qamaniq – Beverly Lake and Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq – Aberdeen
Lake area. ©2009 Google Earth
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BLANK FOR (11x17 – ledger paper)
Plate 6: A2 –Iglurjualik area. ©2009 Google Earth
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BLANK FOR (11x17 – ledger paper)
Plate 7: A3 – Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq – Schultz Lake area. ©2009 Google Earth
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BLANK FOR (11x17 – ledger paper)
Plate 8: A4 – Qamani’tuup Kuunga – Thelon River area. ©2009 Google Earth
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BLANK FOR (11x17 – ledger paper)
Plate 9: A5 – Qamani’tuaq – Baker Lake area. ©2009 Google Earth
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BLANK FOR (11x17 – ledger paper)
Plate 10: A6 – Harvaqtuuq – Kazan River area. ©2009 Google Earth
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BLANK FOR (11x17 – ledger paper)
Plate 11: A7 – Tahilukjuaq – Pitz Lake area. ©2009 Google Earth
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5.5 Conclusion
The Land is interconnected at many levels as the place names work exemplifies. The
stories John shared from the time period prior to moving to the community of Baker Lake
show how closely Inuit were connected to the Land and how Inuit are still connected.
When one says, “they are going out on the Land”, it can mean anything from just outside
of town to many kilometers or hundreds of kilometers from town; it is an extension of
their home.
CHAPTER 6 - SONGS AND LEGENDS
This chapter is dedicated to songs and legends. John Killulark saved this part of the
interview until we could arrange to have some traditional items setup and it was to take
place out on the Land. I asked the Inuit Heritage Centre in Baker Lake whether I could
borrow the caribou skin tent they had, and they agreed once they knew the objectives of
the project. I would like to take the time to thank Winnie Owingayak and Moses
Aupaluktuq who were the employees at the time and who greatly helped with this aspect
of the project. For the other items like a whip, bow and arrows, winter clothes, hat, mitts
and such, John or his wife Hannah Taliruq had made them. I assumed John knew how to
put up the tent until he asked me who was going to put it up. He said that they were not
using caribou skin tents when he was growing up; he only knew how to set up canvas
tents. This was unexpected and so, I asked a lady by the name of May Keenalik Haqpi to
help us. She agreed and she was a great teacher. The day was October 8, 2005 and it
was a day of different weather, from fresh snow on the ground with the sun shining to
later a cool fog bank rolling in, to snow again. It was a nice day to film because there
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was no wind and the light was not too bright. I had my brother, Erik Amaruq Hughson,
and my cousin, Devon Uqpigaasiaq Killulark, help set up the tent and help transport the
equipment. They stayed during the filming and during the break John showed them how
to use the whip and they practiced using it. Lucy Evo was my translator and technical
assistant. After the games, we all enjoyed some tea in the caribou skin tent.
6.1 Songs
The songs and legends John recites are passed on to him from his father, Amaruq (see
Photo 7 and video in Appendix 6). John explained that Amaruq had many songs that he
learned from his grandfather, Qaqsauqtuak (John’s great grandfather). John also
explained that Qaqsauqtuak was more like a father to Amaruq as Qaqsauqtuak raised
him. John explained that the proper term in Inuktitut for songs is w7qC/4g6 Wy3u4
Imngirajaktuq pisirmik and not +x// aajaja as is currently used today. Aajaja is reserved
for baby talk in Inuktitut.
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Photo 7: John Killulark setting up for songs and legends

When Amaruq played the drum, Kigjugalik was expected as his wife to sing Amaruq’s
songs. Amaruq also had many songs and Kigjugalik knew them all. John said Amaruq
was a good drum dancer as well and used his crooked leg to his advantage when he spun
around with the drum while he danced (See page 50, 4.2.1.1 Amaruq’s training and
development to become a shaman).

The first song John sang is the song that Amaruq always sang first. John goes on saying
that he will likely not finish the song because he feels he is not a good singer.

Here I sing, here I sing, here I sing of what I've heard before.
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Mani mailija aija uyaaija aija uyiyaa ijajajajaiji Aija
If I don't mention them, the big antler ones to the people. If I know to
tell the people, how scary it would be when I sing to the people.
Mani ijauyija aija aijaja ijaajiiaajaiaijii aija .
If I don't mention the big antler ones to the people. The people that
are not doing anything, how scary it would be when I sing to the
people.
Mani ijajaijaaija ijaajaji ijaa ijaa aijaaiji.
If the ground is together and approaching it right to it. It is going
southbound (away from the wind).
Manijiajaiaiajajai ji aiaijajajii anija.
When the caribou is going away from the wind even if I am dead by
now, I will go and approach it, the one for mattress and catch a wolf.
Manijaaijaa aija ijaajaiia iaja jiiaja ajii.

mi xi/ w7q3i w7qC/ISz w7qC/ISz w7qC/ISz
gnsmoM
mixp/ x/x/ w//w/w/w/w/w/wp xw/
sioniD2r N4JoJwosm wkwl v2WxNClx3X wk1io
w7qo3iDm
miw/w/ x//xw/ w//w//w/ w//w/x/w/xp xw/
spqnoiD2r wk4Jw9l wmwm wkw9l hq/3g
v2WxNClxX wk1io w7qo3iDmm
miw/w/x/x/w/w/w///p/w//w/x/xwp xw/
bhqoXA miCJxom yK7qyxom x4?4n3Jx sduCX
miw/w/ xw/x/w/w////p/w///xw/w/xp xw/
izDmpuJ sfuCIoX5 gdznot9lz yDqgxiC x4?4n3Jx
xmDlz miw/w/ w/xw///xw/w////w/x/x//w/xw/xp.
To me this song sounds ancient and gives a brief glimpse of what the Land, animals,
people, and spirits of the area. To me this song is about the big caribou herds that were
once part of this tundra landscape in the Kivalliq region. I interpret this song as a
description of how the big herds of caribou moved across the landscape as if the entire
tundra landscape was moving. This song sounds like the caribou herd will continue on
into the future. I hope it does but with the pressures of modern life, the caribou herds
may be declining. During my interviews with John, he mentioned that the caribou herds
were different now; they are affected by the planes or construction and associated
activities happening in the area.
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6.2 Legends/Unipkaaqtuaq
John explained that the legends that follow were from his great grandfather,
Qaqsauqtuak. He was an old man and so he used to tell ancient legends; the ones told by
our ancestors. Qaqsauqtuak wanted us to know the legends because we had to know
them; they were part of our heritage and were told to Inuit before contact with other
peoples from other lands.

John had previously recorded the following three legends in an unpublished document
through the Inuit Heritage Centre in Baker Lake and when this project was proposed to
John, he asked if it could be video taped, as it gave greater context to the songs and
legends he learned from his father, Amaruq. John remembers listening to his father;
Amaruq used to tell these legends when living out on the Land and sitting in the iglu
during blizzards and sometimes, the blizzards would last for five days straight.
Afterwards, Amaruq would explain the meaning of the legends. The basic moral of all
three legends that John will tell are, “to be good to your fellow human beings otherwise
bad things will come around” (Killulark, no date).

The next three legends John narrates are from October 8th, 2005 during a
field excursion, which was, video taped (see Photo 8 and Appendix 6). He
wore traditional clothes and used a variety of tools to help reenact the legends
like his father had done in the past:
i. Kaukjakjuk, a legend of revenge and mistreatment
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ii. Aplurjuaq, a legend of a shaman and the multitude of wolves
iii. Two Men, a legend of cunning and whit

Photo 8: John Killulark acting out the legend Kaukjakjuk with the tusks in his hands
6.2.1 Kaukjakjuk
Once upon a time Kaukjakjuk's older brother walked on foot looking for
people. People lived in scattered places even though they were not too far
from each other’s camps. Some people used to live here, there and over
there. They had summer camps and winter camps. Kaukjakjuk’s older
brother came to visit looking for people. By coincidence he came to a camp
where Kaukjakjuk’s adopted parents lived. Kaukjakjuk’s biological parents
passed away when he was just a little boy. An unrelated family raised him.
Because an unrelated family raised him, he was not loved and was
mistreated.
It was during that time when Kaukjakjuk was being mistreated that
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Kaukjakjuk’s older brother came for a visit. When he arrived, he ate soup,
fish, caribou, and other food (I'm not too sure exactly what he ate.) After a
meal, he went out and built an iglu for himself. When Kaukjakjuk’s older
brother started making the iglu, Kaukjakjuk came and helped by wind
proofing the iglu. To wind proof the iglu one packs loose snow on the
exterior of the iglu snow blocks. Maybe his brother recognized him, it was
certain. Kaukjakjuk’s brother did not even look at him when he was trying to
help. He didn't even say a word to him.
Just when Kaukjakjuk’s brother was completing the iglu, after putting the
final top part of the iglu block in place and was ready for the dwelling, he
finally said something to Kaukjakjuk and told him.
"Let’s go to the top of the hill." Kaukjakjuk said yes to him.
They went to the hill. When they went on top of the hill they went around the
bend where the iglus were not visible even though the iglus were quite close.
Kaukjakjuk’s brother said to Kaukjakjuk,
"This boulder (we, Qairnirmiut, say [miksitaq] the type of boulder that are
barely visible from the surface of ground and most of the boulder is
underground - miksitaq) pull it out." Kaukjakjuk knew that he could not pull
it out but he tried anyway.
"Hgu Hgu Hgu Hgu”, No it cannot be done.
The ground is also frozen and most of the rock is underground, only the top
part is visible. He tried a second time.
"Hgu Hgu Hgu", it does not even move because it cannot be done.
By the third time, Kaukjakjuk’s brother was whipping him really hard using a
shamanism belt. The belt was beautiful. A person may want a shaman to do
shamanism rituals so they could be successful to catch a fish or caribou or
wanting healing because of a sickness. The shaman used to add trinkets on
the belt such as caribou's hoofs, or wolf's tail end, or wolf's paws. People
give them these items as a token to the shaman for helping them.
Kaukjakjuk’s brother had a beautiful belt. Some were black, white, black
and white stripes of fur and parts from pelts of animals were attached onto
the belt. There were so many tokens that some pieces were tangled together
on the belt.
By the third time he said, "Go ahead and try again to pull it out” whipping
him hard as he said that. Kaukjakjuk tried as hard as he can and he was
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thinking to himself, "I wonder why he is whipping me with a shamanism
belt? I think he is not fooling around."
So Kaukjakjuk tried his best and hardest to pull it out.
"Hgu Hgu Hguuuu.”
He pulled it out, the big boulder, even though he would never have done it
otherwise. He was helped by shamanism's spirit. When he pulled it out of
the ground, his brother said to him,
"You are fine now. Do not tell the others about what just happened when we
go back to the iglus. Hide somewhere where it is a good hiding place and do
not hide in the toilet section of the iglu. Hide in a place where you don’t
usually go. Tonight the people will be asking for you.”
Kaukjakjuk was just nodding his head. He was badly mistreated by his
adopted parents because he was not loved. The area of the iglu he slept was
either the toilet area or where the dogs were kept. He used to have dogs as
warmth and mattress. When midnight and darkness came and when he was
ready for bed, and once no one was walking around outside, he used to say to
the dogs,
"My mattress, my pillows go check outside.”
He probably was scared too because he was just a child, I mean a young
teenager.
He used to sleep where the toilet area is. The only time he went inside the
iglu was when he was going to chop oil for the qulliq (lamp).
(Oil for the qulliq came from seals, whale, and caribou and was used as a
fuel source for lighting for qulliq. The animal fat had to be chopped and
pounded to a mash to produce the oil like substance for the qulliq. The qulliq
is made from soapstone and is in the shape of a half circle and carved with a
gentle slope, to hold the oil. Arctic cotton grass is used as a wick and is
placed length wise across the shallow edge to wick the oil up.)
He did not go in when he was not going to chop oil because his dwelling
place was where the toilet area was.
By midnight the people that camped together were gathered in one iglu
talking about what they did that day and saying,
"I went fishing. I went hunting for caribou. I went out to get caribou cache."
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They were conversing like that whenever they were not doing anything.
While they were having a conversation among themselves someone suddenly
came into the iglu and said,
"Big polar bear. Big polar bear. It came into the camp and is right here!"
The men went out as quickly as possible. They were going to try to hunt the
bear down using bows and arrows and spears. They were getting their
weapons ready quickly. Bows and arrows and spears were the only weapons
used for hunting and survival. These weapons can even kill a polar bear.
Bows and arrows and spears were the tools used.
The people were trying to kill the polar bear. The polar bear was right there
and the dogs were barking. I mean barking like quickly trying to bite the
bear and running away from the bear, surrounding the bear. The dogs were
keeping the bear from moving here and there. There were lots of people and
all trying to kill the bear. Some using bows and arrows and saying,
"Here it is!" and trying to spear it. "There it is.”
The bear broke the spears, bows, and arrows. The bear was really hard to
kill. The bear was breaking all the arrows and spears and stomping on them
or biting them and breaking them. The bear was breaking all the weapons.
The people were really trying to kill the bear.
"Down there he is!”
There was no way to kill him and all their weapons were gone. The bear
was breaking them all. The bear was not acting like a bear. The people did
not even wound the bear. The people got scared because the bear was too
difficult to kill. There was an old lady sitting where she usually sits. She did
not move from her place inside the iglu. She was looking after the children.
One of the people said to ask the old lady a question as how to or what to do
to kill the bear. One of them went in to ask for direction from the old lady.
She was a very old lady and never moved. The people used to ask for
directions from elders or old women when they did not know what to do and
asked for advice. The elders had wisdom for hard decisions because they
already had experienced difficulties.
One of them went inside and said,
"The bear is too difficult to kill. He is breaking all the weapons, such as
bows, arrows, and spears. We are running out of weapons. What shall we
do?"
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The old lady did not reply right away because she was asked a question.
Because she's an old lady, she did not reply right away and started making a
decision. From inside the long entrance, the entrances used to be long. The
layout of the iglu, from inside of the iglu is the dwelling area, kitchen, porch;
outer entrance and toilet area. The toilet was connected to the porch. The
porch part was empty. You can hear the old lady coming out from inside the
iglu and it was dark. The rest of the iglu area was not lit, just the dwelling
part was lit. You could hear the old lady screaming,
"Kaukjakjuk, where is he? The one to be the attractant. The one to be the
lure. The one to use as bait."
She was screaming like that. Kaukjakjuk could hear her. She was yelling.
He was told by his brother to stay put until someone inquires about him. He
was hiding inside the kitchen, underneath all those twigs. Kaukjakjuk could
hear her yelling.
Once she finished yelling, Kaukjakjuk had to go outside now. He was coming
out of the iglu from the entrance, from underneath all those twigs and saying,
repeating what an old lady was saying,
"Kaukjakjuk, where is he? The one to be the attractant. The one to be the
lure. The one to use as bait."
He was repeating the words of the old lady. Once he was visible from the
porch, one of them throws him to the polar bear and he landed on the polar
bear. He was in front of the bear, lying down. The polar bear just sniffed
him (Kaukjakjuk) but he didn't do anything to him. He just left him the way
he was. Kaukjakjuk started singing again,
"Kaukjakjuk, where is he? The one to be the attractant. The one to be the
lure. The one to use as bait.”
Kaukjakjuk became big and had a deep voice.
"Pivallikpuuq Sujangittunga Pivalliqputnga Pivaliqpaliqpunga. Let the bait
be used. Kajugiksaksaliritsi. Kaukjakjuk, where is he? The one that can be
used as bait."
He was singing like that and throwing all those people to the polar bear. All
the people were thrown to the polar bear and not one person was left. All
those men were looking at Kaukjakjuk who was not himself. But the men
were confused as to what was going on. They all wanted to be the one to kill
the polar bear because the polar bear was really difficult to kill and they
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wanted praise. They all became confused and were looking at the polar bear
and seeing what was going on. They were being killed one by one and all the
men were killed.
Kaukjakjuk did not kill the two big young women. They were the only ones
left. When Kaukjakjuk was being mistreated, the two young women used to
pull him by the nose as he was entering the iglu to make oil for the lamp.
Kaukjakjuk lived in the toilet area. That was where he would start entering
the iglu. When Kaukjakjuk was told to make more oil for oil lamp, he would
enter from his dwelling area, which was the toilet area. As he was entering
the iglu part, the two young women would poke Kaukjakjuk up by his nose
using ivory tusk. As he was entering he would say,
"Argg argg arggg."
The two young women would take him to where he was going to chop more
oil for the lamp.
Kaukjakjuk said that he spared them because he wanted the two women to
become his wives. But he was lying. He just wanted revenge because they
mistreated him, by pulling him in with a tusk up his nose. It must have hurt
too. So he spared the two women saying that he wanted them to become his
wives. As he was entering the iglu the two young women would laugh and
mocked at him.
"HaHahaahaa.”
Kaukjakjuk couldn't fight back because he was just a young boy. He was
overpowered. When they were playing, they would really mistreat him. He
couldn't even cry because he would just try to breathe as he was being
mistreated.
He killed all those men and he was the only man left. He spared the two big
women. Kaukjakjuk was the only man in the camp now and he was going to
marry the two young women. Because he is a man he used to go hunting. He
used the bow and arrows, which used to belong to the men in the camp. He
now owned the dogs that belonged to the men. Kaukjakjuk was a good
hunter. A good hunter was one that always caught game such seal, whale, or
fish. When he came back to the camp to his wives, as he was entering he
would say,
"My hair sticks, are they sharp?’ (Hair sticks were those made out of wood
for parting hair, like this, wrapping around the hair) "My hair sticks, are
they sharp?'
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He would ask like that. The woman that did not reply back first, he would
beat her up. The two women would quickly say to him
"They're sharp, they're sharp.”
The one that did not reply first, he would beat her up. The two women were
beaten up so badly, they became deformed, trying to survive. Kaukjakjuk lied
about wanting a wife. He just wanted revenge against the two women that
used to mistreat him. This is the end of the story about Kaukjakjuk.
vs4/4J4 - Kaukjakjuk
bw7NA6 vs4/4J2 xzJx wk4ysl4Li Wh4Li kNctQ5
vtmhw5gMs3mb cigCsNClx3Lt4 wMq5 |b?`i5Lt4 wMq9o
b]mi wMq9o x?i xs/3ysFcs3Lt4l srs6yicJMs3ym1mb
wkw5.
bwm vs4/4+J2 xzJx gJ3usJ6 wk4ysl4g6 vs4/4+J2
tAx3yi4 N4|?5yx3ggx6.
bwm vs4/4J4 urJflt9lA x|bbwDt2li
x`NNwDtMs3ym1m5 wMQqbui9l tDxE/so3Li.
bwm
wMQqbui5 tAxE/soCu b7N vs4/4J4 N4oQ/sD1`i6Li
wo/uxao31i3m5.
wo/uxao3i3t9lA vs4/4Jx]l2 xzJx
|b2fkz wk1k5 gJ7uxJ6. tr8Nu iEleMs3Li wuC3g3li
wcl4g3Li g4gg6Li4 yNleirx6. iExi4vuA6 b5csz wl4
trbui yM|bA5 w4loso3g6. w4los/3y8No3g6.
bwm w4l
wlosZio3m5 |b7NA6 vs4/Jfl4 xzJui4 b2huz wob3yZul?
szuxgfl4~l? wvJ3ixleJfigx6 yMbi8a6 w4l
b7N
s2y3h3ile2lA xsFi s2yh3hQ5 w4losXJMsC2b s2hyileJgx6.
vs/4J2a6 bf5nNJwb wM4yC/qj5. b7NA6 wlosi
Wxi5yxCus4 do1m5 wi3m5 yi4FQy8NExco3m5 b7NA6 cs/4J4
wM4yQxobwN3Lis4l scst]/.
"b4Xsz ccjxMs3l4 cc2 |czk5".
b7NA6 vs4/4J4 xqux3Li.
xhwM ccjxgxoCu4.
ccjxgxoCu4.
b4Xi ccuoCu4 b7N wl boN3LQ5
bv8NlxNaZlw5.
b7N vs4/4J2 xzJx b7N k4vi vs4/4Jxl4.
"b7N s/C5gx6 s/C5gx6 u4yb6 u4yb6 Gmfx u4ybsiCC2tA bmi
cmi5gx3us5 cw3i3ustA5 s/c5 kN2 wlxi kwb2c3g5
|cq8NNz kwbJ6 b2ci kN2 wlx`i5gx3Li wMz u4yb5gx6
xqJ2M}g2li, kNl eem3Li srsaZu.H b2hm vs4/4J2 WMqNu
cspmZlx3Li b7N s/Cgx6 ]s4g3ygux]Z.
"Bs Bs Bs Bs Bss". Ns4 WMq5g6 ee7]m3m5 kN.
wMzl s/Cs2 kN2 wlwNNzl cq8NNzA5 kwb1m5.
g4oxiA txN s4gviClx3u1mA "Bs Bs Bs BsBss"
sxbNJw5g3l8i5 WMq8Nu WzJxiA6 sxbuxgxCus4 xzfui
NlNwfbk5 b2yxi t/3ggx3j5 widNE4y2lQi2fx xz4fw5
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xzdxleczu4. bwm xzdxdpJ6 g4ghxlil?
wkzZu s?l? |xeAxDu hN5`Nurx6 b2uxi bmsz iFzyNli
g4g2 Srx s?l? xmD2 Xuszb wLxDb s?li xmD wxNg5
wo2lQ xzdxeixi4
wpgxy8i3mb. b7NA6 vs/4J2 xzJx
b2yx widNE wMq5 eig5 wMq5 cdg5 Srs hNux5 xuq5
b4Kz woscymJ5 i4pt3ifuxgw5. i4pdifuxgZu. bwmA6
WzJxi WzJxi
"xt b7N m4WExv8iMs3us4" x4hD5yxux3Li wWCgv8i3lA
WzJxi. xhwM x4hDt5yxux3LA vs4/4J4
whm7mCu "+hrx6 xz4f6ht5gx3u4 wWC6g3|XzV" whm7]mCu vs4/4J4.
W9lxF4g/3mkN wlq3gmo3Li vs/4J4 wlq3gEx7m3li
BwBwBwww. m4WNlo3|X|A6 bw7N k/Cgx6 u4yb6 xsMJg2li
WMqbi. xzf2 }g81]Zb wvJ3mi.
bwm s/Cgx6 m4W3mA. s/Cgx6 m4Wxi1mA xzJxb scstoX
"N7m4yKt5 sc6bwoix3St5 w4lk4 bvk8zD7k4. wp3ymQxE5
Nirx6 wp6F4yxu bwvi xNEx3g3F1uq9lt5 wiQ5bqb3k5
wp3lt5. s8k4X5 ram/sQx3ixCF5 wk1i5".
b7NA6 vs4/4J4 xzCs/ux3g6 vs4/4Jxl4 wo/E/slxj8a6
]nMQ/s3Jxlxj5 b7fN8z5 tAx3yui5 w~kctui9l b2fN8zl
kNo1i5 N4oQ/sqj5. bwm xNEx3g3F1u sdDubEil2lQ5
eWQ2lQ9l yi4bJJ6 e7u5 b2fx xNExgF1u5g5. bwma s8kxf5
|by/Cz5 yi1ixoCzb b5|ci yMu WlxXlqoCz5 b7NA6
vs4/4Jxl4 e7ui |b2fiz xdWJk5 xrtcleJ1m5 sc6X4Li
"x4?7]m6 xrt7]m6 w5hMsE5"
v2Wxhle?1N5ExCu kbCdlZu w`M w~khg3JxflA6
xqJflosZlx6.
bwmA6 bsZi xNExg3F1u yi4b6X4vu
vs?6yixoCzu|A6 s6hi4 mfx N5|y5 s4Jw5 eNlvFi5
wvm/4ni4 d9o3j5. bw2hmi s/C6 |b7N d9oos3LA vs?4|cLQ5
|b7N s6h6ni4 wfmi4 vs?6yixoCzuA6 ryxi wtMsJJ6.
vsZ6yixq9li wtMq5g6 bsZi xNEx3g3F1usbsZu.
bwmA6 s8k1m5 s8k4Jx3m5 b2fx kNctQ5 xu+hZu4 yMo`E4g5
wkw5 vtmJ5.
w4lj8a6 xbsy3j5 b4Kz wlj5 srsa1m5
wt6Lt4 xata6 bwfz vt6LLt4 sc9lE4nos/o3g5 s2lu
hMs31m]z3}u4.
wc9oxMsCm mcwuxMsCm g4gysl3Lz
xdwMsCm txNCl4 s2lu hMs1m1]Z3}u4 w1u1k5
sc9lE4nos/o3g5.
bwmA6 txNwt9lQ5 xatD`N5 w4lu
xbsy3u wkD`N5 wkw5 w4lu xbsy3u sclE4ns/lehmb
hoxqoCzu4 h9lxNwoCz5. bwmA txNwt9lQ5 b5|cz5
wtxMgcgxCu b2fkz sclE4ns/3gk5
"Nk5gx6 Nk5gx6 b5rZ tr5g6" txN wos/3Li.
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b2fxA sXl3Lt4 xbs|c xix]/9M5gx3S5.
WoExEil1ixoCuf
Wt4yuk9l s`N3uk9l |xe4hxMn5gx3Lt4 Wt4y5 x7m sN s`N6
b4? sfx xaNhtQhMs3m5g4 sfx.
x8ism5JtQ2le9l.
N8kDN3LtZ4`M5 bmfkz.
xhw`M bm5gx Wt4y5 sN6 sWgJ6 sWgJMJMsvK5 xyxysbsZ2b.
s`Nc6Xq8N2bo.
bwm N8iE5gxoCu4 wkD`N5 b4? Nk5]g1m5
b2fxl e7u5 sNJ5 sNJ5 }rC9MQx3X4LA e]m9MX4Lt4 x?|bi5 b7N
Nk6 k5cwym]/5.
b2fxA6 wkD`NaZu4 xhw`M N8iE5gxoCu4.
wMq5 Wt4yk5 bmfkz xgXMs3ym/u8k5
"b4|?" Wt4nExgx3X4Lt4.
"bwv" gmrs|A6 WMstE/Clxq5
N8itfEilvlxZw Wt4y5 x7m s`N6 v]S5 wWtA3~l? bmfkz.
|b7NA6 Nk6 W/31`igux}g1m5 bw2fiz Wt4y/3isi4 x7m s`N3i4
wSgJi4
N=AwCM4b3m5 g7mlx9M4LQ5 s?l? r1mlx9M4LQ5
Xtx9MNLQ9l? yd2tE?9oxm3m5.
N8iEleJuxgZlw5.
"bv8`N" Ns4 Wt|yDt5gxo4y=N3S5 yd2tDt/s7mCu4 Nk3u5.
bw7NA6 Nk6 Nk5gys/3lxFq5gu4 W7]m3m5.
b2fxA6
v2Wxhleo3Lt4 xJoCuf. xs`NoNJwfZufli.
xhw`M v2WxhoCu4 xJ3Ngux}g1m5 WiC Nk6. bw7NA6
x31N5dxnNfl4 b5c?i wl2 wlxi sztui k5hw5g6
b5c?`i7m5.
kbci4 uxi6y7m3Li.
xWE/3gZsd/so3g]D6 ck6
Wlt4 b7N Nk6 gd8N/3m]z3uf.
bwm xWE/3gZsgxo3m8a6
bw7N x31N5dx4]n`N6
w4lu sztui b?7N k5hwgNAo4 x31N5dx4na3Jxlxj5. bmfx
xzJ3OXdtu1i4 sgcgxi4 x31N5dx4ngx3i4l? NloCzu4
xJoCzu4li5 cspQxX4hMs3u1mb w~kcbifo6 cspmi3ngmb
xJ31N3gi4.
xJ31NyififoCu4. bwm x31NdxnN6 scst/sZu
NkD6 r1N xJ3N9lxF1m5 yd2tE5bux3Lil W1m5 s`N3i4
Wt4y9l c3Jwi4 hNwDtoC2b ckE7Nrx6 Wixo3WtA. b7NA6
xWhZs5gxCu x31N5dx4n`Nfl4 x31N5dx4nNaZu rsN]nMs3Li
bwm whmosExgxSD6.
b7N vs4/J1u4 wo/o5
x31N5dxndtNz5
b5c?8z8a6 w4l2 wlxi5 x2dy`i5 sfx brJghMs3mb; w4l,
wZ, g6h4 |X |bKzuxgx6 sfx swJoEJMs3mb. WNhq9lt4
srs6ysCzb. w4l wZF4 g6h wlocq5g6 ]X xNEx3g3F4 bw7N
g6h6 cExctQ2lA xNEx3g3F4. g6h4 wloxq5yx3g6.
bwm xit3Xl5gx9M3ul b5c?z5 w4l2 wlxi5 b5gx3lil
szy4gg1m5 x2dyi6; wZ g6h4 |X wfmMq7m5 w4llxFs wlx
ryu wfmhMs3m5.
bwm xit6Xl4ggxD b5c?z5
g6hMXl5gx3Li;
"vs4/4Jxl4 NsQ7`N swEnst4n6 WJunst4n6 swm4nst4ngw8N6
N`MMMM6" txNA6 g6hMgWgo6.
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b2hmA6 vs/4Jxl2 g]ngxCus4 g6hMgW5gx6 rau/soDu ryxi
s/qndMs3mi xzJxb wp6ymmgxoCu b5c?i wZu eJw5 x|bi
wp6g6 vs/4J2 g]n]/ g6hMgW5gx6.
xhwM g6hMgxZi1m5
b7NA6 vs4/4Jxldl4 xi/ExcgxoCu sitExcgxoCu
xits/3XlegxMulA6 b5c?z5 x2dyi5 eJw5 x|bi5
sc~l/3Li bw1N x31Ndxn`N6 scsyMsz w5hx3LA xJcy2lA;
"vs4/4Jxl4 NsQ7N swEnst4n6 WJunst4n6 swE/st4ngw8Nl"
txNA6 wosCs/Li.
b2fxA6 xat5 wMq5b b4?1z5 |Xu5 s/qQxNt9lAl
w~khgfl1m5 tAxMtEi4LA Nk3j5 wQ5gx3|X. b4Kz Nk3j5
g5hix4M5 b2hjz Nkj5 wk1j5 g5`Ngx31m5 ]nNzi i=CM3Li
w8N3Li fis3nMs3NyNLisA6 bN vs/4Jxl4 whmQq8mA.
b7NA6 vs4/4Jxl4 w7qs/Exflo3Li.
b7N vs/4Jxl
w7qs/Exdlo3Li "vs4/4Jxl NsQ7N swEnst4n4 WwEnst4n6
swEnst4ngw8Nl. xqJfloi3lil ctgJflo3iCu
"W?oc sq5gz izo3Sz W?9o3X9o3Sz swEn3noE5y
vJy4n3noE5y vs4/Jxl4 NwQ7N swEnst4n6 WJunst4n6"
txNA6 wosCs/3Li
bwfx N8ieJ]z5 wkDN5 bwfz kN3j5 wQ5b3LQ5 kabux5gxq.
b2fx xatDN bsg4gflZlw5 vs4/4J1u4 wo5dyEqbui4 Wo31m5
ryxi sw7m4g5. Nki3nshxlxj9l xJ3Ngu WJu4
i3gCshxj9l?A6 sw7mux3g5 whmwDtClux3g5 hNwDtClux3g5.
b4? Nk3j5 wQbsbLt4 bsg4ggZlx3mb ka?9oxux3g5.
ka?9oxuxCuA6 kauxgxo3Lt4 xat5.
bwmA6 |b7N vs4/4Jxl4 uFx3yx5gx1i|A6 m9}D1i4 xuxfcLi
gdtqbgxE2lQ5.
bw2fxA6 uFx3yx5gx4 vs4/4Jxl4
wo/E/st9lA xNEx3g3F1usbst9lA vsZ4hux3LQ4 wt3ixo}Cz5
b5c?z5 xNEx3gF1u1]Z3Li.
vsZ3yuxLi vsZ3yd?s2li
d9oxb s6hEixZi4
xNExgF1u]z3Li wtExCz5 b4?z5 vb1u5 Nk7a6 rAbwb
glExq8i4 ez vs4LA "x3x3x3x3" vsZ3y3FQix]Zk5 x4/3XMs3]Z5.
b7NA6 vs/4Jxl4 kox3bDx3iC3Li b2fiz gdyEqNuQ4.
n4lJfl|A6. W]/EJxlx3XMs3mi e]zA5 vs2lA wt6t3XMs3mi
w4lj5 wLw5g4JxuxgN5Ex3m5 vsZsys7m3Li ez4f5
xrhx3yNgdlA6 vs/4J4 W/EJxXMsvuk5.
bwmA6 b2fx Wq5gxo3mi4 kox3bEhx3iC3LQ4 wt3ixoCz8a6
w4Mgx3LtZ4`M5
"bfAN BxBxBx".
wJE7mgx3LA b7N vs/Jxl4 W/E1mi.
xrQx3il xJfl4Li
vs4/4J4 kbCflZlxCu. nMQ/sNCu. etle/CzbA6 wkw5 kbc5
bmfx b7NA6 vs4/4J4 wkqguxyxuA6 Wo3m5
W/E/s4Jx5yxuxJMs3g6 exhwgMs3g3lia
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"BBBBB" xi3tEile8Nj5 W]/E/sgxoCzu.
bwm kauxgxCuQ5 xat5 xatgxfloCu b2fx iFx3yxgx4
m9}D4 WqbgxE2liQ4.
bwm vs4/Jxl4 xatgxaoCu b4?i
kNo1u b2fx4l kox3bEix4v1i w~kctgxEoCuQ4 xabsZu
mcw5gxXo31m5.
b2fx wkxv/i Wt4yk5 sNk9l Wco3Li
e7}ui4l e7uco3Li.
b7NA6 vs/4Jxl4 xah3gfi5}g8i3Li
wxN xah3g6 WbCJh6g6 hNuxi4 N5y6 s4J4 g4g wclw5
Nk6 bmfiz.
bwmA6 mcwMscLi wtCz wtExCz b4Kz
kox3uk5 bsKzA6 vb1u5 s/q5nCzu wtExCzu b4Kz
"go4Dtv vrx4|X" xWE?4Li. mfx g4oDts?1mb k/wb
d2W3ym5Jbw rJ5NuxN5.
b4Kz k/w kF2lQ5.
"g4oDtv
vrx4|X4" txNA6 xWE?4g6.
bwmA6 i2Wocq5g6
sNb5gx3XoE? vs4/4Jxl2. bwmA6 vs/4Jxl2 koxEo4v4
s]c9MQxgxXo3g4 b4Kz vs/4J1j5 "vrx4g4 vrx4g4"
sclxcq8i3n6 sNbo3X4Lis4.
b2fxA6 koxQ4 vs/4Jxl2
koxQ4 i3lzo3gZ4M5 tuQ4 ]xesmJ1i3g4 x8N3tyiflxi3u4
vs/4J1u4.
vs/4J4 kox3bygdlMs3i3m5 W/EFQMs3vuk5
xehxyNdl34Li. b7N who1mA cs4/4Jx~l2.

The moral of this legend - Kaukjakjuk, as told to John by his father Amaruq, is that
our ancestors told us not to mistreat people. Kaukjakjuk and his older brother a
shaman had too much anger and were overcome by desire to take revenge for what
had been done to them. Amaruq explained that our ancestors told us not to take
revenge or be bad to people otherwise bad luck would follow. And, the reverse
would happen if a person did good deeds, good luck would follow (Killulark, no
date).

6.2.2 Aplurjuaq
I am going to tell a legend about three men who went fishing to Paungaqtuuq
(Blueberry Hill) point. They had an iglu at the inlet in front of Aprugat in the
wintertime. The three men went fishing there and it was quite far from the
inlet to Blueberry Hill point. The ground was flat with no hills before the
inlet. Because the men went fishing, they started jigging for fish from the ice
hole they made at the point. At the point, they had just started jigging for fish
and heard howls of wolves. Kattak. They were not animals but wolves that
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transformed into multitudes of wolves. Kattat or katjat. They are wolves.
They can hear them. They always move when they travel on the ground.
When they were moving, you could hear them howling. You know how dogs
make sounds, "Um um um um.” They make sounds like that when dogs love
their puppies. They were making sounds like that "Um um um um.” You can
really hear them because they were so many. The sound started from
Nuvuttuaq (Point) down to here on top of Blueberry Hill and you could see
the smoke outside from the pack of wolves. It was wintertime.
You could hear them now. Aplurjuaq, who is the eldest of the group, and two
young men, Aplurjuaq asked,
"Who, which one of you is a shaman? Who, which one of you has powers?
Who, which one of you has helping spirits?" He asked these questions to
them.
The two men who he was with are ordinary men with no powers. They are
not shamans. They have no powers. They have no helping spirits.
(Aplurjuaq's other leg does not bend down. He tries walking like this. He
was a slow runner and walker. Even if he's running, he's does not run fast
because his other leg does not bend down). Something happened during his
ritual of preparation of being a shaman. He probably did not follow through
or did not obey what he was supposed to do. He just possessed big steps. He
did not fly. To give you an example; Aplurjuaq would run from the top of
Blueberry Hill to the front of Aprujaq. He made big steps now. The real
shamans would fly really fast when they were with their helping spirits.
Aplurjuaq got his name from his name sake (Aplurjuaq). That's how he was
named Aplurjuaq. He was a shaman in a discreet manner.
When he found out that the two men he was with did not possess any powers,
like they were not shamans, they had no powers or no helping spirits; he
made a decision since they were just ordinary human beings.
"Please do not take anything with you, such as a snowknife, ice chisel or
anything to protect you with and start running as fast as you can. I will
follow you. Do not look back or look back towards me or look back towards
the multitudes of wolves. Keep your eyes forward to your home. Do not look
back, like this.”
They started running since it was the only thing to do now and they were
young men too. They were uneasy because they were told not to take
anything with them to protect themselves. They had to listen to him since he
was older than them. That is how it used to be when difficult situation arose,
they had to obey the elder. They started running from Nuvuk to the inlet of
Aprujaq since that is where their iglus were. It is not too difficult to see from
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Mamautit as it is flat ground with no humps to Kingnguq.
There were no tops to climb but just little humps of snow. They ran without
looking back. When you were running as fast as you could, you tried not to
be so close to the other person. You tried to keep your distance a little bit for
there might be something in front of you such as slush, rocks or icy parts and
you had to go around these areas. They ran with a little space between them.
They reached the top of Mamautit and Aplurjuaq was already far behind
them because he did not walk with ease and was a slow runner. They ran.
Aplurjuaq suddenly caught up to them in between their space and it looked as
if he was trying to stop from running even though he was running.
They kept on running without looking back and Aplurjuaq was falling behind
again. As he was falling behind again he said,
"Don't look back. Don't look back. Don't look bacckk!" The sound faded
from behind them.
They kept on running. They reached Qingngut and Aplurjuaq caught up to
them again and looked as if he was trying to stop again. He was a slow
runner because of his poor leg and he was the eldest of the group. He was
falling behind again.
"Don't look back. Don't look back. Don't look bacckk” The sound fading
again.
They tried not looking back since they were told not to look back and kept on
running because they wanted to live since they did not have anything with
them. They reached Qingnguq to where their iglus were and they were
anxious about him again since he fell behind again. When he finally reached
them, he was really sweating and panting. He did not say anything. He did
not even mention that they were running away from the multitude of wolves.
The two men who were with him did not mention anything since Aplurjuaq
did not mention anything. They thought that he was a shaman because he
suddenly kept catching up to them. That fascinated them.
Some shamans did not let anyone know that they were shamans. Aplurjuaq
made big steps but was very powerful with his helping spirits.
These legends are the ones that I can remember well. I probably omitted
some parts of the legend or made a mistake on some points. I just tell the
legends that I can remember. This is the end of the legend.
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x2l3Jx6- Aplurjuaq
si2v6gx3ixo3uJz xat8A Wzh5 wc9ox3g5 bwfz Xs8z3]g2
kKz sN Xs8z3]g2 kKzk5.
bwvi ea6 eaxi x2D/2
]nzi w4lcLt4 srsu. bsfzA6 wv9oxCu4 xat5
Wzhzlw5.
bwN szy4Ms/3mi7N e8a6 b4?z5 Xs8z3]g2
kKxi5 bwv8z5. m8NEsZlx6 bm8N r8zcq5Li e8a2 u4]n.
b2fxA6 wc9oxaZu4 xhw`M xsMno3Lt4 }gLt4 bwvi kK7u.
bwviA6 kK1u xsMnongwNst9lQ5 bw2fxA6 xmDXl5gw5 v5b5
v5bMZshMsm bw2fx bw2fx i3Jbsqgflw5 xmDZlw8A6 v5b5.
v5/5 v5b9l? xmDflZlw5. g]nN3yJg1mbA6 Whvzu4 wM
wqCuxcbJ1mbA6 kN2 czACzu4 bwmA6 WhXlQx3m5 wqCMu4
ex7uxgXluxgxJ1mb Ns4 wxN e7u5 "s7 s7 s7" ex7uxysh3mb
e7ulxJu1i4l? N4oAhoCzu4l? txN i2/Cs/Nhmb e7u5.
txNg8a6 "s7 s7 s7" `M6Xl/3g5. xuh5gZu4 }g]n8N3y5gx3y8N3mb.
bvN8zA6 kK5g2 kK5gxu WQx3Li bmsz bmszCs/6 |cf5
bmsz bwfz Xs8z3]gj5 bm8N SJ5gxz5 bsg8No3Li. yMu
SJx5 xmd5 srsa1m5.
bwmA6 g]nN3y5gxy8N3mb. b7NA6
x2l3Jxfl4 x4g3bsZu WctQ4l |b2fx4 etCg1mi4 xWE5bo3g6
"rN No3t4 xz|f? rN No3t4 wENostc|X rN W5gdtcX"
txNA6 xWE5bClx4v4. b2fxA6 WctQ/w wkuxa8i4
hNcq5g4. xzfq5g4 wENostcq5g4 W5gdtcq5g4.
|b7N
cspZu hNcq7mi4 |b7N x2l3JxDDN iszb w4lx
iszJw2g2li wxN Wh1ilNJZu seMwgNA2lix4M5 WhJ1m5.
xXilvlxCzul8i5 NrnJwgDl1m5. iszb w4lx iszJwgZu.
bw7NA6 x2l3Jx6 hZurx6 xz4f4n9M3u moxiq8iCul?
mod/sJi xzf4nui4 s?l? `N`Miq8iCu W5dysd/sJu4
xz4fnpui5 x2l3Jxbley8NJJgxD6 czb9lxFq5Li.
sN
]s4gtQlA x2lJx6 x3X|cli x=D/2 Ns]n2 Xs8z3g2 |czi5
x=D/2 ]czk5 g5g9lx3Li x2l3Jx3bJyy8N3ggx6.
bwm
xzf9lx|F5 czb2lt4 N5rsuhMs3i3mb wM g8z3uiCzu4.
bw7NA6 x2l3Jx6 wo5gxzbA6 x2l3Jx3u4 x5y3mA x2l3Jxao6.
xzfzlx3Li cspm8Nq5Li.
bwmA6 hNvq7mi4 cspZu xzfq5g4 wEzJtcq5g4
W5gdtcq5g4 wkux4 cspZuQ4. whmosExgxSD6 g7N x2l3Jx6.
xtxw hNuxu4 tAyq5yxux3lt4 XNu4l8i5 }g3u4l8i5
h9MstQ/4n2y1i4 tAyq5yx3lt4 tA/cq5yx3lt4 xqCj5
x6XuxMs5gxE4t4 mo1ix3Sz eFx3bwolt4 bfQx3bwolt4
rai3k5 s?7i4~l8`i5 v5bi4~l8`i5.
yK7jw8N6 bsgwNEx3lt4
xqCj5 eFx3bwolt4 wxN bfQx3bq9lt4.
bhw`M x6XQx5gxCu|A6 bwm4n]go31m5.
b2fx t3rgCs7]mLt4 xat4
wLwvlxfiA6 hNuxi4 hlxDt4nscq5yxuxCu4 `NM4lt4l
ryxis5gx3Li w1u1i4 xzJ4ys1m5. txN WhMs3mb
hleJxC9M4vzu4 xzJ4y6X6 `NM4lA ryxishMs3ym1mb. xhwM
x6XQxgxCuA6 b4?z5 kK1u5 raxk x=D/2 ]nzk5 bwvi
w4lc1iCu4. bwm NlNlx3g/q7m5 b4Kz kK1u5 b2fz mmst5
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sdNzA5 |b7N Nt6N6 m8NE ixd2bcq5g3~l8`i5 bfz eaxk5
WgCbyN3m5 cbcq5Lil WdNqsNXvlx3Lt4 eNlZw5
x6XuxgxoCuA6 wxN eFx3bwo2lt4. wxN x6X9lxF1ixo3gi
x6XctQ/i cilxNzi x6XhxNqgum x6X3Jx3ix3gi.
szy4gCsNExLi W8NJ1m5.
b?i yKi3u hNrx6 m3C bfNg6
s/c9li5 dxni3n3li5 naQx3i6 wLx3i3ns1m5
xfMwlxgxq5Li. xfgNo3Lt4 x6XoCu4. b?iA6 mmst5
i3Lz5 crnLt5 bwmA6 x2L3Jx6 ra?Ex9M4y8N3m5
Wh5yxJw5g2li seMw5gNaZu. x6XgxCuA6 xbs]c.
b7NA6
x2l3Jxfl4 womNExNM3ulA6 b2fx4 x6X5g4 xf8zf5
xatxMhz/1m5 b2fkz x6Xgk5.
wxN3O gr6bg/WgwND6
x6X5gZlx6.
bwm x6XgwNgxCu4 ra?X9oxo3m5
eFx3bwo5gxCu4 eFx3MwoQxmLA. bwmA6 ra?3X9ox5gxCu,
"eFx3XZt4 eFx3XZt4 eFx3XZttt4" raj8a6 |bKz
g]nND1iE8NoE2li.
bwmA6 x6XgwNgxCu4 ho. eaj8a6 WgCnN3Lt4 bwmA6
xatx9Mgx3uZu geby8N3g/WgwNsQK6 b2fiz x6X5g1i4 b4?
seMwgZ/fl4 is5yx3l1i3uk5 sgcsi3ns7m3Lil b2fN8z5
bm4r1i4.
ra?3X9oxo3uZuA6 tx5N5nw8N6,
"eFx3XZt4 eFx3XZt4 eFx3|X]Z|tt4"
b2fxA6 eFx3bwo2lt4 W5dyEd]/i4 x6X8ixuxgxCu4
smhxW5gxCu4 hNcq5Lt4l WZu4.
bwfzA6 w4lcF1uk5 eaj5 tr8Nu4 dM3N3y5gxClx3LiA6
x2lJxfl4 ra?3i|fZu.
trfigxbwNuZuA6 wtCu b7N x2l3Jx6
w4]rq5g9lxF5gx6.
"Bxxxx”’"”’

hNuxuA6 sc9Mq5yx3g6.

xm5di5 v5bi5 em5gx3mz3u4 scq5g6. b2fxA6 WctMsQ4
scq7m8a6 x2lJx6 scbwouxcbso3Lt4 xzfNhQ2lA
whmQ7mMsCuf xatx9M4b3igxz N8zEoMsCuf. mfxA6 wMq5
xzfw5 xzfZlx3mzb cspm8NJw5gMs3mb.
bw7NA6
x2l3Jx3bJyyNgZlx6 ryxiA6 g8zuA8a6 W5AJfi5gMs3g6
x2l3Jxfl4. b2fx si2]v6gx5 cspm5yx4v5v wM xsMp/5v
wMfN5Exvlxvv s?l? b7]m/3gc1N5ExaZlx6 xsMp/7i4
si2vCs/ux3bCm. si2]v6gx2 whQo3u1mA |b7N.
The moral of this legend - Aplurjuaq, as told to John by his father Amaruq, is that
our ancestors told us to lead a good life. From this legend, Aplurjuaq and the two
men were spared from the multitude of wolves and were not mauled because they
led a good life. Amaruq explained to his family that “We have to try and live a
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good life and kavavaaks can’t do bad things to them.” Amaruq said those who are
bad, liars, thieves, mean to others, putting down others or mistreating others were
prone to being attacked by bad spiritual beings like kavavaaks. Living a good life
would leave you less prone to attack; you would have an easier life, fewer burdens
(Killulark, no date).

6.2.3 Two Men
Once there were two men who went looking for people in the fall time.
Maybe it was in early fall, in November. The two men went looking for
people because it is going to be a long winter again. They were thinking
maybe there are people in close distance and want to know about it. Some
people live here, some live over there and some here. In the summer time
people wander from place to place looking for caribou. Because of that
situation people lose contact with each other as to where they are. The two
men went looking for people to see if there were people in short distances
because it was going to be a long winter.
They went looking for people. They went to the place where people usually
winter and spend overnight there. They move to another location looking for
people since they were searching for people still. There were no people
again at this place. They moved on to another location to where people
usually winter such as rivers since they knew where they were. They went
here and there. They went to the last place.
In the evening they walked on the lake. It was a large lake and they saw a
window, a window from the iglu. In the evening and walking on ice you can
see light coming from the window from the distance. Iglus had an ice
window in those years. They were happy when they saw the window and
started walking fast towards it now because they were tired and hungry from
walking for three days now.
When they reached the iglu they stood right beside the iglu really close to the
entrance of the iglu. The one man said to the other one,
“I am going inside this one and you go to the other one.”
There were two iglus. In this iglu there were drum dancing and there was no
sound coming out of the other iglu. The man that said that he was going this
iglu where there was drum dancing and told him to go to the other one where
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there was no sound. The other man just agreed to the other man’s decision.
He was thinking that after eating and drinking he would go to this one where
there was drum-dancing going on. There was drum dancing in this bigger
iglu.
“Mani ijaija ija imngirajalikpunga”
They were drum dancing and the man started going inside to where there
was drum dancing. The other man went to the one where there was no sound
coming from it. The man that went inside to where there was drum dancing
and as soon as he appeared from the entrance,
“Arrgggg, arrggg.”
They were wolves that transformed into human beings. They devoured him
right away.
The other man who went inside the iglu where there was no sound went
inside to Uivarasugiaq. He went inside the iglu where Uivarasugiaq was.
She was a big beautiful woman sewing away. She was alone. As soon as he
entered she wanted to eat him because she could smell that he was a human
being.
To him, "Arggg, arggg,"
When she wanted to eat him, he handed her the pana. He had a pana with
him and he quickly gave her the pana because it looked like she was going to
attack him. He also smelled that she was not a human being. It was a wolf
that transformed into a human being.
He handed her the pana and said, "Put a sole on my Kamik.”
She wanted to attack him but saw a pana made out of metal and was
fascinated by the pana. Uivarasugiaq did not attack him. She just took the
pana instead. She hid the man inside the hole where she kept her strips of
caribou skins. They used to make a hole, which was quite big to keep pieces
of caribou skins that were left from cutting and this was near where she
usually was in the iglu. There used to be quite a bit of strips left over from
cutting caribou skins and she kept them in the hole. She hid him there and
placed pieces of strips on top of him to hide him. If the others knew about
him they would devour him right away. Uivarasugiaq's husband was also
where there was drum dancing next door. They were drum dancing in the
other iglu.
"Mani ijaija imngirajaliqpunga imngiraja&apunga imnalikli
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tusaumalilaaaat"
They kept singing the same song over and over again even though another
person was going to do drum dancing. They kept singing the same song over
and over again because they were wolves that just transformed into human
beings. They were wolves. Long ago they say that they were wolves that
transformed into human beings. They were animals that just look like human
beings. They used to see those kinds of beings.
Uivarasugiaq's big husband came from the other iglu where they were drum
dancing carrying a small rib for his wife. It was for his wife to eat. It was a
small piece of rib that he gave his wife to eat. As soon as he came in
carrying a rib
"Taunimii, taunimi."
Taunimii, taunimi, smelling something and looking around when he went
inside the iglu. Uivarasugiaq replied,
"Iikk, don't do anything. This man gave the big pana in exchange for me to
put a sole on his kamik" handing the pana at the same time to her husband.
He stopped looking around and stopped wanting to eat him. The man was
hiding and he could smell the human being. He reached for the pana and
took it and said,
"Ohhh, ohhh, my goodness. What a nice pana. Give me your big pana. Give
me your big pana. Put a sole on. Put a sole on. Put a sole on."
He was saying that and making motions. The people next door when they
had finished devouring the other man, they kept coming into Uivarasugiaq's
iglu and kept asking upon entering the iglu and sniffing at the same time.
"Taunimii, taunimii, taunimii, taunimi."
Uivarasugiaq keep on replying, "I wonder why they want me to there and
keep sniffing there?"
There was an older man who entered the iglu who was one of the last ones to
come. He asked,
"Taunimii, taunimi?"
Uivarasugiaq replied, "I wonder why they want me to there and keep sniffing
there?"
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There was a drying rack with two wooden sticks poked into the iglu in line
with each other. On top of the wooden sticks were twigs placed above the
qulliq for drying. The drying rack was placed near where the woman usually
sat. On top of the rack was the pair of kamiks drying. They belonged to the
human being who was hiding. The older man looked at the kamiks and
asked,
"Whose kamiks are those on top of the drying rack?"
The older man asked Uivarasugiaq this question.
Uivarasugiaq replied, "Amisuu, my husband's."
She replied like that but he kept looking at the pair of kamik and asked again
because he knew these were not kamiks that wolves usually wore,
"Why do they have gathered stitches on them?"
Some kamiks are sewn with gathered stitches but these that I am wearing
don't have gathered stitches on them because I am wearing ones that wolves
wear. He was fascinated with a pair of kamiks that had gathered stitches on
them. The wolves’ pair of kamiks don't usually have gathered stitches on
them.
"Amisuu, I can sew with gathered stitches," she replied again.
The people slowly stopped coming inside the iglu by now because it was
really late at night now. They stopped coming into Uivarasugiaq's iglu.
Uivarasugiaq's husband checked outside to see if the next door people’s light
went out yet. He kept checking outside to see. When the light from the
window goes out, you knew that they are sleeping. Uivarasugiaq's husband
kept checking outside and when he came inside the iglu he kept taking the
pana. When someone comes in, he quickly hid the pana because he didn't
want it taken away from him. After checking outside, he came in and kept
taking the pana,
"Your big pana, give it to me. Your big pana, give it to me." and making
motions of cutting blocks of snow, "Put a sole on, put a sole on, put a sole
on."
He kept saying that after coming in from checking outside. After checking
outside a few more times, he said,
"Next door is sleeping now. The lights went out."
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Once the light went out, you knew that they were sleeping now.
Uivarasugiaq had just finished sewing a sole on a pair of kamiks. They
started conversing among themselves. Uivarasugiaq, Uivarasugiaq's
husband, and the man who went into her iglu were conversing. They talked
about where they came from. They were conversing like that. They were
talking so closely together, like this standing. The two who were wolves that
transformed into human beings were wiggling their noses so much when
talking. When they smiled you could really see their big white teeth shining.
They did not attack him because they received a snowknife. They really liked
the pana. These two snowknives are not the same. This snowknife was very
fascinating to them because they usually have this other kind instead. The
only time they possessed snowknives was when they had been transformed
into human beings.
Uivarasugiaq said, "Those people will know right away that there is
someone, by seeing his tracks and by smelling him. When you start walking
home, break those sleds in front of the iglu."
(We used to have sleds on the ice in front of the iglu.) There were three
layers of sleds piled up quite high on the ice.
Uivarasugiaq said, "They will know about you right away and they will smell
you. They will pursue you right away. They are really fast too because they
use themselves as sled and dogs at the same time. They dog team like that.
When you start running home, make sure that you break all the cross pieces
on the sleds. Break all of them before running home.”
That seemed so uncomfortable and they were so near too because they also
ate his companion. The man was so scared but had to do what he was told to
do first. It was really late at night now and the daylight was short too. The
moon was shining brightly and in the dark because it was nighttime. It was
really nice out with no wind. He finished breaking all the cross pieces and
started running home. He started running as fast as he could. Those people
would find out right away about him and track him down. When he was
being chased they would have caught up to him right away. That was very
likely to happen like that. She told him how to escape such a situation.
When they caught up to him from behind, he was to bend down face away
from them and shoot them with the bow and arrow, trying to aim at the
leader by their right ear.
The man kept running since it was the only thing to do now. His destination
was quite far since they had walked for three days and he wasn't sleeping yet.
He was also tired and he wanted to survive and tried his best to escape.
Because he tried his best to survive, he survived. It was really nice outside
and he kept looking back even though it was really dark outside. It was a
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clear night with no clouds. It was the middle of the night too.
At dusk he looked back again and saw someone behind him that looked like a
person. He didn't make out what it was because it was midnight. He kept
looking back and kept on running. After running for a while, he kept looking
back. He wanted to keep looking back. He knew now that he was a bit closer
to his destination and saw smoke. It was those wolves that transformed into
humans and they were chasing him. They used themselves as dogs and sled
at the same time and now they were pursuing him. They were getting closer
and closer. He recognized Uluttuaq and kept on running and they were
getting closer and closer to him. He knew now that they were chasing him.
He could hear them now since they were getting closer. He heard whipping.
"Orkkat, orkkat, orkkat, orkkat.”
They were saying that.
"Taulurjuit, tuarlurjuit, tualurjuit.”
They were whipping and coaching them on.
"Orkkat, orkkat, orkkat, orkkat, taulurjuit, taulurjuit."
What they were saying was "children, children, humans, humans." They
were coaching their dogs and whipping away.
"Orkkat, orkkat, orkkat."
They were really fast teams. Really, really fast and very close to each other
and following each other. The man knew now that he was going to be caught
up to, so he stood up to catch his breath and was waiting for them to get
closer. They were coming in really fast. Now they were really close. He did
exactly what Uivarasugiaq told him to do. “Turn away from them, bend
down, and shoot between his legs to shoot the leader by his ear.”
Uivarasugiaq told him like that. He was standing now. They became within
reach so he turned away from them, bent down, and shot the leader by his
ear. He shot his right ear. The arrow was in the ear now,
"Maaq, maaq, maaq, maaq."
He reached him right beside him. The rest of them saw the arrow on his ear
bleeding and when they saw bleeding while still alive, they just started
devouring him. They didn't do anything to the man but just kept looking at
the wounded dog.
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"Maaq, maaq, maaq."
They heard him whining and kept on following by the leader. All of them
were just following the leader and all of them passed the man without
touching him. As they passed by, they kept trying to stop and made a big
trail, which became really deep. They were trying to stop by putting their
feet down.
"Otutu ootututu, ootutu."
They were trying to stop. What was happening was that once they fell off
they wouldn't be able to move. That was why they tried to stay on the sled
because they would not be able to walk. They would have to crawl for a long
time. That was why they tried to stay on the sled so much.
The man, who survived the life and death situation, was not killed. They went
back to where they came from. They had eaten his companion and here he
wasn't even touched. He started thinking whether it really happened or not.
“Did I really survive?” He started thinking like that. As he was thinking of
what just occurred, the daylight had just started and it was bright now too.
After composing himself again, he thought of what he was told by
Uivarasugiaq. He survived because he did what he was told to do. He
started walking home. This is the end of the legend.
xat4 m9D4 - Two Men
bw2fxA6 xat4 m9D4 wk4ysl4g4 srsu. wmc srxNao3m5
bmi kF7SusN5Ex6. xat4 m9D4 wk4yslQx3g4
srsacbixgo3u1m5 whm2lt4 wk1i4 ci5gc1m1]Z5
cspmhx3Lt4.
wxN wMq5 ]mi7mb wMq9o |b?i wMq9l ]mi
xs/3ysoCzu4 xs/4f5 NjCl/ux6 wQ]/3LtA6 g4go4nu4 ei3Lt4
N`io3m1]Z3u4 cspmgCs5h1iJ1mb.
wk4yslQx3g4 w1u1k5
ci5gc1m1]Z5 srsac5]bixo31u1m5 xat4 m9D4.
bwmA6 wk4ysl4vu4 bmsz kNQ/s?4g6 srs6ysFs?4g6
s31i4vlxCu4f wkcq5g6.
bwfzlxClx3Lt4 yi4b3Lt4 b]mi.
bmsz3O eiExo31uJ4 wk4ysl4gw8NCu4 wk4yslvu4 ho.
bwmA6 wkcq5gx3y8N3u1m5.
hovi eiExExcioE2lt4
srs6ysFs?4g5 bm5fx cspmZu4f kNQ/s?4g5 bwfzbl
es/3gZlx4.
sKzMs3Lt4 mszo3Lt4 x7m b4Kz
ra9oXEixovu8k5.
s8kf8a6 byck5 Whvu4
byC xq+J1m5.
b5yj5 WgCCu4
fxnfo3Lt4.
wZ`M3uA6 bfJ4 w4l2 wZ]Mzi4 yf s8k4f5
bsgNlEggmb yf wZMa/Czu4 wfmJ5. sz?5gxi5 bsg1NJ1mb.
wl4 wZ]McJMs3m5 yfu4.
wZM3uA6 bfZu4 dFx5n4Lt4.
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s3is/o3Lt4f bwfz gxFs7m3o3Lt4.
wuD1m3Lt4l v5gxoCu4
s2li4 Wzhi4 Wh4vu4. bwmA6 tr8Nuf5 bwfz b2fx w4l5
b2fx tr8Nuf w4l2 yM|bi bmi Nqs/oCu |X2 yMt5Nzi sN
xS5 b7N. r4ozi Nqs/oCu4. |b7NA6 Wcb Wctuk5 sc6g6,
"sKzoxw wt31ixCm wfzo wtE5".

w4lA6 m9D1mi4.

b4?iA6 Wcbi eMstk5 ju6Xl4g5g2lt4 bwvio Wc|bi
hN6Xl2Mq5Li.
b7NA6 whmos3g6 ju6g5gxk5 st3ix3iC3Li
wt31ixiC3Li Wctuk5 sc6g6.
"sKzo wt3ixCm wfzo wtE5"

M1ma b7N xqux3gD6.

iExi4fm wuxifm |b2fkzEx3ix3Sz ju6Xl4ggx3k5.
eMstk5 ju6Xl4g5}g1mb b4?i w4lu xqi3nu.

b2fxA6

"mi w/w/w/ wuqC/3MSz."
eMst1k8a6 ju6Xl4ggxi
bw7N wtEx3Li Wc|b. b7NoA6 Wcb hN3Xl2Mq5gj5.
|b7NA6
eMstk5 ju3Xl4ggxk5 wtEx3g6 b4?A6 vb1u s/qQx5N3t9lAl
"x3333x3" xmDf~l8iCu wk}D3ymJ5 sQxCMux3LA iEuxC9M]Z5.
|b7NoA6 hN3Xlq5gj5 bwfz wt6g6 b7NA6 "sw?ChQx6"
sw?ChQxj8a6 XwJj5 b7NA6 sw?ChQx6 x31N5gx6 xqJ5}g2li
wid8NE4 u6+h/3gD6 wkgxa2li. b?iA6 u6+h/Cu
W+JuQQxgxmiA6 wk4 wt6g6 Nwm7mgxCus4 wk4h1i7m5 b4Kz,
"CCCCC"
W+JuuQx3miA6 b2huzA6 XNui4 nF1u4 XNcCu XNui4
gix9MQxZ5gxz sQx3Exixd1mi.
w1uiA6 b7N wk4 Nw7]mCu
xmD3h1i3u4 wkq5gfl1m wkDymJ6. b7N XN giQx7m3Lis4,
"v7m4v xMq4r4" v7mv xMq4r4 b7NA6 WJuhQxMs3g6
sw?ChQx6 x31N5gx6 xqJ5gx6 W+JuhQxMsClx3Li b7N XN
nF5g1mkN tx5Nw5gi4 bfymqNu xlg3y8NoCus4 b2hm
sw?ChQx2 sQxExq5gxo3XA6 b7N wk4. b7N XN tAQ8NCus4.
b7NA6 wk4 wp7]m3Lis4 |bKz sztuk5 wt6nos3ymJj5 wxN
w4otid5 xS5 wt6nos3LA xq2MLA wo6ti|fFcJMs3mb.
bmsz xu3u4. mfx wo4t3ifh3mb x8kCos3if5
wo4t3ifouxghMs3mb.
bsfz vt3hZs2lt4 wt6nos3ymJj5.
bwfzA wp6his4 wo4t3if5 b2fx x|b8k5 wo2lA wo4tifuxk5
mfx h4nsqo3g5. wp3Lis4. b4rfx cspAu WQxqMqm5g4. bwml
sw5gxz ju6g}u7m3Li sw?ChQx2 jucbsZu eMstk5 ju6ggmb.
"mi w/w/ w7qC/3ISz w7qC/3ISz wNo4o gnsmoM5"
xbsy3uA6 Wy31u4
xg6b3g5. b7NA6 juExExCz b7N5nw8N Wy6 xbsyc5]b6
xg6b6LA. wkDymJMs3m5 xmDdlZlw5.
bw2hmi
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xmDymihMs3ym1mb i3JbsZlxi4 wk4tg5 bsg1No3bgi4
bf5bJMs3mb.
b7NA6 sw?ChQx6 sw5gxz.
b5exz ju6gi5 cwZu wk7a6 gimNzi txN bwm wk4
ju6gk5 wtMs3g6 iEZuf iq`Ngx3i3Li x4~LNgx3i3Li kox3u
iE/4]ni4 gom5 wMNzi4 txN urNClxLi koxi
tAuxDt2lis4.
|b7NA6 wtNgxCu tAux3Li b4?,
"bsi}u4 bsiu4 bsiu4 bsiu4" Nwms6ngx9Mul eMlgxMul
wl2 wlxi b4?i wo31m5.
b2hmA6 sw?DhQx2 x4Wst5gx3|X, "xx |w6 h9l3W5 xat7a6 }sm
XN3Jw5 vw4]v xMinf2li"
gio7m3LAl b4Kz swuk5. b7NA6 eNA1i3m3Li WJun7m3Li
wp3ym1mb bw7N bsgq4vlxCus4 NwmQ8NCus4 wk4h1u4.
b7NA6 XN wn4vus4 tAQx3yNoCus4 tAZus4 b7N XN.
"s ssss mw XN5nsfi XN3Jw5 vw4f XN3Jw5 vw4f xMiA
xMiA xMiA xMiA xMiA" txNA6 s4gClx5gxXo3Li.
bwmA bwfx b4rfx yMoE/w ci5NCu4 bw7N wk4 ka8Nu4f
b4rsz sw?ChQxf8k5 wtx9MgxCzu4 b4?A6 xWE?4Lt4
wtCzu4 Nwmsngx9Mu4l "bsiu bsiu bsiu bsiu"
b2hmA6
sw?ChQx2 x4Wst5bClxZw,
"Nr4rxDfx bsid2lz bsiu4 NwmsExqN3X4X" txNA6
x4Wst5bClx3ZLQ5.
bw7NA6 sgc2Mfl5 wt31uZu xWE5gxo3u1m5
"bsi|u4 bsiu4".
b2hmA6 sw?ChQx2 x4Wsty8NouZus4
"Nr4rxDfx bsiyd2lz bsiu4 NwmExqN3X4X5"
wxN x4Wst1mA.
b4XiA6 b4Wvi wxN w8ibcNJMs3m5 rJNu4
m9D4 msz xro`E4 v2St2lQ5 |b7N xf8iz5 x?Mexi4
woscwN3Lt4 b4Kz doj5 b4Kz Xi3yFcJMs3mb fouf
sztuf5 x31N5.
b4WciA6 v7m Xi6y31mi4 b2hm w~k2 wp6ymJ2. b4WfzA6
vu1k5 wpQs/figx9M3ul,
"rxofr4fx v7m4 w7ubiV" wxN xWEdiJg1m5 sw?ChQxj5.
sw?ChQx7a6 rs5gx3|X, "xu+h swm" txNA WZlx3mA
wpQgwNCuQ4, "Bs7uM tA/c3X4" wM cu5 wMq5 tA/3ymh3mb
sfxo tA/cq7mi4 xmDtg5 vu3vCu.
tA/`o1i4 v}u1i4 N8Z31g6.
xmDw5 v}u tA/cJwgflimb.
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"xu+h6 tA/JZm". txNA6 x4Wst2lA.
bwmA6 b2fx hoEJ1i3mb s8k4lx3Lil W1m5. hJi31mb
wtxMbD1i3mb b2fkz sw?ChQxf8k5 b2fx b7NA xw?ChQx2
sw5gxz w5h3bs/o3g6 b4r4fx yMo3t4 ho vuqm+zb.
bwm
vu2X wZ`Mz yfZu vu2Xb cspN3ix3m5 yio3mb.
w5h3bs/c5bMuA6 b7N sw?ChQx2 xw5gxz.
|b7NA7 XN tAx9MXvus4 w6tgcExza6 x4?2 x|bk5
wpx9Mfigx3X4LA |xbshxqj5.
bwm w5hMs3LiA6 wtCzu
tAgwNXvus4 XNi.
"XN3Jw5 vw4f XN3Jw5 vw4f" s4gCles/o3X4Li. "xMiA xMiA
xMiA xMiA" txN Wles/3Li.
bwmA6 w5hbc|bMs3Li sco3SD6 b4r4fx yio3S5 vu2S5. bwm
vu1mb yio3g5 NlNq2S5.
bwm b7NA6 sw?ChQx6 xMi3n3g6
v7uu4 xMi4]ni7m3Lil.
bwm xMi4]ni7mgxo3m5
sc9lEns/3yNoCuA6 b2fx b7N sw?ChQx6 xw?ChQx2 xw5gxz
b7Nl wk4 wk9lxF4 b2fkz wtMs3g6 sw?ChQxf8k5.
sc9lEns/3yNo3Lt4. ck6 tr8mz3u4 Nr9l cw1mz3u4
bm5hjzCl4. cigCsNCu4 wx5N NQCu4 b2fxA6 xmDgZlxCu4
wkDymQ8NCu4 rzgxQA6 wd/3lE4Xfi. dzgxoCzuA6
rAt5gxq cslulxX4Lt4 WQxqbwNgxo3X5 XN]bCu4
xlg3n5gxoCu4. sfx4 XN4 x5tQqmi4. b7N N8zE/4JxgxE1mf5
xmd5 txNwgwNi WcJZlxCu4. wkDym/Czu4 ryxi.
|b7NA6 sw?ChQx6 sco3Li, "brfxA6 cspMyNix3mb gmwi
bflt4 Nwmlt4l xwQxDu WhQxDu xwQxDu bvfxA6 w4l5
]nzi bsNi w4l ]nzi cjtcJMs3C2b fxnu wl nzi
cjt5gw Wzha3ymJ5
txN Sgyymgx3X3Lt4 b2fx xuhgmb
cjtDNgw5.
b2hmA xw?ChQx2 wk2 scst2lis4 "csp/sM4yNixCF5
Nwm/slt9l moZsixCF5 NlNq7m5. b5rfxA6 WxMJ3Jxuxg1mb
w1u1iA6 e7uE7m3gx3Lt4 ej4ylehCu4. bwmA6 WhQx3LxFfu4
xwli x3XQxDu bvfxA6 cjt5gw5 NSosbw r2~l/l4|b5yxEx3LQ5
WhQxnDm3S6." wLw5hNfi. b4?lxNa2lt4l WctQ/i4
iE7mfl1mb. v2WxhMsgzClx3SD6 Wdysd/io
moQxc5gx3Lis4.
xhwMA6 s8kxgZu b5eMsZu b6gg2li s8kxa1m5.
yM5yxgZlxD6 xkCw7mEs2li.
r2lxivuQ4 x6XQxgxo3S6
xw2li x6XQxuxgxo3S6 bwm5hg1m5.
bwmA6 b2fx cspAu4
moQx9MyNix3mb g2ylt4l moZsgxo3iDuA6 bwfN8z5
xa/sMy8N3ix3m5 NlNq7m5.
bwmA6 sw?ChQx6 xJegwLis4
xA/sEx9lxEfuA6 b7NA6 rai3ui5 b2fN8z5. sfliA gk9li
wxN Wli
cwJgw5 wxN gk9lQ5 b2fx WlQ wxNA6 Wt4nExdJm3X.
b7NA6 yK9o3X6 bo3WxA5 ys5bEx3lA. xhwM b7N wk4
x3X5gxXvu. xXixgxXvu bwm4n}g1m5.
bw7Nl kNQ/t4
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szy5ggx6 s2li Wzh5gxi WhMsCu4 N7ui3l yi4ymq5Li
u8ah7m3Lil w~kZlx6. ]smhx5gxCu skx3l4|b6 xkx3LCu
x8N4g6.
bwm yM5yxg1m8a |bKz rai3uk5 bfQxgxXvu b[ZEsZlx6
x9M3gg1m5 kK/w7mE4 s8kxaJ6.
xhw`MA6 s2`MDnExoi3t9lA
rux3uZu SJ`Na]/6g6 |b?i bfZlx3LQ5 rai3ui hNs1m+z5
cspm9lxFq5LA s8kxa7m3m5. eFx5gxXvu txN x3XMs3X4Li
xXMscbgx3Li eFxExNgxm5.
co?oCuA6 NlNw2li
SJgx}D6 SJ6. b2fx xmaLt4 wkflMsgi5 xbsy3l
cjtigwNLi sfx e7uEo3LiQ5 W2lt4 Wh3iCu4
mo4ggoxi1i3Lt4.
xhwMA6 v4o?oxgxCu4 SJ5gxD6 wobEZus4 txN ho
xXixgxXvu bwm v4o?oxgwN3m5 mo4ggoxi1mb.
xhwMA6
g]nN3yZu4 v4o?oCu4 g]n8No3mb bw2fxA6 wWC6g3Xlgx9M3u4l,
"Bsx6v5 Bsx6v5 Bsx6v5" txNA6 wos5gx3Lt4.
"bs3Jw5 bs3Jw5" wWCg7m3gx3Lt4 womnEJ5gw5.
b8N "Bsx6v6
Bsx6v5 bsl3Jw5 bsl3Jw" wxNA6 scgflZlx6.
"kbc5 kbc6 wk4gw5 wk5gw5 wk5gw5" r7uu1i4. womnEJ5
wWCg7mgx3Lt4l.
"Bsx6v5 Bsx6v5" hvsf9lxF8a6.
vigCsNLt4 mo4gCsCs/ux3g5.

h4vshxlxFux3g5 wxN

xhwMA6 b7N wk4 xa/sixCu dMNqo3m5 x8zJw3Om3Li
Nquxo3g6 v4o5yxE2lQ5 |b2fx cwJg1mb. xhwMA6 c4o1mb
txN Wt4nExdMs31mA sw?ChQx2 gk9liQ5 sfli x2]M1uA5
Wt4n3li yK9o3|X6 ys5|bEx3LA. txN scstym1mi. b4?
NquxoCu.
trbsQxogxyNCuA6 xhwM gk5LQ5 sf2li |b7NA6
yK9o3X6 Wt4n5gx3X.
xhwMA6 b7N ys5|b3LA bo3WxA5
Wt5gx3mA b5?. b7NA6 c3J6 b4?i xb5gxo3Li.
"]m3 ]m3 ]m3 ]m3" tr5gxMsClx3Li b4Kz h2M`N3NA b2fxA6
mo4gflw5 yK9o3Xu8k5 bw7N yK9oXz whCgJx ys|bk5
xb7m3m5 c3J6 bsg7m3Li4g4l xs`N3gi4oA6 bf/Czu4 ]smt9lQ5
ho iEuxExJZu4
|b7NA6 wk4 whmQquxo3LA bw7N e7u6.
"]m4 ]m3 ]m3 ]m3" Li W1m5.
gnZu4f yK9o3Xt4 moux3LA
bml4bqA6 txN cql4]bux3g5gw5 x4gqbwN3LAl8i5 wk4.
b2fxA6 b4Kz5N2 wk2 yKi5NzA5 WQxoCzu na5bmCu4
wt6nagwNs1m8A6 wi5gw5 xS7u ]mi.
gr6bfigxMulA6
"Bsgggg Bsgggg" k5c3ix3gg?4gZlw5.
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hNs?A6 b2fx cjt1k5 wrsJ5 vbfuA6 cjt1i5 bmi kNu
kMq5gflZu4 vb5bwolxbg5gw5 WhMq8Nu4 X7ailcbN3Lt4
txN ryxi wqCJ9lxCu4 cjt8k5 vb4bwolx3bggw5.’’
bwmA wk4 x8N4gg6 bskzA6 s/qFMsu1i5 |bKz5yx6
iXgxyNo3u1mb h/sNil Wct1ulw2fx iEJflMsmb
x4gZsqNmli5 WlxF4Scw b4? x8NlxF4Sz whmo3Li txN.
bwmA txN whm2li yMl csmX9oxZu cs7m5yxmo3Li.
whm5yxo3JuZuA6 sw?ChQx71+A6 W5dyEd/i4 `NM5yx3Li WMsCu
x4gZsq5Lil8i5 x8N4guxgxo3S6. x7m xwli
Wh/Exy8No6Li. b7N whQo3umA si2]v6gx2.

The moral of this legend – Two Men, as told to John by his father Amaruq, is that
our ancestors told us to lead a good life. From this legend, Amaruq said the first
man was eaten because he led a bad life and explained what a bad life was. One,
who tried to run people’s lives, lied, stole, and did not do as one was told, or did
not listen to their parents, older siblings and did not follow Inuit customs. As well,
one who was proud or did things one knew were wrong was considered to live a
bad life. In this legend, the wolves ate every part of the bad human, meaning he
led a bad life. This would not have happened if he had lived a good life. The
moral was that you get what you deserve (Killulark, no date). Amaruq mentions
the other man led a good life and so was spared from being eaten by the wolves.
He was a fair man and even when he wasn’t treated well he tried to be good. He
used his wisdom to help others. This shows when he gave his pana to
Uivarasugiaq and she in return did what she could to help him survive, putting a
sole on his kamik, hiding him and teaching him how to escape the wolves. He
survived because he loved his fellow human beings. Amaruq said if you are kind
to others, kindness comes back to you (Killulark, no date).
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CHAPTER 7 - DISCUSSION
The interviews with my uncle John Killulark gave me a glimpse of his youth, when his
family still lived on the Land and greatly depended on their detailed knowledge of the
area to survive. Although only 60 years have passed, this time period or this way of life
appears historical and almost absent from people’s memory. Today, Inuit live in
communities of varied sizes, they are familiar and dependent on technology, and they are
part of the wage economy and connected to television broadcasts from all corners of the
world. The north is not as isolated as it once was, even from a decade ago. The
increased services to communities provide opportunities for increased access to goods
and services (Alexander, 2009). From this project, I was confronted by my limitations in
the Inuktitut language, and by my lack of knowledge of my family history, the places
where the family lived and travelled, stories and legends, life in the past and present, and
how land management programs could benefit from the information gathered from this
project.

Inuktitut
The major limitation I had during this project was my limited understanding and
knowledge of Inuktitut. With the help of two translators, I was able to learn more about
my family. There were limitations with my translators as well because there were old
Inuktitut words that were not used today, in everyday conversations. When my
translators did not understand John, I would ask them to ask him to repeat or explain
what he had said. One example was the term manniq, which is a type of moss, and it was
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used for light when dipped in caribou fat and lit. This type of light was used when
moving around in the iglu for example, from the sleeping area to the toilet area.

The richness and depth of topics that were discussed with John Killulark gave me a
renewed inspiration to learn Inuktitut. I enjoyed listening to stories of days gone by and
did this often with relatives on my father’s side. Listening to John talk about life out on
the Land made me wish I had a deeper understanding of Inuktitut because his stories
were very detailed. For example, his discussions about kavavaaks or travels on the Land
were very interesting to me as this is a lifestyle that is no longer lived. Learning about a
time period that is not in the distant past but is no longer practiced gave me a sense of
urgency, since this information will be gone when elders who lived in those time periods
pass away. Hopefully, the information gathered will help people understand life on the
Land a little better.

My translators and transcribers are relatives and through this project I learned how
closely related I am to them. They are my first cousins and the children of my late uncle
Aliqtiksaq and late aunt Qaqsauq; we all learned new insights about our past.

Kinship
From the beginning, in the first interview with my uncle John Killulark, he explained that
he would be revealing some information that may not be pleasing to hear. He was
preparing me to understand that life out on the Land was not always easy and that there
were hardships as well; during times of plenty, life was good. I learned how closely I
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was related to different members of the families in the community and discovered that
some were my first cousins. I knew I had a large family but did not know how large until
I started learning more about Amaruq and Kigjugalik’s family and their parents. My
mom was the second youngest of thirteen children and I never met her parents or most of
her siblings; I have only met three siblings, Pirjuaq, Qaqsauq and John Killulark.

Learning about my family history prior to them moving to Baker Lake gave me a greater
appreciation of life out on the Land and little more understanding of family dynamics. I
learned about some of my first cousins’ parents and how they interacted with one
another. For example how the older brothers and father of John Killulark, Aliqtiksaq,
Ilaittuk and Amaruq, were great providers for the family and travelled great distances to
trap foxes to trade for provisions at the Hudson Bay store in Baker Lake. I also learned
about how Amaruq taught his children to respect the old Inuit customs, as they were just
as relevant as the new Christian customs that are currently practiced. Amaruq explained
that Inuit customs are not to be disrespected as they have been in practice for many
generations prior to Christianity arriving in the region and are still applicable to life out
on the Land. This was evident when Aliqtiksaq decided to camp in an area that was
forbidden if there was no urgent need and paid the consequences, as his young son came
into contact with a being that was not from the natural world.

Place Names
During the course of the interviews with my uncle John Killulark, I gathered 290 place
names. I did not go out on the Land and see the places that he described to me, except
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during the one airplane trip that we took together. My uncle’s health did not allow for us
to spend time out on the Land as originally planned. Instead we used 1:250000 and
1:50000 topographic maps and as he spoke about different places, he would then tell a
story or incident that happened there. The main difficulty was language as Inuktitut is a
very descriptive language. This became apparent with terms that described the middle
lake, because the lakes were described in relation to one another. It took me a while to
understand what the translator was trying to explain; sometimes it was because people
struggled to find the right term in English that would best describe the Inuktitut term.

These terms are important because, for example, if a caribou cache was made and
instructions were left to another person to go and gather some meat from there, a person
would need to know how to get there. The landscape is like a road map and those
familiar with the landscape can explain where they are. As well, those who are lost can
also relay where they are by describing the surrounding landscape and those familiar with
this landscape can then pin point where they are. This has been done in the past when
young hunters have been lost and an elder asks them to explain the terrain and what
landmarks that they might have passed. The elder then can have the search party meet
the lost hunter and bring them home.

Some of the place names gathered are ancient names and the meaning has been lost but
the terms are still used. For example, Piqqik is a term used at a spot along the n3?6}g6
Harvaqtuuq – Kazan River. Some place names describe areas where ancient creatures
once inhabited or where legends once played out. For example, Amaruqturvik – a place
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where worms with no eyes came out of the ground and turned into a pack of wolves that
covered the landscape. Other place names refer to places where relatives were born or
where their graves are located.

Past and Present
The Land is rich in history, resources, and life. Our parents, grandparents, greatgrandparents, and ancestors were once closely linked to the Land and we are also too
today, to a degree, but not as connected as we once were. The shift to permanent
residence in a community and the wage economy has changed the relationship that Inuit
have with the Land.

The Land is important to Inuit and there is still a strong connection to the Land. Going
out on the Land is comparable to southerners referring to escaping the life of town, the
city or the day-to-day life. Going out on the Land can be a short distance from town to
many kilometers or hundreds of kilometers. Going out on the Land can include summer
travels by boat or all terrain vehicles and winter travels on the snow and ice by
snowmobile or dog team. The purpose of these outings can be to harvest food like
caribou, sea mammals, fish or berries or it to go to the cabin to relax and enjoy the space
and tranquility.

The education system in Nunavut sees the importance of having students from
kindergarten to grade twelve have cultural land trips to experience life outside of town.
These trips out on the Land for the students allows them to connect or reconnect to their
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Inuit heritage by learning how to utilize the Land like our ancestors had done before
them. For some students, this is the first time away from the community because their
family may not have the resources or equipment to go out on the Land (Collignon, 2006).
Another program called the “Nunavut Sivuniksavut Program” is an example where Inuit
Nunavut beneficiaries learn about their Inuit culture/ history and learn about the Nunavut
Land Claims Agreement plus how to live in a southern environment and for most
students this is their first time away from home (NS, 2005). This program would be
beneficial to all students in Nunavut and give students the building blocks to learn about
how Nunavut works in the modern world, there is hope yet for this to happen with more
students graduating from this program and maybe they will be our next leaders and see
that this is an important piece of education that all Nunavut students should have in their
own community. Educating all Nunavut students about Inuit history and heritage will
hopefully help tie the knowledge gained from the past to the future.

Nunavut’s greatest resource is its people and it is growing rapidly (GN, 2010). Investing
in the education system would be the first step to ensure all beneficiaries graduate from
high school and that the standards are comparable to the rest of the country and the
students can enter the post secondary institutions of their choice. This would ensure
Nunavut beneficiaries can achieve their dreams, can become entrepreneurs, doctors or
anything else they set their minds too.
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Land Management
In reviewing the literature and while conducting this research, I became very inspired by
the work of Cruikshank (1998) and Brice-Bennet (1999) on storytelling and the work of
Buggey and Lee (2004) on cultural landscapes. These themes are growing in the policy
and government arenas worldwide and the information I gathered in my thesis
exemplifies how important it is to understand the past and how the Land was managed.
The Land was taken care of by shamans and elders and the rules for managing the Land
were passed on through generations. The elders today are consulted but there seems to be
a disconnect when it comes to including their knowledge in policy (Alexander, 2009;
Kappianaq & Nutaraq, 2001; Wenzel, 2004).

In the past, old Inuit customs were practiced and shamans were approached to learn how
land management would be practiced. This included when and where families would live
or move to harvest wildlife for example. Power was in the hands of shamans or respected
elders and that information was used to make land management decisions. Today,
management decisions over the Land are in the hands of politicians, governments at all
levels; federal, territorial and municipal, lawmakers, policy makers, Inuit Organizations,
and Institutions of Public Government who rightly or wrongly decide the future for the
lands of Nunavut (Tungavik and Indian Affairs and Northern Development 1993; Lee,
2004; McPherson, 2003). As Lee (2004) has noted, there is unequal power between
parties involved in decisions made about the Land.
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We see the emergence of these ideas in the mid 1980’s with the recognition on the world
stage of the concept of cultural landscapes and the introduction of Category V: Protected
Areas; Protected Landscape and Seascape of the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN). The Protected Areas program has grown to include not only the natural,
biological, and historical aspects of the landscape but also the cultural components, which
help tell the story of the protected area and are proving to be just as valuable as the other
components. The program accounts for people as part of the landscape, especially the
aboriginal peoples. An example that is taking place in Canada’s north and is embracing
the cultural landscapes framework for protected areas is the Sahtu Dene, an aboriginal
group located in the Sahtu Region of the Northwest Territories in Canada. They have
sought protected status for a site called Sahyoue/Edacho, located on the western shore of
Great Bear Lake and encompassing about 5585 km2 (Mitchell et al., Buggey, & Brown,
2004). This cultural landscape defines the Sahtu Dene as they believe the Land is sacred
and alive with stories of their people and culture and hence the Sahtu Dene were in
agreement of National Historic status (Parks Canada., 2000). This was achieved with the
cooperation of different communities, different levels of government, regional
organizations, environmental groups and industry, as the aim was to maintain the areas
traditions. The Sahtu Dene and the federal government represented by Parks Canada have
progressed towards a protected area that is of cultural significance to the Sahtu Dene and
has created a National Historic Site called Sahyoue-Edacho.

It would be prudent for NTI, DIO’s, and all levels of government to keep an inclusive
approach when looking at the landscape of Nunavut, including not only the
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industrial/mining viewpoint but to also all that is interrelated and intertwined with the
landscape - nature and people, the past, the present and the future, the physical and the
social and cultural dimensions of the landscape (IUCN, 2002). None are inseparable and
not one part should be held in higher regard than the other. They are all interconnected.
Davis (2009) summarizes this point as follows, “The western culture assumes that a
landscape has no culture, for example industry who has no ties to the landscape or history
to the place can come and legally remove, disturb and leave the area that is physically
and culturally important to the people who have lived there for generations.”

With the signing of the NLCA, Inuit have now adopted this way of thinking about the
landscape, but there is room for Inuit to decide how they want the landscape to be
managed. Article 17 of the NLCA gives a framework or a foundation for the
management of these lands and the institutions of public government are still developing
in their roles and progressing towards accountability for all levels of governments, Inuit
organizations and those involved in land management in Nunavut.

It is important that a balanced approach be taken for all aspects of land management in
Nunavut, that all viewpoints be taken seriously and be equally considered. Only time
will tell if the bar will be set high enough because this Land is for the future generations
who will be left with the land management decisions made today.

The more Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, Inuit knowledge, is incorporated in meaningful
decision making processes at all levels of government, Inuit organizations and institutions
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of public government and those in power, the better the landscape of Nunavut will be
managed and the more closely the culture of Inuit will be integrated in policy and will
complement the western culture that is greatly relied upon today (Alexander, 2009). The
Nunavut Atlas (Riewe, 1992) is the most recent document prior to the NLCA to show
Inuit land use and occupancy of Nunavut and the Nunavut Planning Commission, an
institute of public government is in the process of developing a Nunavut wide land use
plan for the Nunavut Territory (NPC, 2010).

CHAPTER 8 - CONCLUSION
Through this project, I learned of family members I had never met and caught a glimpse
of how people interacted together before moving to the community of Baker Lake. The
information gathered from this project brings the landscape alive and adds to the story of
those who lived on the Land and those who still utilize the area of xf9o6+X6 cmi6
Akulliqpaaq Qamaniq (Aberdeen Lake), and cmi6 g[o6+X6 Qamaniq Tugliqpaaq
(Schultz Lake) landscapes.

A trusting and respectful relationship is needed when land management issues are
discussed and developed in Nunavut. Working in a cross cultural environment where two
very different cultures are at odds with one another, an open dialogue is needed where
one side is not given more weight in land management decisions. The cross cultural
environment not only includes the Inuit and European cultures but also the traditional
hunting and wage economy cultures that modern Inuit face today (Brody, 1975,1991,
2000; Davis, 2009). The old values of respecting the Land have been replaced by the
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monetary value of the Land. As the territory develops, the old values should prevail and
guide land use activities and associated decisions; providing for a sustainable use of the
Land and healthy communities. Challenges for this new territory are to ensure that

community members along with different levels of government and industry are
included in land management decisions. Opportunities for Nunavut beneficiaries to
truly participate in various land exploration, exploitation or conservation initiatives are
needed and a more open and transparent system needs to be developed to help people
truly understand the decisions that will not only affect this generation but also future
generations - a system where economics is not the only factor to steer a decision about
land management, but equal weight is given to the cultural, environmental and
economical aspects of land management.

“The Land” is home to Inuit and the old perspectives of the Land need to continue to be
documented, respected, and incorporated in policy and legislation that are being
developed for today and for the future. One way to ensure this continues is to incorporate
the protected areas approach or use its criteria to help ensure the decisions made about
the landscape today and into the future result in a healthy environment that our past
generations would be proud of.

Continuing to document and incorporate the rich history and values Inuit have of their
landscape will eventually lead to better informed decisions for all aspects of life in
Nunavut. Understanding our past will help us plan for our future.
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John Killulark mentioned at the end of the project that it was nice to share these stories
because all the people mentioned in the project are now gone, except for himself and his
younger sister Natsialuk. I was truly thankful for him sharing this information and it was
a privilege for me to learn from him about my Inuit heritage. He brought my ancestors to
life with his stories and for that, I am truly grateful.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: Sample Interview Questions
Family
1. What is the place name where Betty Natsialuk Hughson was born?
2. How long was the family living there?
3. Where did the family travel in the:
a. Spring
b. Summer
c. Fall
d. Winter
4. Did the family travel to the same areas year after year?
a. What were the reasons for this?
5. What major events do you remember while living in the area?
Cultural Landscape
1. How do you describe this area?
a. Why is it described that way?
b. Is it because a river or lake is nearby?
2. Are there places that are spiritual in nature?
Oral History
1. Are there places that are considered, special, haunted, or not safe to travel?
a. What is the story or legend behind this
2. What is your most memorable place?
a. What makes it memorable?
3. Are there songs about this place?
Place Names
1.

Are there places that have special meaning?
a. Can you explain why this place is called that?

2. Are there place names named after people?
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APPENDIX 2: Metadata Checklist - place names work
(Modified from discussions at the GN-IHT Place Names Meeting: Feb. 22-24, 2005.
Ottawa)
Project history: Name Document
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

methods of recording, collection (location field work)
media (minidisks, tapes, video)
dates of review (chronology)
resulting material (maps, shape files, storage location, tapes, md’s)
participants, elders, language experts
community review process hamlet council? Council resolution
interviewer – contact information
background material ( reports, previous projects accessed)
access to use and constraints
a. issues of confidentiality – discussion
b. access restrictions

Project extent:
List of all map sheets numbers
Interviews
1. Elders
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Names
DOB
Area they grew up in
Location of birth
Oral biography
Reference to tape, minidisk (#’s)
Consent form

2. Language experts
• Training
• Names
• DOB
• gender
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APPENDIX 3: Research Licenses
3.1 Nunavut Research Institute Licence
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3.2 University of Manitoba Research Licence
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APPENDIX 4: Confidentiality Agreement
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APPENDIX 5: Photographic/Video Permission Form
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APPENDIX 6: Video: “Songs and Legends – Performed by John Killulark”
This video was recorded on October 5th, 2005 on the out skirts of Baker Lake, Nunavut.
Paula Kigjugalik Hughson filmed John Killulark as part of this research project and is
part of Chapter 6 in this thesis, titled “Songs and legends”. John was dressed in
traditional Inuit clothes and helped with determining the location and props to be used in
the video. He wanted the video to be recorded outdoors to give the songs and legends he
learned from his father, Amaruq, more meaning, and context. The following is the order
of the legends as presented in the video and in Chapter 6.
iv. Kaukjakjuk, a legend of revenge and mistreatment

v. Aplurjuaq, a legend of a shaman and the multitude of wolves
vi. Two Men, a legend of cunning and whit
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